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ccuse Lawyer Of Attacking Baby-Sifter
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57-Year-Old Widow Blows Lid Off 'Slick' Case Of Usury
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ONE HOME LOST, OTIIERS
IN STRAIN—Three men re•
eeived $1,750 in fines on conviction by a Criminal Court
Jury after they were prosecuted by the state on charges
of usury, and conspiracy to
commit usury. The state, represented by Asst. Atty. Gen.
Braxton C. Gandy prosecuted
on behalf of Mrs. Viola Davis.
57-year-old widow, who lost

her home. The persons in the
other pictures are a few of
the other people in the area
who are struggling under siniilar type "galloping" notes as
put Mrs. Davis and her chitdren out of their home into an
abandoned shack with a leaky
roof. Julian Aymett, 74-year old mortgage note broker, was
convicted and fine set at
$1,000 by the jury. Emmett

M erne and his son William
%Verne, who came here from
Mississippi last year to form
Construction
the Nu•Home
company, and "seeking green•
er pastures," as Mr. Gandy
put it, were fined $300 and
S250 respectively, after they
Plead guilty to conspiracy to
commit usurs at the begin•
fling of the trial. Judge Sant

Campbell can add penal farm
time for all. All the cases of
the people above are more or
less like Mrs. Davis'. She owned a modest home at 6103 Hamlet and contracted with the
Wernes for MUM worth of
work and ended up signing
notes for 52,800 plus interest
Mr. Aymett had it foreclosed
and he bought the home and

Mr. Smith said he was going
to see the district attorney.
Elder couple in THIRD PIC.
lure are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Tate, of 2146 Alcy Rd., rear.
The Wernes got to them, too.
The job was for $2,200. They
ended up with 70 notes for $50
each, or 53.500, The man in
PHOTO AT RIGHT is William Harris. He's 85, lives off

and Mrs. Robert Smith, of
6169 Hamlett, and little Roberta, 8 months, youngest of
They
their seven children.
have three sets of twins and
Mr. Smith makes around WI
a week, he said. They eon•
tracted for what was suppos•
ed to be a $1,900 job, They
ended up with $45 notes for
seven years, a total of $3,780.

land, about three acres. Mrs.
Davis, who left a washing maclime in the old home, is seen
in photo extreme left, washing at the SHACK where she
lives now with five beds in
Iwo rooms. She said Satur.
day: "I sure hope I'm not here
when winter conies." In the
SECOND PHOTO, more victims of the Wernes, are Mr.

Accuse Lawyer
Of Raping Girl
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Will Tell Plans
After June 23
By MOSES J. NEWSON

Donal Baptist Convention, the
' world's largest Negro religious denomination, told the Tri-State Befender Saturday he would have
nothing to say of his plans until
after the June 17-23 meeting in
Dallas of the National Sunday
ff
School and Baptist Training Union
Oa Bible
• Congress.
But why dost thou judge
The denomination's executive
thy brother? Or why dost
board is also meeting in Dallas at
thou set at naught thy broththe same time and it is assumed
er? For we shall all stand be- I Dr. Owen is holding up announce
fore the judgment seat of
ment of his decision until after
Christ.—(Romans 14,10.)
this meeting.
The people we work with,
MAY ATTEMPT TO REMAIN
those who ride the bus with
Dr. J. H. Jackson, of Chicago.
na—let us look upon them
convention president, is supposed
with eyes of love and underto step down in September in line
standing and brotherhood, rewith a constitutional provision but
m mb ' '
pent
there have been reports that he
heart the wondrous words of
St. Paul.
1 1 See PLANS Page 2

mother of recently appointed federal judge, Scovel Richardson, as
"Mother of the Year
The affair is designed not only
to pay tribute to a woman who
has made an outstanding contnhution to the nation but to stimulate more interest and support for
a local voters registration drive.
Some 1,000 citizens are expected
to attend the colorful and impressive banquet at Club Ebony, Friday evening. June 14, which gets
underway at 8 p.m.
The program is shaping up as
an interest-packed one. Lt. George
W. Lee announced that ministers
who participated in the recent pilgrimage for freedom in Washington, D. C. will make brief reports.
They include Revs. S. A Owen,
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EN are seen at the local airport last week before they
took off on the first leg of
their trip to Europe, the Far
and Near East. Dr. Golden,
cha'rman of the Central Juris•
dictional Board of Evangelism

in the city.
An inquiring reporter In PascoThe girl tole, her parents she
thcaritmit:l was forced into the act..
coutrhteg
rclikaetleonedlocfarlorn
The parents said they hare
been unable to find an attorney
torney and member of a promin- in Jackson County who would
ent Jackson County family, has take the case.
been charged with the statutory
The girl was said to have been
criminal assault of a 17-year-old examined at a hospital the night
girl baby-sitter, whose name was of the alleged incident, but the
not divulged.
parents have received no report
The docket showed that Gautier from the doctor who made the
was charged in an affidavit filed examination.
May 28 and was released on bond
Authorities were reluctant to
provided by a state senator and a
talk about the case. Dist. Atty.
relative. He was bound over to the
Boyce Holleman said he had not
rand jury to await hearing.
yet received the case and referred questions to County Atty. Donald Cumbest who said he had
-heard" about the charges but
knew nothing first hand. Ile referred questions to Justice of
Peace John Henley who said:
"I don't want to give out anything about that. It's not comAll applications for admittance
pleted yet ''
to Memphis State university for
Gautier, who graduated a year
the fall semester should be filed
ago from University of Missis•
with the Registrar's office by Aug.
sippi Law School is free under
12

TB MobilC
ay nit
Bars Lifted Must Apply

of the Methodist church, is
making the trip as a goodwill
ambassador for the National
Fraternal ('ouncil of Churches
and is contributing his time
and expenses to the effort.
( Withers Photo)

Young Snake Catchers
Give Hog Nose To Zoo

Next time Charlie Johnson ma time they have made the newsJimmy Jackson visit the zoo, they print. Both are Tri State Defender
can drop by and see their own newspaper boys and some time
ago there was a story on them
snake centribution.
It's no rattler as thooght the 16- concerning their rabbit-growing
year-old foster sons of Mrs. Bessie project.
In addition to the rabbits, whiah
Stewart, of 1893 Farrington, but
still they became sort of attached they still raise, the boys have five
I see 1,000 Page 2
to it during the weeks since Eas- gardens from which they sell vegter when they caught it at Rich- .
See SNAKE, Page 2
ardson's Landing in Millington.
After keeping the snake and
caring for it until they got a chance
to watch it shed a layer of skin,
the boys decided to donate it to'
the zoo.
FEW RATI'LERS HERE
However, when Ronald Graves,
curator of reptiles came out to
pick up the "rattler" he found
that it was a Hog Nose, otherwise
known as a Spreading Adder becpuse of the way he will spread
his head and blow when approached.
Mr. Graves said the Hog Nose,
of average size, was completely
harmless. He said there are few
rattle snakes in this area.
Charlie and Jimmy had studied
about snakes in scouting and wanted to do some more study on the
matter so they caught their own
snake and kept it in a box, feeding
it frogs, clover, insects and some
bread. _
The boys said they caught the
snake by striking it with a stickl MEMPMANS GRADUATE —
rattle snake but Mr. Grave. to "stun" it and then getting it
playa with the snake they
Among the Memphlans rediscovered when he went to
into a bottle using sticks.
caught and raised for awhile
ceiving degrees at Tennessee
ACTIVE. LADS
pick it up that it was a Hog
before turning It over to the
State university recently was
Charlie and Jimmy nre real acNose. (Newson Photo)
zoo. They thoughs it was a
this dozen from the Bluff City.
tive lads and this is not the first

Thought It Was A Rattlesnake

•
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1,000 To
HonorMom
Of Judge

Dr. S. A. Owen, minister of Metropolitan Baptist
church here, will disclose in a few days whether he will
elect ar consent to be a candidate in September for the
The Lincoln League is going
presidency of the National Baptist Convention Inc., U.S.A. all-out in its plans to honor Mrs.
Dr. Owen, who is vice president-at-large of the Na- Capitola Richardson Ha wkin 5, ,DR. AND MRS. 3.W. GOLD-

SEE, HE WON'T BITE Ronald Graves, curator of rep.
tiles at the Memphis zoo as.
•sures Charlie Johnson. left,
and Jimmy Jackson, as he

PASCAGOULA, Miss. — 1)espite evident attempts le
suppress details of the incident, news of the criminal assault of a well-known, 17-year-old Catholic Negro girl of
this community of 80 many Catholics, by a prominent
white attorney, has aroused the indignation of many
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Highway 51 in the same genera, area. He gets about $100
monthly in welfare or old age
checks. His $1,200 job (he's
not positive who did it but has
given it to a lawyer) ended up
as 96 notes for $32.68 each,
more than $3,1100. Assistant
Atty. Gen. William E. Cleaves
was a key witness in the trial.
Newson Photos)

Negroes and whites no longer
have certain days or certain places to avail themselves of the
service of the TB Mobile X-Ray
Unit for detecting tuberculosis.
Both may now use the unit at any
of its regular stops.
This change in the old pattern
of separate use in the city, although the county drew no such
line, was dropped with the new
schedule released this month by
the Shelby County Tuberculosis
and Health Association and the
Memphis and Shelby County
Health Department.
New locations on the regular
schedule now are Klondike school,
Court Square, the Shelby County
hospital, and Whitehaven Plaza
Shopping Center.
Free X-Rays are also available
at Gailor Memorial hospital,
Room 106—A, every day from 8
m. to 5 p. m, and on Saturday
until noon.

To Enter MSC
By August 12

Registration for the fall session, See I,AWYER Page 2
the 46th for the state-supported institution, begins on Sept. 12 and
classes begin on Sept. 20.
The complete application, including official transcripts of h igh
school credits (or college credits
Charles Tisdale, former Adin the case of transfer or gradu
vertising salesman with the Telate students), must be on file in State Defender is not in any way
the Registrar's Office no later than connected with this publication.
30 days before the beginning of He has not been affiliated with
the term.
the Defender in any respect for
REGISTRATION DATES
four months. This announceStudents desiring to enter Mem- ment by the management has
phis State for the first time been made necessary due to the
should secure an application form persistent reports reaching the
from the registrar's effice.
Defender's office to the effect
The registration dates at Mem.
Mr. Tisdale is still employed by
this newspaper.
See APPLY Page 2

Announcement

Some Bluff City Graduates From A. & I.

From left to right front row,
they are: Miss Florence Bolton Miss Pearline Wright,
Miss Ruby Jean W. Lewis, Mrs.
Mollie Anderson (who receiv•

ed the master's degree),
Misses Thelma Fields. Barbara Jean Ford and H. William
Carl Lathon, Elgin Leory
Woodall, Logan T. Mitchell,

Fred L. Davis, and Eddie
Cook. The cords indicate that
the degrees were earned "with
distinction." (Clanton III Photo)

g
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Plans

Sat., June 15, 1957

IN A
lietin NUTSHELL

(C•entinued from page 1)
would attempt to remain in office.
Dr. Owen was asked about his
plans after a weekly publication of
national circulation said in A
church column in its June 8 issue.
"We haven't heard it from Dr.
Owen. but we were told recently
that Dr. S. A. Owen, vice president at large of the National Baptist Convention, is not a candidate
for the presidency of the convention or that he is withdrawing his
candidacy, or that he will not compete for the presidency of the convention at Louisville."
The convention meets In Louisville Sept. 3-8 and a highlight will
be the election for the next president.
ABLE LEADER
Dr. Owen, widely recognized as
one of the denomination's ablest
leaders, has been minister of Metropolitan Baptist church since
1923 and has been president of the
Tennessee Baptist Missionary and
Educational Convention for more
than 20 years.
The state convention has been
one of the most progressive in the
denomination and one of its notable and unmatched achievements
was the acquisition of and development of the property and facilities which are now Owen col-

Says Psychiatrists Should Important Facts:
Heed Old Time Religion About Congress

Psychiatrists do not advocate
Psychiatrists "who believe thet
I Congress some states are repreBy EDGAR T. STEWART
psychotherapy can somehow be divorce, sexual promiscuity, imWith all eyes trained on Con- sented by only one pagty. .ThereATLANTA — (INS).— Many divorced from the problem of val- morality or any other specific type
modern psychiatrists would do ues," should take a longer look of conduct. They do not reject gress at this time, let us take a fore Congress doesn't always see
well to take a lesson from old at the good points of religion, those who commit such acts, nor 800d look and see what make it eye to eye with convention promises.
time religion, an Atlanta Psychia- he said.
do they condemn them as indiv- tick.
that "no one
Rep. Adam C. Powell (Dem. N. Haynes fired back
Some members of the party opto be
trist noted last week.
The first American Congress WAS
Negro
"Religious persons," he observ- iduals. They consider them
Y.) aroused the ire of Rep. Wayne is doing more to divide the
former
treatposed to the president, sometinies
of
Upton,
individuals in need
Harry R.
sick
Dr.
ConAct
Stamp
or
nation
the
Colonial
the
a
that
of
believed
always
citizens"
-have
'
white
few
a
ed,
and
and
L. Haynes (Dem. Ohio)
s
Emory university faculty mem- man can, through study, prayer ment
that
gress of 1765. It met at New York. vote with those of the president
other fellow party members from than Rep. Powell. It is felt
proper Then came the Continental Con- own party who oppose his views
Individuals receiving
ber, and a practicing phychiatrist, and introspection, ultimately come
week.
the
last
of
Pennsylvania
application
Ohio and
Powell's
said he believes religion, -the old to know himself and his true ism psychiatric treatment will become gresses that met from 1774 to 1789. just to make it tough for him, or
Powell accused them of being mid- "needle" to the Ohio and Penn.
healthier persons in every way. The most famous of that group to get those members to support
character builder," and psychia- ture better."
dlemen for the White Citizens CounThey will not be weakened in their was the 'Second Continental." It some pet project. On the other
sylvania Democrats will Serve a
try, "the newly developed technid,
de
head
contrast,"
cil in the current fight for Civil
"In
religious outlook, but strengthened carried on the "Revolution," is- hand there are liberals and conque for changing people," have
Rights in Washington, 1). C. Rep. good purpose.
"some psychiatrists have lost re- therein. After all there can be no
a lot in common.
sued the "Declaration of Independ- servaties in both major parties.
spect for what one can discover real conflict between any truths—
ence," and drafted the 'Articles Hence a president can get some
about himself."
since all truth is from God.
of Confederation." All of the above support front the opposition party.
William Chapel,
Or, Lipton, who talks with the
CloZief 10 of Shelby County's gas, St. Paul,
were somewhat like the British ABUSED RULES
Road.
fatherWalsh
a
of
and
mannerisms
Chapel,
Noah's
kindly
Two of the most abused rules
Negrilachitiols was announced last
Perilament. The present Congress
psychiatranswill
advised
children
the
confessor,
of
Some
at-,
seem to be the seniority rule which
Conthe
by
is
created
weeklOgost of the children who
the
of
type
School and E. A.
trists who place too great an emtendaegiewn will be transferred to fer to Woodstock
stitution. It is very different from permits undesirables to dominate
County Supenntenphasis on psychotherapy to "study
the British Parliament. In Bri- committees and the immunity rule
Mt. Mak High, which will be ; Harrold High.
Barnes revealed these
those religious persons who have
commit 12-grade school. The closed ' dent George
the Prime Minister and his which permits Congressmen to
taip
the number
observed and changed themschools,,. include: Price Chapel,. consolidations reduce
cabinet are members. In the speak against private citizens withschools
Negro
selves."
Moore:es Cordove, Augusta Rosen- of Shelby County
United States the president and out being sued or accused for it.
Such study, he said, "may teaat
wald, Morning Grove, Old Mt. Pis-, to 33.
his cabinet are not members. 'rho The rule was written at a time
story
of
Tenn.—A
NEWPORT,
psychiatrists to cast off traditionfact that the president and Con- when certain events in England
out
of
comes
racial
adjustment
al restrictions and return to selfgress may be members of differ- were still fresh in mind and was
study and efforts at self-chang- this Tennessee mountain town ent parties does not bring on a for the squad of the congressmen,
cashing penatis
.national
Rose''Windle, 68, of 721 Wright,lcused of forging and
attracting
which
ing."
crisis in this country. It may, how- It's a worthy rule, just abused,
tention. Newport is just 50 miles
was held to the state in City Court Ion
si checks of a 71-year-old woman
CURE ALCOHOLICS
sometimes .
ever, bring on a cold war.
of
the
scene
from
,Tenn,
Clinton
last iv—Ric on a guilty plea to a
clergymen
The senate's right to filibuster
He pointed out that
committed to her care.
A
SCHOOL
GREAT
racial
forgery charge, after she was ac-I invalid
publicized
internationally
teamed-up
have
is one of the worst rules because
and psychiatrists
recently.
disturbances
JohngR.
Lynch
said,
with
"Congress
individuals
it prevents majority rule.
to help "sick"
The 'story concerns the achieve. is a great school. There you see
excellent results. Dr. Lipton, presProbably the most powerful perand de- lege.
officers
of
Dr.
ments
Dennis
veteran
of
elect
rare
Commitdemonstrations
to
intelligence
National
meeting
the
of
the
son in Congress is the speaker of
ident
William If. Reed, member of
Ellis Auditoritee on Alcoholic Hygiene cited the Branch, a Negro physician, who is and gross ignorance." However, the House. He is usually chosen
The election is expected to beUnited Auto Workers union, sued clare dividends at
in Sepsuccess in helping previously "irs the symbol of the successful "coun- this writer would say that most because of party loyalty rather
the union's credit union of UAW um the night of Jan. 26. Reed dis- come an explosive issue
try doctor" for this overwhelming- of them are intelligent because than ability.
his
curable" alcoholics.
Local 988, and its board members closed he went to the meetine, tember if Dr. Jackson and
more than half of them are law
"Boil down psychiatry and re ly white section of Tennessee.
Congress largely does what the
supporters make an attempt at reafter
for $50.000 in Circuit Court in Memhim,
with
wife
Dr. Branch came to Newport in yCrS.
taking his
ligion," he said, "and they both
people it represents nazi.
pres. electing him. Dr. Jackson reportphis last week. His bill charged
be
to
invitation
Miss
—
INTERNSHIP
an
DIETETICS
receiving
teach pretty much the same 1914 after having worked his way
In some governments, a vote
officials of the Credit Union "prorepresents edly is developing organized ef.
thru college and medical school by against an administration bill is
Cora Holliday, of 1879 ,Fremont, thing." He explained.:
ent. Atty. J. F. Estes
hibited" Reed from entering the
fort behind him throughout the
State
Virginia
on
the
and
working
West
mail
carrying
Reed.
of
a graduate
"There is really no basic contantamount to a vote for the head
Main assembly floor at the annual
country.
college, will do four months of flirt between the two — they both railroads. He meant to stay in of the administration to resign.
Meanwhile, there appears to ho
six
but
only
his
Newport
months,
reBoth
after
character.
strive tei develop
Not so in the United States. Reinternship in dietetics,
increasing effort on the part of
including an an
enlisting in the Army, at Brooks have the task of helping man to practice grew so fast he found he publicans don't have to vote with
Tennessee but urged safeguards,
would-be candidates and their
to
couldn't
went
leave.
He
afford
a
both
promise
trial
and
be
happy
Sant
Ft.
President Eisenhower to avoid a
hospital,
amendment making certain
determine Dr. Owen's Army Medical
newspapers. Senator Ester Kefau-g
pro- backers to
Houston, Texas beginning August more abundant life — but not in back to his home town of Raleigh, crisis.
jury, and an amendment
plans.
back
N.
with
and
a
came
C.,
wife.
ever came out in favor of contro- by
of
terms
from
money."
General
enter
A lawyer who is a merdber of
15. While at the post she will
the Attorney
A native Tennesseean, Dr. Owen
versial "jury trials" which South- hibiting
Dr. Lipton called his profession HORSE AND BUGGY DAYS
any
Congress may keep his partnership
ATLANTA—(INS)—Two Atlanta
Officers Candidate school. Later
bringing action en behalf of
to Memphis in 1904 and has
the
were
Those
the
came
days
of
ern segregationists want included
science
than
a
art
On
of
consent
"more
in
a law f i r m. Thus, he can get ministers have filed an injunction
person's
go Walter Reed Hospital,
one without that
nationwide status as a re- she will
horse-and-buggy docto r. Dr. contributions under
gained
than
exact
more
science
an
.no
in the Civil Rights Bill now pendwritten
In
be
federal court against segregashould
the name of
acquiescence,
D. C., for further Inand educational lead- Washington,
Branch performed operations on "retainer fees.''
lag before Congress. Senator Se- or
religion."
tion of city biros.
bill. Advocates of civil ligious, civic
Holliday
the
Miss
dietetics.
into
in
ternship
bill
rights
civil
the
fauver says
He criticized present society for kitchen tables in the glow of kerolegislation contend the "jury er.
Evidence shows that some Con- In the first direct legal attack
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. for nothing."
sene lanterns. The years passed
deals only with right to vote. He rights amendment will make a cis'
are more interested in on public segregation in Atlanta,
gressmen
David Holliday, of 933 Alma A
and
he
stated his support of citizen's right trial"
became one of the promi"Many individuals believe an
the next election than in the next Rev. Samuel W. Williams and Rev.
rights law ineffective.
il
box,
school
High
ballot
Manassas
of
the
at
graduate
protected
nent
be
in
the
town.
figures
He
to
deabundant life requires some stealJohn T. Porter asked the court to
also, she is a member of Friend- ing if it can be done within the livered babies, treeted the measles, generation.
issue an injunction to halt segregaship Baptist church and a mem- law,' he said, 'or without get- helped the seriously ill, wrote pre- CONVENTION PROMISES
tion.
Binningof
sorority.
Griffith,
Theta
Delta
Sigma
of
for
the
The ministers charged their civil
ber
cared
Gary
scriptions,
aged.
ting
He
caught."
added:
re.lcousin,
Political conventions represent
I Prediction by this newspaper
In the small town of less than all of the states in each party. In rights were violated when they
reportedly tried to escape
"Covetousness invariably leads
cenUy of clashes between whitio ham,
were ordered to move to the rear.
attack by flight but failed.
to destruction of character a n d 4,000, with only a few Negroes,
(Continued from page 1)
end Negro boys this summer the
The suit named as defendants
Dr. Branch was the chief physiccreativeness."
The nine boys were turned ovef
reached the stage of reality last
.
H.
Varnado,
the Atlanta Transit System, Inc.,
authorities, H. C. Bunton, W. L.
ian. Ile was the doctor for the
NO REAL CONFLICT
week. Nine colored boys were ar- to Juvenile Court
NelMcDonald
the Georgia Public Service ComThe unconscious guilt feelings countryside: people came from all
conduct, Ralph Jackson, II.
rested for beating and allegedly charged with disorderly
mission, Atlanta Mayor Williams
son, D. Warner Browning, R. W.
thus fostered leads to abnormal over the mountains to seek his
.
robbing a white lad of $180 at being susp,cious persons and rub. Norsworthy, and H. C. Nabrit.
B. Hartsfield and Atlanta Chief of
reactions, which in turn leads to treatment and services. His pracCummings and McLemore. The
apprein
time
no
be
lost
to
is
Police
Occasion
Police
Herbert Jenkins.
berg.
tice reportedly averages 20 patients
Music for the
neurosis and mental illness.
white victim is Killiam Griffith,
NAACP FILES
(Continued from page 1)
furnished by outstanding choral
Dr. Lipton defended psychia- a day, seven days a week.
bending the Negro youths.
14, of 1050 College. He and his
said.
It
Lee
was
filed by the chief counsel
Lt.
city,
trists against some of the critiNow 71 years of age, Or,
groups of the
cisms often levelled by the clergy. Branch's patients are ik; per cent $2,000 bond pending action of the of the National Association for the
During the evening two honor
grand jury in November.
Advancement of Colored People,
white.
He said:
guests are to be cited for civic
The gel who was allegedly as- Thurgood Marshall, another New
and human relations efforts.
saulted is a member of a well- York attorney, Robert L. Carter,
NEW NEGRO
known Pascagoula family, which and five Atlanta lawyers.
WLOK
5000 WATTS
1480 KCS
Commenting on the program, Lt.
Coast
Ivory
French
ABIDJAN,
Rev. Porter charged he was
has long been associated with CaLee said: "Judge Richardson, Mrs.
Nkrumah,
—Kwame
tholic church activities in the com- "humiliated" by the bus driver
Hawkins son, is a symbol of the — (ANP)
Ghana,
nation,
new
Who
ordered, "Boy, get up, move
new Negro of today, of the prog- premier of the
munity.
to the back and let these folks
plan- ress we are making in this great recently visited his neighboring
family
of
acceptance'
versal
famIt is believed that efforts will be sit
More than 156,000 American
down."
country of ours. We must keep Ivory Coast. 1
is to be reached."
made to have the baby-sitter withDies went to Planned Parenthood ning
The two accusers were not
the forma- marching forward.
noted
bereport
The
immediately
contro.
Speculation
draw the charges or refuse to among the six ministers arrested
centers in 1956 for birth
"Now that we have marched on came rifle, both in Africa and
of a strong PPFA Biologic
prosecute Gautier. However, due and indicted for violating the segservices, marriage education and tion
Committee, led by Dr. Washington, the great march is Europe, that the Ghana leader
Research
the
to
according
to the Catholic connections of the regation law earlier this year in
infertility therapy,
see
Memphis, T
Hartman, director emeri- yet to be made, the march to was seeking immediately to put
G.
Carl
ParPlanned
the
victim's family a number of citiz- Atlanta. Trial of the six, which
Annual Report of
tus of the Ortho Research Foun- the registration booth making pos- into practice his suggestion that
enthood Federation of America
ens of Pascagoula are inclined to was to take place in Fulton CounSunday - June 1957
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(undergraduates
teachers
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Sept. 16-17 for freshmen.
hood groups have been conducting,
Sept. 18-19 for sophomores, jaw
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ferent' projects:
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(English Lady)
TICROUND-UP
Students transferring from some
IS NOT
SHE
KNOW
YOU
the
request
SWashington, D. C., a Plan' other college should
A GYPSY
arenthood social worker is registrar from that institution to
ne
This is her new office at the Mississippi
{
maygg "person-to-person" op- mail an official transcript to MemState Line, MADAM HELL Is back after a
' prom* to mothers in low-income phis State. Transcripts from a 11
lone time of being away and at last she is
1100.1he development.
colleges previously attended must
back to stay in her new home.
heKansas City, Planned Parent. be sent.
hoavolunteers are distributing inAre you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
There is no tuition cost to stufed:Optional publications at factory dents who are Tennessee resiyou lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
ga
dents.
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
147New York City, a program
The registration fee for students
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at mice. She
mailed toward Spanish.speaking
are residents of Tennessee is
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
gres has increased the patient who
coy.
$60 a semester and this sum
loa4.89 per emit.
Tell
you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
activity,
rs registration, student
In—Kentucky, a nurse-midwife laboratory and Instructional fees.
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at imee.
tea brings along information and
Located on Highway 51 South. Just over Mississippi Slate
imaglies on their regular tours by OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
Line,
live
jeep- through remote mountain
Undergraduate students who
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
nab.
off carnnus pay 97.50'per semesto look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
Tire Federation's new education- ter hour and graduate students
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
alMomic book achieved during its who live off eempus pay $8 per
ft
six months the largest distri- semester hour.
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
Nil& of any recent information
Cost of meals for a day in the
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
I
1
A
let shout tOrth control.
iinivereity cafeteria linen te
HAND SIGN.
'S PROMISE
students .is approximately $1.50.
The usual medical history Ind
Alien programs showed that
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
Mita more widespread use of ex. physical examination is required
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
students.
'atm contraceptive methods can of all
Hours 9 a.m, to 1 p.m.
be--achieved in the U.S.," the re100 PROOF AIM WHAM AT SO Pater
New York — New York City in
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
port commented. "Even more apDISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT On,. 4,
went, however, was the urgent about 36 miles in length and about
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be .are
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO..dictates of JAMES B. BEAM DISTiLLING SL
need to develcp simpler, less ex- 161
2 miles across at its point of ,
/
to look for the right sign and the right name.
CLERMONT, KENTUCKY
pensive methods if the goal of Oini- greatest width.

Rep. Powell Needles Fellow Duns

Consolidate Comity Schools
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Pleads Guilty To Forgery

Sues Credit Union For $50,000

By BENNO ISAACS

Medic Wins
Acceptance
Through Service

2 Ga. Clerics
Sue To Halt
Bus Jim Crow

Kefauver Backs Jury Trial Amendment
In a letter. entto

Arrest Nine For Beating White

1,000

Nkrumah
es Ivory
oastVisit

Planned Parenthood
Aids 156,091 Families
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MADAM BELL

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT

7Thc=---)•

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Ti!9 P.M. • FA.4-5557
^
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' M a be a greater number of vote and the church seeking
Southern whites are beginning to transfer obtains two-third approvrealize, after sonic honest soul- al from its own body'.
searching, that the handwriting of
Here again we have token evifreedom, full treedom for the dence of recognition by an influRev. J. A. McDaniel. tNewson
Doris Foster Chambers, o f
NEW MEMPHIS URBAN
Negro, has been emblazoned on ential religious institution of its
Pine Bluff, Ark. She is assistPhoto)
LEAGUE STAFFER is Mrs.
secretary,
the wall of segregation.
ant to the executive
role in the current struggle in the
Token developments on the in- South.
tegration front during the past
The manner in which the Methweek in Memphis and the Mid- odists approached the matter reSouth appear to point in that flects wisdom. The movement, as
direction. The average brother of should, due to conditions originatdarker hue didn't expect the Shel- ed from the highest level of the
by County Tuberculosis Health church, where thinking is broadMrs. Doris Foster Chambers, of Lees taught in the public school
NEW YORK — The owner of
association and the Memphis and er and more astute. The test, as Pine Bluff Ark., has joined the system of Arkansas. During the
two beauty salons here will conShelby County Health department such, came when the delegates
Memphis Urban League as assist- next two years she served as the tribute one day's income from the
to desegregate the TB Mobile X- from their various areas of reant to the executive secretory, first and only Negro caseworker establishments to the NAACP, it
Ray unit.
sistance to the law of the land, Rev. J. A. McDaniel. She started hired by the Arkansas Department
was announced by Franklin H.
Heretofore, the undemocratic voted on the amendment. The cru- work last Monday.
of Public Welfare and from 1955 Williams, the Association's Freepolicy has been to serve Negroes cial test will come in the local
UrMemphis
Rev. McDaniel said Mrs. Cham- until coming to the
dom Fund director.
on certain days and at designat- areas. But, the proper atmosphere, bers would edevote most of her ban League she taught in MisWilliams said that Mrs. Rose
ed locations and the same- f o r the Christian climate has been efforts to the areas of vocational sissippi near Mound Bayou where
Morgan Louis, who owns the Rose
whites. Now all 'citizens are to established. That in itself is guidance and counseling.
counschool
high
a
is
husband
her
Morgan House of Beauty a n d
be served at specified locations. progress which should prove benThe Urban League, a B ed selor and health teacher. lie Is
Presently we do not have the eficial to the total southern com- Feather agency, seeks to promote; studying St the University of Ar- Rose-Meta, will keep the two es•
tablislunents open on Monday,
full story on who is responsible munity.
kansas this summer I iwards his
job opportunities for Negroes.
June 24, although usually they are
The Methodists' position on infor lifting our fair city a notch
Mrs. Chambers attended Palm- Masters degree in secondary educlosed on Mondajs.
in true Christian democracy. In tegration is not the first in the er Institute in Sedalia. N. C.,
cation.
fact it may he better that such South. We arc fully aware that private prep school, received her
Mrs. Chambers has been wile ' On that day the employees will
work free of charge while t h e
action be identified only as collec- white Southerners have largely undergraduate degree in soeiolivy active in church arid mu aria,'
id- management will donate its facil,
tive effort at this stage Though ignored t h e mandate of their from Talladega college and has She is a trained Girl Scout P.
ities and equipment. The entire
not eminently significant, the end- churches. Hence, to assume at thic studied toward the Mssters de- er
ing of the barrier reflects cour- juncture that the Methodists will gree in social welfare at the UnSIL: is a member it the Amer. gross will be contributed directly
age and is indicative of a desire bring to a rapid end discrimina- iversity of Arkansas.
lean Association of Social W,Jrl;- to the NAACP, which in turn will
to tread a more progressive rath- tion against Negroes would be TAUGHT 5 YEARS
ers and the Arkanss Associai.',Gn give each employee a membership
in the Association.
er than a backward course in folly.
From 1950 until 1953 Mrs. Chant of Public Welfare Werkers.
History provides us with much
human relations.
•• •
proof that prejudice, unfortunateThe white chureh during recent ly, is well nigh as thoroughly inmonths has been the target of cri- grained in the make-up of human
tics for its failure to face cow*- beings as the natural instincts of
It was a thrill cf his life.
ageously and live up to its moral hunger, fear and self-preservation.
However, but for the exception
responsibilities during the desegRecently Fred Johnson, of 110
of a reversal in the current conregation-integration struggle.
W Gage at., was surprised on
Last week the Methodist dele- cept of Americans, and the Suhis birthday, thrt ugh ihe mope -agates to the 119th Memphis An- preme ('ourt, segregation and the
live efforts of his wife, Mrs Fred
nual conference, at Paducah, Ky. hi-racial tradition of the South are
Johnson. members of the Gardian
club, and the Iowa Neighborhood
under the leadership of Bishop Wil- beginning to breathe their last.
It is noteworthy that Memphis
dub.
liam T. Watkins voted an amendment which would allow a Negro appears to be somewhat inclined
The honoree was the recipient
church to transfer to a white con- to contribute, even though reluctof a number of very lovely gifts.
ference, with the proviso that the antly, to the demise of the outThe guests were served a tasty
conference approves by two-third moded instittitione.%'•
turkey dinner, punch and cake.

Memphis Urban League Salons Donate
Adds Member To Staff 'Take' To NAACP

;4 Fete Surprises
- Fred Johnson

FASIIION SHOW TOPS—The
Melrose Social club sponsored
a successful Fashion show recently at the Orleans Hotel, in
the Fiesta Room. Among those
shown who helped to make

the affair an exciting one are:
Mrs. Annie B. Emmerson,
Miss Octavia Tate, Miss Pauline McDowell, Miss Savannah Meek, Miss Charlene Pool,
little Debra White,
Alvin
Creene, the Montclairs, the Tell

Sisters and many others, not
shown. Mrs. Eva I.ee Andrew
was the narrator. The club roster includes; Mesdames Maggie Matlock, Zuma Mae Jones.
Lucille Miller, Dora Mae Ab•
roe and Ora Lee Saxton.
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Said Mr. and Mrs. Johnson after the party: "We wish to thank
each and everyone for attending
and making the affair a success."

Alphas Appoint
E. L. Wallace
New Secretary
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LIFE SAVING is part of the
swimming course Scouts participate in when they attend

not
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summer camp at Fuller State
Park.

Boy Scout Camp Slated
To Run June 16 - July 14

aich
mnpeen

Fraik L. Stanlek, general president of Alpha Phi fraternity announced last week that the executive council had appointed Earnest
L. Wallace of Dallas, Texas as
general secretary to succeed
James E. Huger.
Wallace, a graduate of Fisk university with graduate work at the
University of Southern California,

Boy Scout camping season at' and the blank from the physician
presented. Three typhoid
Fuller State Park this season will must be
clputs must be taken by all campbe June through July 14, a total era and leaders before they come
of four weeks.
to eatenCamp fee is $8 weekly and this
covers food and lodging. All reservations for camp should be made
at the Scout Office, 198 S. Main
st., Room 418, 51 & 51 Building.
Every camper and leader must
have a thorough physical examination not more than one week
before the camp attendance date

FUTURE PRESS CLUBBER
rul•
MEETS VEEP — Alan li,
rix. the youngest person attending recent annual dinner
of Capital Press Club in Washington, enthusiastically meets
Nixon. After receiving t h c
Vice President's autograph,
young Kendrix calmly remarked, "My, he's just I ik c
other people." Mrs. Nixon was
the recipient of Club's "Inter-

national Relations A ward,"
while Mr. Nixon was one of
the speakers at the Willard hotel affair. Alan is the yoanger son of Mr. and Mrs. Moss
H. Kendrix, Washington. Mr.
Kendrix heads The Moss It.
Kendrix Organisation, nation.
at public relations representatives for The Coca-Cola Cont.
pany and Carnation Company.

CAMP STAFF
The camping staff includes
Fred Harris, camp director; Leon
Sylvester Lee swimming instructor; Robert Perry, swimming instructor; George Brown, activities
man, and Charles Mobley, activities man.
Some of the activities in which
scouts will be able to participate
will be swimming, boating and canoeing, hiking and overnight
camps.
Scouts attending for one week
will arrive on Sunday afternoon.
at 2 p.m. if this is possible, and
will leave the follow ing Saturday.
Week end facilities are provided
for those troops staying more
than one week.
Non denominational religious
services are conducted each Sunday morning and evening vespers
air conducted for those coming
to camp on Sunday.

NATIONAL

EARNEST WALLACE

is serving as regional director for
Texas.
In addition to his activities in
Alpha. Wallace has been active
in the Fisk Alumni association and
many civic organizations in Texas.
Huger, after six years as general secretary, has resigned to
become the administrative assistant to the president of BethuneCookman college. Wallace will join
staff July 15.
Washington — There are an es- the
timated 44,000 lightning flashes all
around the earth in every 24 hours
of an average day.
•• •
higher branches of mathematThe National Science Founda- the
as a science.
Granite was once a red hot mass
tion has recently made a grant ics
SECOND GLANT
DR. LAFAYETTE PARKER, In- below the earth's surface.
to Philander Smith college for a
structor in education and director
research project in the departThis is the second research grant
follow-up at the hlltlltllltlllilttltllttllllllrttltlltltlttlltllllllllllhlltlllllltlllp
ment of mathematics, according rtceived by Philander Smith col- of placement and
Teachers colBritain, Belgium
State
Fayetteville
LaM.
Dr.
by
announcement
to an
lege in recent months. Another
Win To Move Up
lege, was awarded the doctor of
fayette Harrta, president.
grant of $9,000 was made by the
education degree at the University
In Davis Cup Play
The project will be carried on Fund for the Advancement of Edof Pittsburgh at the recent conby Dr. Lee Lorch, head of the ucation for a Research Project vocation.
PARIS — (INS) — Britain
department of mathematics, in on "The Utilization of Faculty Requalified for the Davis Cup Eusupport of research entitled "Sin- sources a n d the Improvement of
ropean wine semi finals against
Conduring
Education
Lebesque
of
and
Quality
the
gular Integrals
Belgium when Mike Davies wen
stants" in higher mathematics. the Junior and Senior Years."
a tie-breaking singles match
sti6-8, 5-7. 6-4, 6-1. 6-4,
The Grant provides a cash
This project is directed by Dr.
research
Earlier, France had evened
pend of $9,800 and the
Eugene Rone Arnold, who receivthe series at 2-all when Pierre
will get under way immediately, ed the doctor's degree from the
bework
the
Darmon defeated Robert Wilson,
with one aspect of
University of Pittsburgh.
Pfc. Johnny Sims, of 580 Alston 1-6, 6-4, 6-1, 3-6 7-5.
ing carried on during the summer
university
"A".
Batteey
with
In Brussels, Belgium won two
is
who
Stanford
ave.,
at Leland
Baltimore — Maryland farmers 538 Field Artillery Battalion in Ger- final singles matches to storm
where Dr Lorch spent the past
several summers engaged in re- often turn their turkeys loose in many, was awarded a medal in a from behind and defeat Mexico,
search
their tobacco fields to eat the ceremony Mry 31 as first place 3 to 2. in their Davis Cup Eutournament ropean zone quarter-final tennis
Dr. Lorch holds the Ph.D. from worms and other insects which winner in a ping pong
series.
held on organizational day.
the University of Cincinnati and
-might damage the plants.
,Pfc. Sims also was winner In
Jackie firichant defeated Ferhas distinguished himself by his
•
•
•
the 100-yard dash ;n the field and nando Contreras, 58, 6.1, 6-3 aid
contributions to the field of highPhilippe Washer downed Mario
New York — The nation's farms track events.
*er mathematics and Sc an effecThe Memphian is a former stu- Llamas. 6-4, 6-1. 6-3, to qualify.
twotive teacher of college students, supply from two-fifths to
of Booker T. Washington
who possesses the unusual power thirds of the raw materials for dent
111111111191111111111111111111111111N11111111111111111111111111111115
High school.
to inspire young people to study industry's needs.

Philander Smith Gets
$9,800 Research Grant

I

This gentleman with • twinkle In his eye would he completely
belled if you suggested to him that he go and pick up some groceries at a supermarket.
That is, the average supermarket. He'd feel completely lost in a maze of groceries. Bull
he has a NATIONAL Food Store in his neighborhood where be knows his way around.
The wide inviting aisles and the logical placement of me{-6,13andiee appeal 60 t011
sense of order. 1-le knows exactly where to get
anything that he wants and he can get in and
out in a matter of a very few minutes./
He likes to whisk pest the check-out
counter with his four or five items"
He likes the friendly greeting
from the store manager. He
feels at home at NATIONAL.
If you're the
man in the family who
has to pick up a few thinge
on the way home (generally
as A result of A tag minute
telephone call tram the little
lady who has forgotten
something) then you'd do
well to make your neighborhood NATIONAL Food
Store your picking up spot.
We'll bet you'll feel "comfortable" too, just like the sena,
man in the picture on the right.

657 Chelsea
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

For That Gift For Father And
EVERY DAY"

Memphis Greatest Bargain -Event!

Pfc. Sims Wins
Two Honors

DOLLARs GENERAL STORES
350 MONROE AVE. (at Wellington)
---PLENTY OF FREE PARKING--OPEN DAILY 9 A.M.'TIL 9 P.M.

'

Effective May IS. EAL began •
' two flights a week, round-trip,
between Washington and Bermuda,
via Eastern's pressurized and airconditioned Constellations. This
will be the first and only service
People in Memphis and the Mid'
the famous island resort since CoSouth and all over the world like
lomal Airlines last operated the
cheese.
route in 1951.
One reason for the popularity of
operate flights be.
Eastern
cheese, especially in America, is
tween Washington and Bermuda
that modern food manufacturing
and merchandising afford t h e
every Saturday and Sunday, leavhomemaker a large variety 01
ing Washington at 1045 A M.
NEW YORK - Eastern A i
cheese to choose from when she
r (EDT) and leaving Bermuda at
Lines has inaugurated special Satis on her food-shopping trip.
3 p.m. (AST).
In the U. S. last year, cheese urday and Sunday flights direct
Eastern will offer convenient
consumption per person amounted from Washington to Bermuda, ac- connections with the new Washcording
to
an
announcement
this
to eight pounds, slightly above the
ington-Bermuda flights from 2 I I
7.8 pounds in 1955, according to week from the Bermuda Resort principal cities in the Mid-Atlanassociation,
56
W.
42nd
at.
Leo W. Smith of the U. S. Detic states and the South. Daily
The flights now make it more
partment of Agriculture's Agriculservice between Washington and
convenient
fcr
vacationers
leaving
tural Marketing Service. Back in
Bermuda will continue to be avail1925, the average quantity con- the Washington-Virginia and oth- able via connections at New York.
er
Southern
communities.
sumed during the year by an
SAME FARE
tinerican was only 4.6 pounds.
The fare for this new service
Americans apparently prefer
will be $99 round trip - the same
Cheddar cheese over other varie
fare that now applies on Eastties. The percapita consumption
ern's New York-Bermuda run. At
Ltstyear of American - tpye
the tourist rate, Eastern will of.
cheese comprised mostly of Chedfer superb services including comdar or similar cheeses was 5.5
plimentary, full-course meals and
lbs., while per capita consumption
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa. - popularly-priced beverages. T h e
of all other cheese combined was "The Negro is on the verge of
new service will make Bermuda
only 2.5 pounds. Other cheeses in- breaking down some of his ecomore accessible to travelers front
cluded such types as Swiss, Brick nomic barricades. But more than
such cities as Miami, New Orand Munster, Limburger, Cream his white countrymen, he needs
leans,
Birmingham,
Atlanta,
Cheese, Neufchatel, Italian a n d special skills to compete in the
Houston, San Antonio, Memphis,
Blue Mold.
marketplace, for job discrimination is far from ended," Governor Charlotte, Louisville. St. Louis,
A NEW RECORD
Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, BalCheese production in this coun- George M. Leader told the 58
timore, Richmond and many othtry continues on the increase. Last members of the graduating classers.
year, according to USDA, i t es of the college and seminary of
On May 15, Eastern inauguratamounted to 1.39 billion pounds, Lincoln university at commenceed 88 - passenger Super - C Cona new high record and an increase ment exercises recently.
stellation service between N e w
of 2 percent over the previous The governor pointed out that
the issue of discrimination sep- York and Bermuda. This terboyear.
The popular Cheddar cheese is arates Americans into three roups. compound powered aircraft will
ideal for use with other foods, or "The first group, comprising a offer more spacious...itir-conditionalone, housewives report, because majority, says that all men are ed and pressurized cabins and far
it is an economical source of milk created equal. The second says, greater speeds, flying from New
'all men are created equal, but York to Bermuda in only *wet
protein, vitamin A, riboflavin and some men are created more hours. 48 minutes. Also effe^':ve
other nutrients. One favorite'
equal than others.' The third May 15, all Eastern Air Lines
.
cheese dish with American famigroup, a slowly dwindling minor- li,,hts between New York and Berlies is baked macaroni and cheese. ity, rejects
equality for reasons muda will originated 3nd terminof ignorance or prejudice."
' ated at Idlewild Airport.

Cheese Makes
Popular List
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ehurch)totes
HATTIE H0_,,

TIENT BAPTIST CHELSEA
er and popular speaker in church
A Children's Day program was circles is Progressive principal
the highlight of Sunday's service speaker for Annual Baptist TrainMrs. Mcat the First Baptist Chelsea ing Union Day. She is
5......I. It was held at 3 p.m. Mrs.' Clure Luellen. Mrs. Luellen, who
Progreuive,
will
'is a member of
Elise Howell was directress.
speak at 1 p.m. The combined
The message for the day was choirs will furnish the music. A.
'A Vision of the Lord's Glory". Thurman is director cf the BapRev, Van J. Malone, the pastor.
tist Training Union. He is also
delivered it.
chairman of activities for the Day.
Tree of Life Baptist church will Rev. 0. C. Collins is the minisworship with the congregation in
ter.
observation of Missionary Day on TRINITY CME
Sunday. Rev. W. P. Scott of
Trinity CME church will observe
Tree of Life will deliver the prin. It. Annual Usher Day, Sunday.
cipal address. Heading the cele•
Mrs. Doretha Blade is the chair!ration is Mrs. Marie Jones. Miss' man
Clara Simpson, David Ivra, beUlysses. On back row are RusHONOR GRADS AND COMJanet Lewis is the president of Re.v. P. Gonyea Hentrel is the
ing congratulated by Mayor T.
MENCEMENT SPEAKER at
sell Gregory and Mrs. Nellie
the Missionary Department,
S. Fitch. of Washington, Pa.:
'rate. (Withers Photo)
LeMoyae college exercises are
minister.
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
Miss Lila Belle Smith a n d
front row, left to right: Mrs.
Another success became a reality, Sunday, when the Sunshine
Band Junior and Senior Red Circle Girls, The YWCA and the
Junior Matrons presented a promotional program. The wonderful
talent of Mrs. Gladys Roberts was
displayed in several musical renditions. Directing were Mrs. Gus. NEW YORK - (INS) - Billy
Fitch, a Yale graduate, told the , C. Arthur Bruce, chairman of
ale Leamous and Mrs. Georgia Graham said Monday he could "see Happiness is a result of the way
no reason" why those attending you live. Mayor T. S. Fitch of graduates: "What lies ahead and the board of trustees, conferred
Walker.
' Servioes at the house of rever- his service at Madison Square Washington, Pa., told LeMoyne behind you is nothing compared the degrees. David D. tyre, was
to what lies within you."
named the "distinguished graduence, Sunday, will be regular. Garden should be hesitant to ad- college graduates.
After warning of trials of life ate of the 1957 class."
Rev. A. E. Campbell is the pas. mit that many came out of cur- "Peace of mind is obtained by
what we can contribute to oth- the graduates will meet in the Other honor students: Russell L.
iosity.
(or.
future, Fitch said. "Here in Mem- Gregory, jr., Mrs. Nellie P. Tate,
"It was curiosity that brought ers," he said.
JACKSON AVENUE BAPTIST
LeMoyne graduated 58 last Mcn- phis lies your best chance to con- Ulysses Campbell, jr., Mrs. Clara
.A very inspiring address entitled the multitudes to Jesus in H i
quer those trials."
Simpson and Miss Lila Smith
"Moving Forward" was enthusi. time," Graham said. 'It was sat- day.
*ideally received by the Jack- isfaction of that curiosity that
belief
that has endured
son Avenue membership. Sunday. founded a
Rev. W. L. Varnado, the pastor, ever since as a way of life."
The
evangelist
drew another cadelivered it. The combined choirs
of the church provided the music. pacity crowd of 19,000 persons to
Daily vacation bible school be- his service Sunday, bringing to
•
'gan Monday. Mrs. Katherine John. 497,000 the total at the Garden
since
the
crusade
May
opened
on
principal,
is
ion
, The finishing touches are pres- 15.
There were 701 "decisions f o r By MRS. T. H. HAYES, SR. make a better community, then the essential meaning ot Family
ently being added to the plans for
Thursday, May 30, at a graduMember, Advisory Board
we have to begin where people Service has not changed. As in ation week ceremony, Manassas
Young People's Day. The D a y, Christ" which now total 15,831 in
Family Service of Memphis
are made - in the family.
1893, the agency is a place where High school was presented their
which is scheduled to be celebrat- the same period.
I was not with Family Service
ed June 9, will feature Miss Erma
Back in 1893 panic sept the! people are helped to make t h e second prize trophy, one of the
when it began 64 years ago - land and dealt another blow to our most of their lives; a place where WLOK Cotton Maker's Jubilee AnClinton. Miss Mary Hall is chairbeen
interested
and town just making a comeback they learn to get along with oth- nual Band Awards. The
but I have
man.
beautiful
working with it long before many from yellow fever epidemics. ers and lead a happier, in o r e trophy was presented
CENTENARY BAPTIST
by WLOK's
born.
Of you were
School authorities hesitated to en- saksfying life.
assistant general manager, R. F.
Sunday's message at Centenary
When I started the agency's force attendance of children whose
Bartusch, and was accepted for
Baptist was "The Answer Is God". The Yadrautas is giving their
Charities
Associated
was
Washington state has 46,049 miles Manassas by their fine principal,
families needed every cent they
The pastor, Rev. D. M, Grisham, first social affair for the summer name
which will be held at the home and Mrs. Lydia Rumpus was the could earn. Our early records re. of highways.
Louis Hobson.
presented it.
Negro
two
Today
worker.
Negro
veal help to parents in their strig• A musical and literary program of Miss Louise Taylor, 303 Baltic
agency
on
caseworkers
the
are
gle to hold the family together
will climax Sunday's worship at st. in Binghampton, June 22. It
Centenary. It will be rendered by will be called a summer-time Hop. staff, hgrs. Loretta Kateo and Mrs. and keep the children in school.
graduates
of
Whalum,
both
Nitride
The
time
is 11 p.m.
the young adults of the church.
STRAINED 11ES
of SoThe first World War opened and
There will be special prizes giv- Atlanta university School
MT. OLIVE CATREDRAL CME
professionally qualified closed, leaving
Work,
cial
confusion in its
The Mt. Olive Cathedral CME en to the holder of the lucky numexperience, wake and
training
through
probition, jazz and the
members are busily making plans ber ticket. All Yadrautas friends
another caseworker on leave Memphis Blues,
and
flaming youth. As
for Young People's Day. Young are cordially invited. There will
of absence.
Aiwa's, the trend of the times was
People's Day will be observed be a new club meeting place for
days we concentrat- reflected in the
former
In
work of t h c
the Yadrantas starting Saturday,
Juno 30.
food for a healthy body - family agency - discordant mar• Services at Mt. Olive C. M. E. June 15 at Beaula's Tavern. The ed on
F'am• riages, broken homes,
and panic.
church, Sunday, will be regular. president, Mrs. Dorothy Tucker now we are concentrating at
ily Service on nourishing healthy stricken parents who sudderly
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
has requested that all members
councalled
This
is
family
life.
found themselves out of step with
?Ars. Ophelia Smith directed the be present and on time a`. 9 p.m.
selling, and many people of all teen-age children "r
Children's Day program at Prounpins,
Secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
Serv- wild."
Family
finding
ages
are
gressive Baptist church, Sunday. Ruth Lewis.
the day t3
with
ready
to
help
ice
It:was held at 3 p.m.
Club reporter, Mrs. Quin ce
The decade of the 30's saw the
day problems that come up in
Characterized as a fervent work- Murphy.
great depression and the start of
their families.
Yes Madame,
cream style in your carder.
a greater war - years of mass
Mowww
HELP IS THEIR JOB
unemployment
and
lowered
living
It is true a real home is one
I'm a haziness woman and a
Any meal will take on a
family woman. I've seen people standards. Men who could no long- where all members of the fam- "special something" if it is
er
earn
a
living
for
their
families
come and go. I know that on.
topped with jellied blueberry
way a business is measured is by suffered loss of self-esteem and ily are kept well, happy and
pie whose crisp flaky crust is
Its ability to keep going. At F3M- dignity. Family ties were strain- alert with good food. Mother,
ed to the breaking point, and Litily Service, helping people is that
made with Jack Sprat enriched
agency's job and they've been in terness and frustration speak from yours is the task of building the
wheat flour for dessert.
every
page
of
the
record.
0
u
r
CAIRO - (INS) - A Cairo Wows, Ahmed asked the bride's business a long time. For G4 years agency, close to the people of men and women of tomorrow.
newspaper reported the short. father for the LSO dowry he'd the agency has watched 51 e m- Memphis and used by them when, Teach your children the right I pkg. grape gelatin
phis grow - from a small city
eat marriage on record - fear
1-4 cup sugar
bees promised. D a d gave with cotton piled high on river trouble comes, was swamped with eating and how to choose the
aed-one-balf minutes from NI
Ahmed an I. 0. U. for the cobblestones to a metropolis of calls for help,
1 1-2 cups hot water
best in all product by using the
do" to divorce.
During the 40's the agency work.
amount.
412,000 with diversified resources
best yourself, so mother alI 1-2 pts. blueberries fresh or
Al Goumhouris said a UM
I And if we want better people to ed with families torn apart by
Outraged, Ahmed shouted "I
named Ahmed and a girl namfrozen
war, with shelcy marriages t o o ways keep Jack Sprat vegedivorce thee" three times, this
ed Inamm were wed at the vIl•
hastily made; with people earning tables and fruits on your shelf
Dash nutmeg
ending the marriage according
age of Abu Kedir east of Cairo.
a lot more and trying to make and
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
Juice 1-2 lemon
up for deprivations of the depresto the traditional Moslem way.
After the two had exchanged
sion. The agency geared itself to flour and Jack Sprat white
I baked 9 inch pie shell made
InelynnnWgienrstnnetiernsteinterstsnintsainnnelnenlisesastient
special wartime duties and helpthe production line,
ADJUSTMENT COUNSEL
Now, in 1857, the impact of
Gov. Leroy Collins of Florida world tension affects the day to
last week vetoed a "last resort" day living of every family meol
•
bill calling for abolishment of her. Easy installment buying and
delegation of 26 Memphis boys sion will be concerned with all public
schools, if necessary, to higher expenses for larger famiertived on the campus of A & I matters pertaining to Veterans
thwart integration, labeling it a, lies mean more and more people ,
Tesnessee State university in Nash- Welfare."
"first resort for the agitators." . need help in learning to manage'
vise Sunday to attend the fourth
He went on to explain that res.
The lower house upheld the on their budget. The surge of unanDual "Boys State" which will be olutions pertaining to veterans leg.
veto by a 48-42 vote, far short rest among young people brings
held until June 15.
drawn
up
at
would
be
islation
cells for counselling with teen ' 'The Memphis delegation, repre- the caucus Sunday to be present. of the two-thirds necessary to age and premarital problems.
smiting 11th graders from six high ed at the American Legion annual Override the veto,
Gov. Collins said the measure More mothers use our help in
schools, will join an estimated 100 State convention, scheduled to be
keepiro; a balance between their
otlier boys from most parts of the held in Chattanooga, July 26.29. "ignores a workable approach to work and home so children have
vexing P
s an encourages , consistent care.
state.
Young men planMEMPHIS DELEGATES
the substitution of a chaotic' ning to enter
"Boys State" is an American
• 1
the service, veter
The Memphis delegation consist.
abandonment"
Legion project aimed at giving
ans
returning
to
try to find a
ed of the following boys from the
Gov. Collins termed the bill "a place for themselves, ask coun•
high school juniors a chance to following
schools:
high
come on to the professional sel in Inakinl these adjustments
put Into practice what they have
learned in school about state, Hamilton High; Willis Warren, agitators."
Modern counselling methods and
jr., of 1388 Greenwood at.. Leon
eoillity and city government.
' new knowledge of human behavTaylor, 1358 Richmond ave. and
"RUN" GOVERNMENT
NEW ORLEANS normally is the; tor has (xtendcd the agency's
The delegation holds an election W illie Wells, 130 E. Trigg' av•• world's chief banana port.
I hetafulness in people today, hut
Booker T. Washington: Lewis
for state, county and elty officers
after which they "run the govern- McLen, 664 Edith ave.; Howard
Bowen, 274 W. Fields at. and John
ment of the three divisions."
Highlight of the week le expect. J. Taylor, 831 Jeanette et.
Douglass High: Robert K. Geld_ ed to be the speech by Gov. Frank
Clement Several years ago be ney, 3200 Mt. Olive ave.; Sidney
gave the inaugural address. Also Bowen. 2203 Shannon it.; Ralph
Finds Healing Substance That Does Soda-participating will be Dr. W. S. A. Prather, 1008 N. Hollywood ave.
Relieves Pain-Shrirdu Hemorrhoids
Davis, president of the university; and Govnor Johnson, Jr., MA
Atty. Looby and Nashville city of- Hunter ave.
Haw Teel, H. T. (Special) problem!" And among Uwe ref.
ficials. and Dr. W. E. Pannell of
Manassas High: John R. Wright, For the first time science has
firers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid eonditions,some at
Clarksville, who is general chair- 1,83 Overton ave.: Charles Moore, found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
10 to 20 years' standing.
man of the American Legion Dis- 11167 Nedra ave.; Willie L. Simp- shrink
hemorrhoids and to
All this, without the sae el
trict 11 for Boys State.
son, 882 McComb ave James D. pain -without surgery. relieve
narcotics,
anesthetics or &striaGrover C. Burson, commander Holmes, ifeKissic Malone, 476
In ene hemorrhoid ease after
genta of any kind. The secret is
of Post 27 in Memphis, said the Concord at Freddie I,. Simpson. another,"very striking improve- • new healing substance
(BI.post was gracious to churches, ci- 230 N. Main: Joe A Young, 2332 ment" was reported and verified
Dyne")-the discovery ofa worlddoctors' observations.
famous research institution. Alvic clubs, schools, radio stations, Eldridge, Clifton A. O'Neil, jr , byPain
wu relieved promptly.
MID SOUTH LISTENERS were delighted last Saturday when the
reodr. Bio-Dyne is in wide use
patriotic organizations which help Melvin .1 Brown. IMO "A" Peach And, while gently relieving
pain, for healing injured tissue. on all
Rig Star Show presented this fine array of talent. Pictured above •
sponsor delegates from Memphis. at., and Milton E Dennie, 1211 actual reduction or retraction
parts of the body.
(standing in front) Linde Ana Roller. 1st row, left to right. Doro(shrinking) took plass
Ile sold a total of al boys from Tully st.
This new healing substance hi
thy Kinnard, Barbara Jean Hall, Delores Burton, Shirley Jean
And mast amazing of all-this
offered In suppository or inn tatossit
Memphis had attended the annual
St. Augustine High! Charles P. Improvement
was maintained in
Magic. Mrs Amelia Butler. Ix rear: Ulysses Harvey. who pre
forms called Preparation 11.• Ask
affair since ft started four years Alexander. 1173 Wilson st Frank eases where doctors'
observations
for individually sealed eaniveniewa
seated a program of enjoyable music and reading. Your friendly
age.
H. Warren, 800 S. Orleans at.: wart centinniid over a period of
Preparation Ii suppositories is
many menthe!
Burson was unable to accompa Robert G. Atkins, 1984 Frisco
?reparation H ointment with aye.
Is feet, result, were so therny the local delegation because; Melrose High • Harold Julian. 741
eial applicator. Preparation H hi
eat/it that sufferers were able to
sold at all drug stores,Satisfsettee
he lied to attend a CaUCtis of the. Dells st.; A. D Porterfield. jr
nte
ristInteed or money refunded.
Mil District In Lebanon. Tenn oll I 1590 E. Dianne Circle and Steve makesuchastonishingstateme
"Piles have ceased t• be •
SuBtay- /It air "the business mitt
Mi vhaelneil,

Graham Says
Curiosity Good
In Evangelism

'What's Inside More Important
Than What's Ahead,' Grads Told

Problems That Cause Family Rifts
May Be Solved At lam Service

Flights To
Bermuda

Says Negro
Needs Skills
To Compete

Manassas Gets
Parade Trophy

ARTHRITIS?

GUARANTEED RELIEF IN 7 DAYS
OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
POST OFFICE BOX 2383 — DeSOTO STATION
MEMPHIS, TENN., or CALL WH. 6-4416

3 '
-

Egyptians In Shortest
Marriage-- 4 Minutes

Smacks Down
'Come On Bill
Memphians
Attend
26
For Agitators'
'Boy's State' At A & I
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Try KING SOLOMON
BOTANICAL MEDICINE!

CASH FOOD
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Do you have ailments often called common ailments,
such as arthritis, rheumatism, gas, liver trouble, kidney
trouble?

Yadraufus Club
Slates Social

•

RIMI
CHEESI
Lightl
cry. 1-4
cups CO

ES

with Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour

WI
Ta
Qu

Dissolve gelatin and sugar in
hot water. Crush half of blueberries, add to gelatin with nutmeg and lemon juice. Chill until slightly thickened. Fold remaining whole berries.

Pour

into cooled Jack Sprat pie shell,
chill until firm. Garnish with
whipped cream and grated lemon rind. This makes a very
tempting and satisfying dessert.

•

Bye for now,
Jana Porter

JANA C. PORTER

It's GOOD'NEWS for you, Mrs. Homemaker!
The Davidson County CHANCERY COURT at Nashville has ruled
"UNCONSTITUTIONAL" the Stamp Bill that places a prohibitive
tax on the retailer who brings you Quality Stamps!
Yes, it's GOOD NEWS! You'll want to CONTINUE to reap this harvest of ADDED SAVINGS. Save QUALITY STAMPS REGULARLY. CONTINUE to buy all things you need for family and
home at retail establishments where you see the "Good News"
sign: "WE GIVE QUALITY STAMPS"!
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery

Rig Star Food Stores are happy to give this opportunity to Mid
South young people If you would like to he on the splendid
Big
Star Talent Show, write Station WDIA for an
audition try -out sae
be sure to listen to the fun•filled Rig Star Talent Show oe
Ike
powerful SOMA watt WDIA every Saturday morning

We Redeem Sterling Salt Coupons
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•Mayor Orgill To Open
1957 Starlight Revue
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' Martin stadium at Crump and
Wellington will be the scene of
another spectacular Starlight Re,
vue presented by Radio Station
WDIA to help needy Negro chit
dren.
The show will be opened by His
Honor, the Mayor of Memphis, Edmund Orgill. Promptly at 8 p.m.,
a barrage of aeriai fireworks will
introduce the beautiful Starlight
Parade of Stars to be followed by
some of the nation's greatest gospel talent headed by the Staple
Singers,
The gospel portion will continue
until 9:15 p.m.. at which time, a
tremendous aerial fireworks display will be presented. Following
the fireworks, the nation's greatest blues ballad, and rock a n d
roll entertainers will take t h e
stage — B. B. King, Jimmy Reed,
The Spaniels and The Big Surprise! Ber t Ferguson. general
manager of WDIA, said "This is
besolutety the greatest show ever
presented in the Mid-South!"
In addition to the stars on stage,
the stage itself will be new and
larger in every respect — gorge-

ously decorated in gold, red, white,
and blue, towering 25 feet in the
air. A completely new and improved high fidelity sound system
will blanket Martin Stadium with
the finest sound reproduction possible. We're expecting 12,00 of our
Mid-South friends to help us help
our needy Negro children, so we
have made seating arrangements
for everyone.
TICKETS ON SALE
The WDIA Goodwill Fund which
presents the Goodwill Revue in
December and the Starlight Revue
in July, in addition to its help
to the Keel Avenue School for Crippled Children, and Little League
Baseball for Mid-South Negro boys
has pledged $40,000 toward the
construction and maintenance of
the Goodwill Home for Children
which will furnish a home and
supervision for Negro youngsters
from broken homes and others
CHURCH LEADERS at t h e
who have been placed under the
general assembly in Nashville
supervision of Memphis Juvenile
of the Using God, Pillar and
Court.
Ground of the Truth were
Tickets are on sale in locations
Bishop M. L, Jewell (seated),
all over Memphis. Adults 61.75,
senior bishop and chief overchildren under 13, $1.
seer of the Church of the Liv•

StiL
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

News
Three New Churches WLOK
Now Heard
Reported At Assembly Every Hour

MIME•

10.2
•

LINCOLN
DRIVE-IN MOVIE

40:(
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Sat., June 15, 1957

June is bursting out all over And of course you know M r
and as you well know it is usual- Howard Golden was there to
ly the month of brides. Jackson ness the grand occasion and che
will not go lacking for one I her husband on to greater s
• know as news comes to your cess. Graduating from Spelm.
scribe of the engagement of Miss college the same year Howard
Kaye Frances Bledsoe to Mr. Wil- graduated from Morehouse, 1953,
Mrs. Golden has been employed
liam Frank Reed.
The bride-elect is the daugh- at the high school in her home.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bish- town, Clarksdale. Miss., as a
op Bledsoe of Miami, Fla. Miss teacher of science.
RoN
ut AT
f H
toO
wNI
neErsR
Bledsoe was graduated f r om INTERN
All
aG'
re spendMerry High school and is present.
ly a junior at Lane college. She ing seeral days in Jackson with
t
Perrys on Lane ave. Dr. Golis a student of high scholastic the
standing, a member of the Stu- den who received his degree in
dent Council and the Lane col- medicine leaves for Atlanta, Ga.
Jewell; the Rev. Joseph Camplag God, Pillar Ground of
lege band and organist for Here. to take the National Medical Board
Truth, and other leaders of
bell, Mississippi; Bishop A.
an Baptist church. In Jackson she and then to St. Louis, Mo, to do,
the church's 1957 general as.
A. Ware, Kentucky; Bishop N.
makes her home with an aunt, his internship at Homer G. Philsembly here (from left): BishW. Maa es, Missouri; Bishop
Miss Claudine Bledsoe. teacher in ips hospital. We in Jackson are
op 1. W. Taylor, Tennessee;
W. B. llankerson, Michigan;
the Jackson City school system. very proud of this young man in
Bishop Lorenza Harrison. secand Bishop L. 0. Ware, Kenthe field of medicine and hope
ond vice president to Bishop
Mr. Reed is the son of Mr. and
tuck).
Mrs. Hunter Reed of this city. we can play a part in inspiring
The bridegroom-elect also grad- him to return for practice.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Hughes
uated from Merry High school and
have returned after spending a
Is a sophomore at Lane college.
lovely week end in French Lick,
He is a member of the Lane colInd. They were guests of Mr.
lege band, Phillips Reynolds orHughes' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
chestra and is employed in the
Dan Hughes.
circulation department of the TrState
Defender.
WLOK now broadcasts the news
Cattle, oil, gold and silver arc
The wedding will take place on
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —Reports catty situated building for her na- five minutes before the hour evImportant Mexico products.
June
23,
1957
at
Berean
Baptist
cry
sessions,
big
day.
WLOK
has
as
many
congregational
subscribed
of three new churches in
Urinal
5,5
major U. S. cities greeted dele- gospel singing programs, and ci. to the f u 1 I leased wire of the church of this city. This There are thousands of different
United Press, thus enabling the month too, especially with this is- kinds of mosquitos.
gates here for the 1957 general vie and educational activities.
With LEGOA GAMMON
radio station to give to Memphis sue. I would like to give a ape.
assmbly of the church of the Liv
and the people of the Mid-South cial salute to fathers whose day
ing God. Pillar and Ground of OVERSEAS ASSEMBLY
Mealtime is family time and ture on lettuce leaf. Sprinkle with the Truth,
The overseas assembly will be the fastest news service available, appears on Tone In. Let's not farWLOK has placed its news print- get their day. Remember they play
Added to this "confident report conducied for three churches in
families can make it a happy grated egg yolk. Garnish with
1
2 oz. can of of progress," Bishop M. L. Jew- the Bahamas, Bishop Jewell an- er in its window at 378 Beale at.. an important part too.
time by using it as a real get-to- radish roses and 4/
where the public is cordially in- ALPHA WIVES ENTERTAIN
shrimp marinated one-half hour in ell, senior Bishop and chief over nounced. Aided by second vice
gether 1.1 there is a relaxed and
president, Bishop Lorenzo Barn' vited to stop and read the news
Last Friday night at the Gib.
present a relish dressing made by corn' seer of the national church, told
olyable atmosphere
Wiling two tablespoons of ham- of "definite increase in members'' son, the chief overseer will go as it is received from all over son County Training school in MiFriday
can be so much fun And a
burger relish with 1-3 cup of a new church under construction to the Islands for a two-week stay. the world. This is a new and in- lan, Tenn. the Alpha Wives of
simple pause for thankfulness in
French Dressing. Makes 4 serv- in Kansas City, Mo. and plans to Accompanying the U. S. officials teresting way of letting the pub- the members of Beta Upsilon
the beginning of the family meal
Conduct an overseas assembly in of the church will be the famed lic not only hear all the news Lambda chapter of Alpha Phi Alings.
Victor Mature Susan Hayward
is a nice memory for both eownJewell Gospel Singers.
broadcast at 1480 on your radio pha fraternity climaxed their fisMake this zestful dressing your- Nassau, Bahamas this month.
ups and children. Whether out
Delegates were here for the as. dial, but it is available to you at cal year by entertaining their husNEW
CHURCHES
self
and use immediately. You can
meals are simple or elaborate,
News of the completely n e w sembly from Michigan, Florida, any time you wish to stop by bands with a delicious feast. Those
economical or expensive we must add or subtract seasonings to suit congregations in Dayton, Ohio, De- Ohio, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Cali- WLOK and read it as it is print- enjoying the fun and the most apremember that our basic food your taste. Making your own dres- troit and Milwaukee was given the forma, Kansas, Missouri, Missis- ed on the news machine through petizing menu were Mr. and Mrs.
sings gives you a feeling of acSonny Tufts • Barbara Britton
needs are ever present. You can't
delegates after Bishop Jewell had sippi, Alabama, South Carolina, WLOK's United Press news win- R. L. Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs. W.
complishment, serve as source for
dow.
go wrong if you include meats,
Bailey, Prof. and Mrs. T. R.
officially presented the church its Bahamas, Tennessee.
Saturday
vegetables, fruits, dairy products, conversation and they cost less new national spiritual headquart-' Leaders attending included Bish
Ilartsfield. Dean and Mrs. P. R.
and go further than the kind you
Shy, Mr. and Mrs. O'Daniel, Mrs
cereals and breads in the dairy
era here, an imposing 600 seat op A. VI". Taylor, Tennessee: Bishbuy. You will find that melted,
Carrie Hunt, Mr. and Mrs. Wor.
;jets for each one in your family.
structure located on busy Mur- op M'. B. Hankerson, Michigan;
butter is a wonderful oil and since freesboro rd.
!ham, Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam,
d nutrition.
spelThy
Bishop L. 0. Ware and Bishop A
will have butter on hand anyMr. and Mrs. H. Stone, Rev. and
Local leaders have been loud in A. Ware, Kentucky: Bishop N. W.
So many times a homemaker You
way you can just make the fresh their commendations of
Mrs. U. Z. Mckinnon, C. Williams
Featuring
Bishop Mayes, Missouri, and the Rev. Jocan enjoy the meal better if the
dressing that you need when you Jewell for securing this
The Renaissance Holiday club and Dr and Mrs. Lewis. Mrs. Helen Taylor and Many
food preparation hasn't used up
strategi- seph Campbell, Mississippi.
Others
it.ned
met at the home of Mrs. Nettie Lewis is president of the Alpha
too much time and energy. For,
Plus Out-of-Town Talent
Reeves,
1394
Rozelle.
Wives.
BASIC
ONE-MINUTE
There
was
a lunch or light supper this shrimp
PLUS
an interesting program under the JACKSONIANS RECEIVES
cottage cheese salad fills the bill FRENCH DRESSING
.
direction of Miss Lydia Collier. DEGREE
1-3
taspoon
salt
DOUBLE
FEATURE
and makes an ideal main dish,'
Games were under the direction
Graduating from Meharry MedPICTURE AND
This tasty and nutritious salad 1-4 taspoon paprika
of Mrs. Viola Parker.
ical .college on June 3 was Dr. NO ADDITIONAL PRICE
with the dressing included fur. 1-4 taspoon sugar
The highlight of the meeting was
Howard Golden, son of Mrs. Es.
rie
niches only 269 calories in case Dash of pepper
the awarding of our Annual Schol- sic
2
tablespoons
vinegar
M. Perry, noted teacher in
gdou are calorie conscious,
arship to a student nurse of the
the Education Department at Lane Sunday - Monday. Tuesday
4 tablespoons melted butter
E.
H.
Crump
School of Nursing. college.
WHRIMP COTTAGE
Attending the graduating
Combine, shake well in covered
Miss Nettie Lue Reaves, niece
exercises in Nashville from JackCHEESE SALAD
jar. For a sharper dressing, use
of the hostess, received the award.
son were parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lightly mix ti cup chopped cel- more vinegar and less melted butA tasty menu was served.
Sidney Perry, aunt and uncle, Mr.
By TOMMY PARKER
ery, 1-4 teaspoon salt with 1 1-4 ter. Pour this dressing over the
Guests were Mrs. Theresa PerVan Johnson
and Mrs. Joe Deberry; Mrs. DorCUPS cottage cheese. Mound mix- shrimp and let marinate.
kins, Mrs. Gertrude Carter, Mrs.
and Ruth Roman
Mn, and Mrs. Jimmie Fields of1 vacation. Collins visited relatives
is Price and daughter, Miss
Alice Reaves and Mrs. Ruth Anof "American Indians: People West Grenshaw, Chicago, were, and friends in Chicago and Flint,
Mary E. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
derson.
Without a Future."
the week ena guests of their moth- Mich. He is the son of Mr. and
Lawrence Bonds, Pres. C. A, Kir.
The
meeting
prior
to
this
was
Milton Mayer, contributing edi- en, Mrs. Lula Foster, of 501 N. Mrs. Johnny Reed, of la; S. 13th. held in the beautiful new home kendoll and family, Mr. and Mrs.
8th at. Mrs. Foster is Mrs. Fields' Franks Morris, jr., a 56 gradtor of the Progressive Magazine,
of Mrs. J. M. Burford, Ins S F. Wiley, Miss Marilyn Merriwemother. They were entertainad at uate of Wonder High school has
Jack Mahoney
ther and Samuel Polk. Mr. and
Parkway E.
and Grigor McClelland a British
and
enlisted in the Air Force and is
the home of Mr. Fields' sister
and Martha Hyer
Mrs. Wardell Beasley attended
Quaker who has been a member brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Al- stationed at Tampa, Fla.,
He was
from Lexington, Tenn,
of missions to Russia and China.
bert Ross. Mr. and Mrs. Fields the guest of his parents, Mr. and
Dr. Golden's sister and family,
Wednesday - Thursday
Russell Johnson, peace education
ushers
of
the
members
and
Frank
Morris,
Sr.
are
Mrs_
for 25
Dr. and Mrs. Clinton Canady and
American
secretary, of the
Shiloh MB church Rev. Taylor is days.
their three charming children,
Friends Committee, will serve as
the pastor. Mrs. Fields is the
The Rose of Sharon of the PilClinton, jr., Alexa and Alan modean of this fifth annual confer- daughter of the late Uill Kinney grim Rest MB church gave their
Burt Lancaster
tored down for the occasion
and Jody Lawrence
ence.
and Mrs. Margaret Kinney, who is pastor and wife, Rev. and Mrs.
from Lanising, Mich. The trip to
The conference will deal with now making Chicago her home. C. A. Dawson a surprise birthday
annual Day Camp sponsor- Nashville served a double purpose
PEMBROKE, N. H. — William the
Quaker approach to con- Mrs. Kinney was a widely known dinner last Sunday afternoon at The
for Mrs. Canady as it was her
Worthy, first American reporter to temporary affairs. Non violent mid-wife in Crittenden County. the home of Mrs. Winne Burks, ed by the Abe Scharff YMCA is
scheduled for June 10 through 10th anniversary class reunion at
ter Communist China, will be resistance, such as that practicis• Friends of the Fields are very of S. 13th.
through 13. Further information Fisk university. Accompanying the
e of the leaders of a Quaker ed in Montgomery, Ala., has been happy to see them again. The
A delicious menu was served. may be had by calling the "Y" Canadys was Dr. Canady's broth. Tommy Crooks • Moll McCart
Conference to be held at Pem- a Quaker principle for 300 years. Fields left Sunday going back to They received many nice gifts.
er, Lee Andrew Canady, dental
at JA. 6-2523.
broke, New Hampshire July 26
Cartoon Every Night
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Lewis, of
National and international af- Windy City,
technician from Washington, D. C.
27.
to
Miss Jacqueline Jackson, of 632 205 S. Driver, Memphis, had as
fairs will be discussed at the New
Worthy, v-bose passport was Hampshire conference. Round ta- S. 17th at., will spend a few days their dinner guests last Sunday Muskegon, Mich., were guests of
'seized by the State Dept., as a ble groups and panel discussions at home before returning to sum- afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Berry their father, John Rayner, of
result of his defiance of the ban will allow a variety of opinions mer school at Arkansas State col- Gammon, Mrs. Willie Steinback, of 15th st. Mr. Rayner is ill. Mrs
against travel in China, will be and experiences to be heard. A lege in Pine Bluff, Ark. miss Memphis, Tenn. and Mr. and Mrs. Hays and Mrs. Burther were I
one of a faculty at Pembroke, similar conference will be held Jackson is the beautiful daughter Ulysses Crawford. of 625 S. 15th also dinner guests of their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Willis,
which includes Henry Cadbury. at Chatham college, Pittsburgh, of Principal and Mrs. L. R. Jack- at., West Memphis.
former Harvard professor, now July 14-20.
Mrs. Fredna Jackson, of 400 S. of 119 S. 16th at.
son who reside at 632 S. 17th st.
chairman of the American Friends
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Harris ha. 10th at,. is convalesting at Crit.
Mrs. Lover Ferguson. of 310 N.
Service Committee.
tendon Memorial hospital after un- 9th at., left for Flagstaff, Ariz.
first set- returned from her vacation where
Topeka—Kansas
was
Other leaders of the July conshe spent a few days in Chicago. dergoing an operation. Mrs. Jack- last Friday. Mrs. Ferguson is the
ference will be Morris Mitchell, tled in 1827 and became a territory Mrs. Harris was accompanied son is secretary of the Hospital guest of he nephew, James H
founder of the interracial Mace- wit a part of Colorado in 1854. back by her two cous;ns, Wil- Auxiliary, Colored Division.
Thurmond, 605 Layer st. Mrs. Ferdonia Community in Georgia, now Thereafter Kansas was admitted lic Love, jr. and Bradley Byrd, Friends of Mrs. Jackson hope guson is a member, also usher, of
director of the Putney Graduate to the Union as a state on Jan- jr. who are guests of their uncle she will soon be up again.
the old St. Paul MB church.
Jethro Terrell, sophomore at A.
School, and Ralph Nader, Harand aunt, Rev. and Mrs. Whituary 29, 1861.
Rev. J. G. Randolph, pastor.
M. & N. college, Pine Bluff, Ark.
vard Law Record, editor, author
field, of 407 N. 8th st.
Mrs. Georgia Mae Brown, of
Mrs. Whitfield is the principal will spend his vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ter Joiner, Ark., was dinner guest of
at Abson Wyne school.
Gus Collins, of S. 13th st., a rell of 816 S. 13th st. Mr. T e r• her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Tomsophomore at Wonder II i g h rell, a '56 graduate of Wonder my Parker, of 208 N. 14th st.,
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Parks High school
school, has returned from h
Mrs. Delia Burther, of Chicago er and Mrs. Brown are cousTelephone BRoodway 6-4431
216 So. Pauline St.
and Mrs. Emmie Lee Hays, of ins.
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DRAPERIES, SLIP COVERS
Custom Tailored
SPECIAL
Lowest Price
Easiest Terms
Samples Shown
In Your Home
No Obligation

•

$5495

WILLIAMS SHADE & AWNING CO.

Gardian Club
In Queen Rally
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2-PC. SLIP COVER
SOFA and CHAIR
CORDED SEAMS
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Dear Worried:
MUSING: Life is queer with its
That depends on what you two
twists and turns. • .As everyone
d
decided "going steady" meant
of us sometimes learns. A n
many a failure turns about. . . when you began. if you agreed
When he might have won if he'd to love each other desperately "until summer vacation do us part,"
stuck it out. . .Selected.
then you are both footloose to do
Dear Carlotta:
All during the school year. I've a little free-lance dating between
been going steady, but this sum- now and fall. But if yours was
mer my boy friend and I are go- one of the solemn engaged-to-be
ing away, and won't sae each oth- engaged arrangements, you can
er till fall. He is going to work at not spread your date time around
a camp more than 100 miles unless you talk things over.
away. I am spending most of my 1 Before you bring up the subject
summer visiting my cousin. I still of "casual dating" with your felike him best but I don't look for- low friend, remember that you'll
•
ard to a long hot summer with both have to follow the same rules.
o dates. Just because we are If you're allowed drive-in movie
going steady, does it mean that dates and dances with friends of
I won't be able to have even cas- your cousin, then he is allowed
ual dates with other boys until moonlight canoe rides and beach
we pa together again. Worried. picnics with a cooperative counse.

T h e Gardian club launched a
Queen rally recently at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Fr ed
Johnson, of 110 W. Gage at., which
will benefit the St. Andrew AME
church. pastored by Rev. H. Nalph
Jackson.
Mrs. G. L. Johnson is t h e
queen. The kick-off meeting was
quite a success, with many friends
visiting from a number of churches in the city. Among these were
Rev. and Mrs. I. P. Petty. Rev.
Petty is pastor of the Jackson Ave.
nue Church of God in Christ.
lor from a nearby camp. Do you
want to run the risk? If you decide you would like to date others, be honest enough to tell your
boy friend. The word is bound
to get back to him, and if you
haven't confided in him first, your
romance is off toabadatart
again in the tall.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I sin lonely and would like to find a good
husband. I have been reading
your column for quite sometime
and think it wonderful. Wonder
if you could help me. I would
like to hear from lonely gentlemen between 50 and 70 with a

help from you. I am 5 feet, 4
inches tall, weight 135 lbs., bust
36 inches, waist 26, hips 36, age
21. Complexion light and considered fairly good looking. I
have two children. I am looking
for a nice man between 25 and
35, fair education and fairly nice
looking. One who likes children.
He must be ambitious and sincere. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Claudine
Rogers,
5801 Wentworth ave.,
Chicago 21, Ill.
• •
Dear Mine. Chants: I would
like to find a nice young lady
between the ages of 18 and 23
who is looking for better thinge
in life and would make her happy.
I am a young man 24 years of
age, weight 149, light brown skin.
I have never been married and
I have a good job. I am very
lonely, so please send photo in,
first letter. Tom Johnson. 1408
Chestnut at., .
CI:rtsdale, Miss.

home or a good job. I am 50
sears old, weight 190 lbs., 5 feet,
3 inches tall, dark brown skin,
black hair, a good cook and housekeeper. Will exchange photos.
S. B. Truit, 6858 Cottage Grove,
1 1
Chicago 37, Ill.
549
-.
,
--vgiiiinine------Seif
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: Greetings
and God's blessing to you for
the season. I've been longing to
get your address so that I could
write to you and obtain a nice
pen pal. I am a Jamaican
weighing 113 lbs, 5 feet, 5 inches
tall, light complexion with long
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
black hair. I have secondar)
schooling. I'm very fond of constant reader of your weekly
writing and reading good books. column. I ant very lonely. 35
I await an early reply. Isoline years of age, 6 feet tall with a
handMurphy, 41 Enitymion Road liar- steady job. Considered
some with a nice personality. My
ringay, London, N4, England.
hobby is reading good books that
•• •
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Segrega
TENNESSEE — Trial of segreDear Mme. Chante: I am a teach the ways of a.well balanced
gationist John Kasper and 15 other
tion has been ended or is in the
life both mentally and physically.
process of being abolished in 684
persons charged with contempt of reader of your column and would
I would like very much to he
school districts, the Southern Edcourt in the Clinton disturbances like for you to help me. I am
placed
in your column.
Will
ecation Reporting service said last
was set for July as Clinton High single, 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
Week.
shoulder answer letter and also send phoschool graduated its first Negro. medium brown skin,
tos.
Thank
you.
Russel Thomas,
length hair, brown eyes. 1541 lbs,
The fact-finding orgargaation, ree ••
764 E. Oakwood blvd., Chicago,
porting on a survey as schools in
TEXAS — Legislators adopted and 28 years of age. I like all Ill. ,
•• *
like to
the South closed for the summer,
a pupil assignment law and a clean sports. I would
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
disclosed that 18 per cent of the
measure requiring elections befons meet a young man between the Spanish girl widowed in this
ages
of
29
and
35.
Will
answer
3,700 biracial school districts in
other school districts desegregate
all letters and exchange photos. country through a marriage to
southern and border states have
(more than 100 have done so),
an American who brought me
been desegregated since 1054.
while a state court issued a mod- If not serious do not write. Leedie here from my native Spain. My
Public schools remain segregatified injunction against the N. A. L. Warren, 4537 S. Greenwood husband died after only a year
ave., Chicago 15, Ill.
ed in eight of the 17 southern states
A. C. P.
and a half of marriage. I'm a
• •
which required racial separation
•••
young woman twenty four years
Dear Mine. Chante: You have of age
when the Supreme Court decision
and very lonely in a
VIRGINIA — Virginia's pupil
helped so many people. I want strange
was issued, Southern School News
country not my own.
placement law is being challengyou to please help me get a good I should
said.
like to hear from males
ed by a number of school patrons
husband. I am 5 feet, 4 inches of all ages
States where no desegeg.ation
as pen pals. Gloriwho refuse to sign required forms.
tall, weight 114 lbs. Am 49 years anna Drake,
has taken place are Alabama,
Hotel Algiers, 2411
A federal judge who held the
old and I have some gray hair. Blodgett,
Florida,. Georgia, Louisiana, Mislaw unconstitutional has come unHouston, Texas, Apt. 9.
I don't run around nor do I drink.
sissippi, North Carolina. South Car* ••
der attack from state authorities.
I go to church regular and I
olina and Virginia.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
•* •
work. I would like a nice man. love to
Of the 684 schcol districts which
have pen pals from abroad
WEST VIRGINIA — A special Mrs. Lee Ann Smith, 1818 Wylie
had begun or accomplished the
so I am writing to you in order
indisurvey
of
integrated
schools
ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
desegregation process, all but sevthat my name may be published.
• ••
cated that desegregation h a s
en fiistricts were in -border state"
I am a stenographer, dark coinbrought
savings
which
range
front
Dear
Mme.
Chants:
I
have plexien, bobbed hair
areas. Five of these seven districts
in Italian
a
few
hundred
dollars
to
$250,000
read
your
lovelorn
corner
for style. tall, straight
are in Arkansas, two in Tenneanose,
annually.
some
time
and
see
where
you
see;
medium built, height 5 feet, 11
have helped others and believe inches and I
Two Arkansas cities and one
weigh 136 lbs. Am
you can help me. I am medium anticipating an
'Tennessee city, along with nine
early reply. Verbrown skin, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, nice E. Shaw, 54A
school districts in Missouri are
Mt. View ave.,
weight 175 lbs. I am 42 years Windward Rd.,
scheduled to begin integration in
P. 0., Kingston,
of age. Am interested in a hus- Jamaica,
the fall. Segregation will end, genB.W.I.
band, a Christian man between
erally, in Delaware in the fall.
• ••
40 and 45, not over 50. My faith
In the still-segregated region,
Dear Mme, Chante: Would you
is Church of God in Christ. Prison- please publish my
tour school districts in Virginia
name in your
NEW YORK — Twenty young ers please do not write. Miss 0. lovelorn
are'under court order to end segcorner. I am 20, 5 feet,
scientists have been awarded the L. Wright, 1721 W. Silver, Mem- 5 inches tall,
regation, but the decrees arc beweight 135 lbs. and
first 1957 March of Dimes post- phis, Tenn.
ing contested in court. Two suits
very lonely. Would like to hear
•••
doctoral fellowships for research
to gain entrance for Negroes to
from male pals all over the world,
and teaching, the National Founsegregated schools are pending in
Dear lime. Chaste: I read your 20 to 35 years old, Miss Lorether
group of preschoolers celeceptance of the colored into
1Vorld War U and the migra•
THE QUESTION of integration
dation for Infantile Paralysis an- corner every week and enjoy it Brown, 3543 Douglas Blvd., Apt.
Florida, and another is pending in
brate the birthday of a classlion from the West Indies has
English schools does not prein England as well as the
Georgia.
very much. I am now seeking 3C, Chicago, Ill.
nounced last week.
mate in an English kindergar.
sent the complex problem
tested the liberalism of the
Additional pro • segregation leg- United States is a very real one.
The March of Dimes fellowships
ten.
faced by the South. Here a
English. With no legal barriers
islation meanwhile, is under con- The increase in the colored
are unique in the voluntary health
population as the result of
to integration to overcome, acsideration by legislatures in Alfield in that they do not tie canabama, Florida. North Carolina
didates to research relating to
MARYLAND — The state court NORTH CAROLLNA — Legisla- poliomyelitis alone.
instruction in police - community feated for election to the board
and South Carolina.
The
new
rec
A state-by-state summary of ma- relationa, after the state's chief of aldermen in 3 runoff. A seg- of appeals upheld the legality of tors were studying proposed new
awardees will be training to atdeputy attorney general said "de• regaled audience attended the first school desegregation as several laws to open NAACP financial
jor developments fellows:
tack many hazards of disease and
•• •
ords and to make "barratry" a
segregation in the public schools meeting of the state AFL-CIO.
counties prepared to extend their
crime. School ofticials of the three injury.
ALABAMA — The legislature (now confined largely to north Del•• • '
all the symptoms we are displayintegration programs.
Including compensation to the Spiritual Vitamins
largest cities disclosed they had
began its 1957 session May 7 with aware) will come sooner than
KENTUCKY — A special sur•e •
training institution together with
privately
for
several
been
meeting
As
we
become more and more ing. Our ill health is actually
a large number of pro-segregation expected — possibly by Septem- vey of two years of sehool deMISSISSIPPI — Some 1,000 10- years to discuss mutual problems stipends for living expenses, the conscious of the various vitamins caused by a deficiency of some
bills
most of them concerned ber."
segregation in Lexington disclos• ••
cal taxing districts are completing
including segregation-desegre. new awards involve $195,820 in and their importance in our daily kind.. .if we give more time and
with school-closing — before it for
ed that 30 of the city's 2,750 NeMarch of Dimes funds. They cov- diet...we might also give thought thought to our spiritual health, we
action. Contrary to predictions, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — gro pupils were attending mix- censolidation into about 150 such gation.
er from one to three years of to the spiritual vitamins that are will find that some of the trouble
•••
Gov. :James E. Folsom did not District Supt. Hobart M. Corning, ed classes under a free - choice districts in 82 counties as the first
phase of a physical equalization
may lie in that direction.
so valuable to our well - being.
OKLAHOMA — The legislature basic research and teaching.
mention the issue in his address 68, who guided the school system plan
515n.
failed to remove segregation sec- To date more than 4,300 men
to the legislature.
during three years of desegregaFor instance, vitamin L is for
•••
.•
•
•
• ••
a ••
lions from its school code though and women have received varied Love; vitamin P for peace; wit.
tion, announced he would retire
Dear Prof. Herman: It has been
LOUISIANA — In the first such
ARKANSAS — Pro - segregation next sear.
MISSOURI — At the end of the state school districts generally are March of Dimes fellowships and amin J for Joy; vitamin L for.
a number of months since I came
• ••
forecast from a political figure, school year, only five high school complying with the U. S. Supreme scholarships.
laws were under fire from a
light, and vitamin F for faith,.
These awards are part of the and so on. These vitamins com• to you for advice. But I really need
church group. The White Citizens FLORIDA — The state legisla- Louisiana's Democratic national districts in the state remained seg. Court decision.
help
now! My sister needs to go
.
••
Council asked Gov. Orval Faubus ture neared the end of its regular committeeman predicted his state regaled, with fewer than 7,500 out
March of Dimes program to sup- pare with those which we find.
to "order ' whites and Negrces to session tangled in debate — but and other states would eventually of 68,000 Negro pupils in all Mis- SOUTH CAROLINA — The end port professional education. Since in our food, in that they all. to the hospital, but we are unable
attend separate schools at Littl. taking no final action — on sev- desegregate their schools. Mean- sooni schools still in segregated of the school year found public 1938. $25,000,000 has been allocat- help us to be well and healthy, to send her. What can we do?
M. M.
Rock, where high school desegre- eral pro-segregation measures, ir.- while, the state was seeking new systems. Old statutes authorizing schools tightly segregated, with ed in this area by the National both physically and mentally.
gation is to begin this fall.
eluding a "last resort" local ogee- trials in suits which have produc- segregation were repealed by the the state legislature in session and Foundation. It is the largest
When we are ill and miserable, ' ANS. Because of the limited,
ed federal court desegregation or- legislature in a little-noticed ac- adding more laws aimed at con- professional education program we are usually overcome by
ion bill.
fear amount of space, I cannot an*
• ••
fers in four colleges.
• DELAWARE — Law enforcetinued segregation.
tion.
supported by any voluntary group. and of course our fear aggravates swer your question fully. .
ment agencies were preparing
GEORGIA — An Atlanta Negro
you will write in for a private
for a general desegregation order was re-elected to the city's school 1ni
reply, I shall be happy to offer
this fall, with special courses of board and another Negro Via,de •0,10
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REPORT ON DESEGREGATION
Final Survey For School Year Shows Only 18%
Of School Districts Integrated; 8 States Holding Out

20 Awarded
'57 March Of
Dimes Grants

Prof. HERMAN
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PRINCESS ANNE, Md. — Approximately 1,000 spectators lammed Kiah auditorium last week,
to hear Thurgood Marshall. distinguished NAACP attorney, tell
59 graduates at the 70 annual commencement exercises of Maryland
State college that "Negroes must
constantly refute theories of racial
inferiority for which there is no
scientific basis."

Attorney Marshall, commenting
on democracy, said "the theory of
democracy will be fully realized
when the child that is born the
blackest, poorest, most underprivileged sharecropper In Miss
issippi merely by drawing its first
breath of democratic air is autoits A Gado avis4* toe usu.
::*op IhN,M0in'tsjc%CLAIM/
Mertoluet‘ neve twos/nos i.WA1C44 Dui VORIt wer440431 Niela 540
matically endowed with the same
crcete knunk;Atsteele
awe 4100D low(-to oho book) rights as John D. Rockefeller's
sot...vdeuo sa,ib V4.D blmakimf,..)
child."
The attorney concluding asserted. "I do not feel sorry for the
Negro in the south today. I feel
sorry for the white man in the
south who allows a few people to
dictate policies he himself knows
are wrong. People are afraid to
speak out what is in their minds."
President John Taylor Williams
introduced the speaker, and Dr.
Wilson H. Elkins gave a brief
. message to the seniors on the
theme of "your responsibility to
society • because of your training"

YOU Al
140ME pt.ecre

WORRIED. Should I take t h •
matter to court?
ANS. A careful analysis of your
problem reveals the fact that
you should follow your lawyer's
advice and take the matter to.
court. These people h a ve
been given ample time and.
opportunity to do what is right.
.. .since they haven't respond..
ed. you have no other alterna-,
live.
•••
D. W. Will he come back to ne
and carry out the plans we have
made?

..PLACE 11-1E BABY ON IVW P11 CIA ER'S
MOUND...IvAEN PIN FIRST AND "I-NIRD BASE
PLATE

-co1-I0PAE

ANS. The plans 'you have be.
build a home may have to wait.
for another few months, for it.
seems that your husband's work,
will keep him away for another,
three or four months. Don't get,
discouraged, everything will
work out all right for you, it
just takes time and patience.
•• •
UNLUCKY. I am so unlucky.
Nothing I do turns out right. What
do you suggest/
ANS. If you will send for your
Horoscope and free "Blessings"
I feel that they will help you to
see things differently and, per.
hap. help bring about a change
In your
financial
conditions.
Write in care of this paper at
Jour earliest convenience.
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The widely publicized case of the aged
Negro couple who lost tseir home thru
the allegedly usurious urges of a greedy
usinessman with whom they were doing
busiiess should teach a very pointed object lesson.
People who can't read or write, or
whose literacy in a particular area is limited, are at a distinct disadvantage in
dealing with others. This is particularly
true when the illiterate person has to
conduct business transactions. His lack
of educational training is an invitation to
the unscrupulous to take advantage of
him. Such people should be cautious.
It is too obvious that they don't know
what they are doing when they sign contracts and other papers involved in a
business deal. Folk with low principles
or no principles will make them sign
away their property, their servioes, and
even their very persons, unless the persons are protected.
The simpiest and most effective protection an uninformed person can have is
Aliat of plain common sense—the cornon sense to ask somebody for help and
advice before signing his or her name to

O

any kind of document involving property.
To be practical, here in Memphis it is a
safe procedure before closing a business
transaction, or even before getting deeply involved in one, to check on the person
or firm with which one is doing business
by consulting the Better Business Bureau. The BBB is listed in the telephone
directory.
Another smart thing to do is consult,
a lawyer for help in conducting business'
transactions. Consult a reputable lawyer
of good standing in his profession and
the community. Lawyers can be checked
on too.
Still another common sense procedure
for the uninformed is to ask a trusted
preacher or beacher or some other person
in the community whose position and
training should qualify him to advise and
counsel. At least such a person could suggest others who are qualified to advise,
if he isn't.
And in the case of our people, particularly, it is high time that we begin to
realize that every white face isn't an honest face, and every black face is not a
stupid face. Ask somebody! Help will be
given.
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SERVING 1.000.000 NEGROES IN THE TIP-STATE AREA
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In his commencement address to the race and color. The most powerful force
graduating class at Hampton Institute, making for racial misunderstanding is the
Thomas K. Finletter, former secretary of survival of the "notion of racial superiority
the Air Force, advanced the most attractive or inferiority, the persistence of the horrid
proposal that has yet been made on the thought that men are to be treated differently because of their race or their color is
issue of integration.
Mr. Finletter suggested that U. S. for- different.
To prove his point, he quoted fom a reeign policy should first concern itself with
evolving a workable equation incidental to cent speech by Carlos Romulo, the delegate
America's relationship with the peoples of from the Philippines in his opening stateAsia, the Near East and Africa. He then Ment to the Bandung Conference. This is
defined integration as "the necessity for what General Romulo said:
"I have said that besides the issues of
making those changes in status which will
guarantee legal, political and psychological colonialism and political freedom, all of us
equality and equal opportunity to people here are concerned with the matter of rawho previously were in a lower status posi- cial equality. This is a touchstone, I think,
for most of us assembled here and the peotion."
said this is a challenge we are facing ples we represent. The systems and manWan our own country in the struggle to ners of if have varied, but there has not
create the proper status for all Americans been and there is not a Western colonial reregardless of their race or color. It is the gime which has not imposed, to a greater or
same question which we are facing in the lesser degree, on the people it ruled, the
foreign field. For the great obstacle which doctrine of their own racial inferiority.
"We have known, and some of us still
is tormenting the peoples of Asia, the Near
East and Africa and is making them hesi- know, the searing experience of being detate to work in the cause of freedom, is meaned in our own lands, of being systheir feeling that the countries of the West tematically relegated to subject status not
still continue, if not the practices of coloni- only politically and economically and milialism, the colonialist attitude which looks tarily — but racially as well. Here was a
clown upon them because of their race and stigma that could be applied to rich and
poor alike, to prince and slave. boss man and
their color.
He declared that this day has changed workingman, landlord and peasant, scholar
and any forci,:n policy or any national poli- and ignoramus. To bolster his rule, to justicy "of our conntry which fails to under- fy his own power to himself, the Western
stand that this change has taken place for white man assumed that his superiority lay
good is a policy which is doomed to failure." in his very genes, in the color of his skin . ."
Finletter stated that it is obvious, thereHe contended that the day of colonialism, of the domination of all this part of fore, "that it is of the highest importance
world by the 'white man, has come to to us that we get to work on this problem."
allPnd. The peoples of Asia, the Near East He suggested that the best aproach to this
and Africa who comprise two-thirds of the solution is an intensive and dispassionate
world population are determined to be inde- search for the truth. Knowledge applied to
pendent and to follow their own destiny, this process of integration will produce sigand their determination is not to be denied. nificant results. If the full light of science,
Mr. Finletter argued that America was he contended, is brought to bear on it, the
doing we?! in the application of technical barriers to full integration, world-wide and
skills and knowledge to the furtherance of within these United States, will yield much
atomic epergy for both war and peace pur- more quickly than "you may think."
He would create a study center, preposes. But in the field of race relations we
are not doing so well. "The world," he said, ferably in a Southern university, which
"has been through a period of so-called would be a focal point for research into the
White supremacy, when the man with the facts and emotions of integration on a
white skin has had a rule over those of dif- world-wide basis.
This is the most positive suggestion that
ferent race and different color far beyond
that to which his culture or his numbers has been made to date on the ways and
means of hastening the processes of inteentitle him. This day has changed." .
In Finletter's view there remain huge gration. It is an approach that should comchasms of lack of understanding between mand the attention of thoughtful leaders of
the United States and the peoples of the both races. We believe Mr. Finletter's plan
formerly colonized areas. Of all the factors to be both sound and practicable. Now,olet
which make up this lack of understanding, Us see how quickly his suggestion is car"most powerful one is the difference of ried out! ,
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Persistence is the key to t Is e "Knock and it shall be opened
opening of closed doors and not unto you" does not mean the use
criticism.
of the physical forces nor always
To continue without change in Old use of the vocal forces but
the proper information. The y it does mean the use of the menmust be able to see beyond the tal, moral and spiritual forces at
surface, they must be able to dis. all times and it does mean the use
cord first appearances, they must of these forces without 1tt up and
be able to understand the other without adulteration.
man's point of view along with
These are the five ways we can
their own and they must be able knock and have doors open:
to translate their own experiences
1. By knowing how to translat.)
into the enderstanding of others.
your own information and experAside from having the proper iences into the understanding of
information and the understanding
others.
or proper use of this information.
one must have superior interest 2. By trying to get end use tht.
superior dedication arid superior kind of knowledge that will re•
patience to that of the door keep- verse surface seeing, discord first
er if the closed doors are to be appearances and make for deeper
opened unto him. It is a waste of "realities."
time„ energy and effort in trying 3. By asking the kind of clues.
to convince the door keeper en lions that will bring out the inthe demerits in his rules for en• wardness of situations, people,
tering the door. This is going alt- ideas and problems.
4. By finding and practic,ing the
er it the hard way.
The door keeper not only has insights that give prospective and
5. By seeking out the construchis story made up, but he also has
his mind made up aboM the valid- tive experiments that will bring
ity and the legality of his position. about a greaten, measure of unCriticism only increases the men- derstanding in human situations.
tal and emotional constrictedness
This type of knocking will open
which caused him to lock you out any locked door. Try it for efin the first place.
fectiveness and for power.

la A.IR K
iIPW
adhNNCICIEMby NAT D. WILLIAMS
MEMPHIS NEGRO
CHURCHES
What would you select as Lite
10 most attractive, best appointed, and best kept Negro churches
in Memel.is? From the standpoint
of physical appearance which Negro churches in Memphis would
you be most inclined to show to
an out-of-town visitor as an indication of church interest among
local colored folk?
That's not all idle question,
Think about it. One of the first
observations that will force itself
on your consciousness is t h e
fact that in proportion to i t s
size, and the size of its Negro
population, Memphis has fewer
store front and tent show churches among Negroes than most of
the rest of America's larger cit-

John L. Lewis, the tireless leader of the the New Deal era. He supported Roosevelt
nation's coal miners, returned triumphantly for the second term and contributed heavily
to the scene of his union's bloodiest battles to his campaign. When he finally broke
to receive the degree of Doctor of Lev from with FDR on some labor issue. Lewis did
hesitate to remind the President of havWest Virginia university. The citation calls not
ing "supped at labor's table." A classic
statesman
in
the
foremost
labor
him "the
remark that was never challenged or denied
world."
by the White House.
There is no doubt in anyone's mind that
Though he left school at 14 to work in
Mr. Lewis well deserved this honor that was
so graciously conferred upon him. His forth- the mines, John L. Lewis is one of the best
right attitude on equity and union security, informed men in this country today. He
his firm resolve about just contractual pro- has a prodigious memory and a logical mind
visions, and his unwaving determination to as keen as a razor's edge, and A vocabulary
protect at all costs the interest of his un- that can match any veteran college profesion, have wrought a new era in the long and sor. His fearless, vocal and uncompromisturbulent history of the labor movement in ing leadership has had no parallel in labor
history. It wag his influence alone that
America.
• He brought national recognition and re- brought a new outlook to labor and forced
spectability to labor on a scale never before a change of attitude by the rapacious industhought possible. In the process, he himself trial tycoons.
Who can forget his pithy characterizacame a national figure of towering influe and power. So much so that Democrats tion of Vice President John "Cactus" Gard Republicans alike bid for his support. ner whom he described as a "tobacco-chewHo reached the zenith of his power during ing, whisky-drinking, evil old man."
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Simple Says, Left Or
Right, Both Are White

•
body else se the United Nations. and another one.' " said Simple,.,
Talk, talk, talk, is all I hear on "and in the other world, I are the radio .from. the UN everytime doe to be whiter than snow —
I turn the radio on.
whiter than Mr. Eisenhower and
Me, I have no UN, and Harlem is Mr. Stevenson put together ep
not represented there. I am not which means I won't have to w:g
a nation. I am supposed to bc a ry my brains which way to v
part of the U. S. A., and soncebody up in Glory — unless Adam Powell
named Lodge or something sr is there to confuse me. Do you
another is summed to represent reckon Adam Powell will go to'
Inc. but I hese not yet read in Heaven when he dies?"
nobody's newspapers where Lode 'He's a minister, isn't her
has said one thing about !hese all- "He is a minister and a politiblack schools in Georgia has cianer, too," said Simple. "But if ,
99-years-old, nor about them all- my Aunt Lucy was living, I bet—
black schools in eGorgia that has she would say, 'Is Powell running
classes or.ly when cotton don't on God's ticket?' But God must
need picking. ,
have been on Adam's aide in the
With all this talking about the last election! Do you reckon EisenFlee World, and ain't-it-a-shame hower will be inviting Adam to
about the Hungarians, there is play golf with him in Georgia
nary a word about ain't-it-a-shame this winter?"
about the Negroes that cannot vote "That I do not
reckon," I said.
in Mississippi, and also has to "He ought to," said
Simple.
walk to work in Alabama because "And the
President ought to inthey got too much pride to ride vite
Powell to Key West, too,
on the back seats of buses that when he
goes down there in Janruns over public streets for which
uary to take the sun. Adam is
Mose pays taxes just like anybody light.
Them Southerners would
else.
not know him from white. If white,
That is what I mean about the is right, light
is the next bist'"""'
left hand and the right. Our white
thing — when you are associatini
folks can talk so big in the UN with folks
in the White HousefrI,
and do so poor on their own end
since, until we get a Black BOUM
— which is the U. S. A, Ameri- we have
to abide by the White
can, also Harlem."
House."
"Be careful," I said, "you'll
ler
commit treason, Then. you'll never "You think only in terms of
black and white," I said. "Can't,•**Jawt
get a passport to go a6road.'•
"What old abroad?" said Sim- you ever get rid of your c,'-re''''"Id3
ple. "I do not want to go to 110 phobia,With you, I am beginn,ig--..-481
"Little," I said.
to think, it is a poison like hydro"Then I cannot be that small," abroad, The only frontier Want
declared Simple, "because my to cross is that orie called Jler phobia. a complex, a psychosis.veltrov.4
problems is big. Facts is, my Crow. The only place I want a You are psychotic."
"If you have to call me names,* e"..
problems is ME. I am colored, ?import to is Freedom fight here.
Afro-American, black, sepia, jet, And the only foreign soil I am said Simple,"please call me soine* nye,
.4:do
ebony, whatever you want to call Ousting and longing to set foot thing I can understand."
me. Until I am right in this world. on is the soil of Equality, which
"You are a racial isolationist,nt .sehw
and this world is right by me, I I have never yet seen. It must be
said, "a nationalist, a blacIV! Pio*
got to talk about my problems somewhere across the Jordan in chauvinist."
Is there anything wrong with Beulah Land."
"You got one thing right," said
that.
"In other words, you figure you Simple, "I sure am black. But
"The Hungarians howl about have got to die to be equal to there is something I am going to
their problems, so do the Israelis, the whitest"
say now that has no race in It:
likewise the Egyptians, also every- "The Bible says, 'This world HAPPY NEW YEAR!"

'From long experience with
white people," said Simple, "I
know that their left hand don t
always know what their right hand
doeth."
'Meaning by that what?" I
asked.
•' Meaning by that their right
hand — which is really the hand
that is trying to do right, by which
I mean the Supreme Court — has
done decioed the end of Jim Crow
in schools and buses. But most
white folks down South is no where
near ready to go to school with
me. let alone set on a bus seat
with Negroes. In fact, their left
hands and left-behind-hearts, and
white folkses way-far-baekw 3rd
minds, do not knuw what their
right hand doe.th — just like I
said."
"You are talking about race
again," f stated. "Race, race,
race! The race problem is always
on your mind."
"Being a race man, yes," sail
Simple. "Till the day I die —
since I will be black until I am
dead and buried — race problem
will be on my mind. How can they
help but be? White folks forces
me to it.'
"There is such a thing as boing
above the struggle," I said, "AS
ignoring the petty things of this
world."
"Petty means what?" asked

direct connection with the spiritual condition of our souls, The
way folk treat the temples of God
indicates pretty well how they regard God.
It is to be obaerved that in the
better kept Negro churches. . .and
white churches. . .there is a better and more inspiring atmosphere of worship. The music is
better. The preacher delivers a
more intelligent and meaningful
sermon. The congregation is quiets..•
er and more respectful. At dismissal the people don't clutter up
the front door and biotic passage on the sidewalk in front of
•
the church for half an hour after,
services are over. The services
conducted in the better . looking
churches don't keep folks from
sleeping for blocks 'around, a n d
ies.
don't give passersby the impresThat's an important fact. In the sion that a rock 'n roll
session is
n•
first place the physical condition underway.
roar in the Diet and the Jana.
In riot-torn Formosa, the happy is considered critical.
. ..the appearance of the buildpress."
xese
Now, a lot of folk may' say "ap- hooligans chant "Confucius say You can imagine hew the sews
ing, the upkeep of the property,
sergeant be. or all this hell-raising
Form°. It seems that the Japanese 114,4
the condition of the pews and oth- pearances ain't r411igion". idn white knucklehead
our friends in Formosa can, be,s
Thilt may be found
igi direttp4.
sa struck ofN
PAS.Pti
thi
er physical accessories,' • are a tioubt,
-downright perverse when they,Rko
. ticularly the' Stil
pr God is not In a
course,
You;
fairly reliable index of t is e Who
church
is quiet and orderly, Master sergeant . Robert H. Rey- There were red faces everywhere their "emotions run away wit-47-4
kind of people who worship or at-But the
y .be forgetting that nolds, USA, emptied .Isis .22 cali- and none were any redder than them." Last week Robert Tru_•111-%*
tend a given church: Such feapassage
Scripture which says, ber pistol into the guts of Liu Sen. Knowland and those fine pa- bull reported that "one can lisik,d-d
tures indicate the economic sta"The Lord is in His holy tem- Chi-jan whom he caught peeping triots who regard Formosa as an specific grievances affecting
tus of the member); of that parple, let all the earth keep silence at Mrs. Reynolds who was taking American outpost, safeguarding jeans in most of the Oriental counticular church. . .to some exA
a bath, presumably with t h e the good Christian Chinese led by tries,"
tent. A low income congregation before Him". Sometime or other
After all we did for Korea,
there should be peace and order shade up. The sergeant pleaded Generalissmo Chiang-Kai-shek, the
tends to settle for run-down church
in our churches to provide that self-defense and the court-martial holy one, from those dangerous, bull reports friction there.
edifices. . .in too many instances
states the chief trouble in Korea
atmosphere for that meditation "composed of five colonels and cruel Chinese Reds.
. . .but not always.
"inconsiderate, rude and officiouss„.e
which is a characteristic of con- th5ee master sergeants" promptOrder was finally restored in
Because more fundamentally,
handling
by some Army men .01,
secrated worship. One of the first ly returned a verdict of not guilty. Formosa by troops led by The
run-down, poorly-maintained a n d
,ok
Mrs. Liu Chi-jan, widow of the Generalissmo who was caught off contacts with the Koreans."
steps
is
to
provide
the
atmosphere
dilapidated church buildings moro
Mr. Trumbull explains all this
of a clean, well-ordered church slain peeper, unfamiliar with our base, dallying, prayerfully no doubt
nearly reflect the spiritual bankArmy's code of justice and honor, at "his mountain retreat at Sun as follows: "Yet it is a rare Amer.-.
ruptcy and low cultural position possessed of some touches of beauthought the verdict unfair. She fin- Moon Lake in central Formosa." ican who can say he feels he
ty. Selah!
of those who frequent such churally made up a placard and at Our Ambassador Karl Rankin de- being liked wherever he g o th;
ches. That's not to say that a
the top she printed in English let- manded a full apology which he There seems to be an unfortunattemi poor man who does the best he
ters the following question: "The promptly got from the Generalis- tendency in human nature to 11itte...0
can by his church should be reKiller — Reynolds — Is Innocent?" simo who spoke of the undying love trust the stranger.
garded with condescension or disMrs. Chi-jan thereupon took her and friendship between the good, "Difference in skin color raises,.5
HICKMAN
MILLS, Mo. — (INS)
respect. But it is saying that even
placard and went to the Ameri- non-Red, non-white Chinese a n d another wall. Evidence ef this ia-osf
—One
of
the
1,498
seen particularly in those Oriente;
"wayward" pig- can embassy where she attracted
a poor man can do his share to
the fine, honorable. democratic, lands where the coming of t h e
add a touch of beauty, and help eons that participated in Satur- several spectators. Little by little
God-fearing, white Americans.
da'y's
500-mile
race
from
white soldier has been historical..
Norfolk,
maintain an aspect of dignity and
the crowd grew and the great toesorder, cleanliness and light for Neb., to Chicago, is believed to tion began to stir their minds, Mrs. Liu Chi-jan, according to ly associated with bad news.'" ...d.
the latest report, still has t h e
In Moscow all this is wonderful,„,,
whatever church edifice he fre- have alighted in Hickman Mills. "The Killer — Reynolds — Is Inplacard and no answer to the and as we circle the earth extendThe 300-mile off-course bird WAS nocent?"
quents. Even the poorest congrequestion: "The Killer — Reynolds ing our billions, the smiling
gation can get a bucket of paint, seen by Mrs. Marion Corder, According to press reports, some
Innocent?"
extend their hand of warm frien45„1
plant a few pots of flowers, re- whose husband and son picked it person in the gathering crowd — Is
This Formosan love spat "co- ship. We offer to buy the lady's
pair broken down steps, polish a off a roof without difficulty.
threw a rock at the embassy and
few benches, and keep e v en
A rubber band on the right leg hit a window. The tinkling glass incided," says the New York Times charms and they make a proposta...
threadbare carpets clean.
carries the number 841, and a must have served as some sub. "with a controversy between the of marriage. With a world to win,
The physical appearance of our metal band on the left leg is num- conscious signal of alarm for im- U. S. and Japan over another in- no price is too high for us as long,:
mediately the Chinese crowd which cident involving a U. S. soldier. as it's cash and not consideration..
church edifices seems to have a bered AU54T3341.
accidentally killOn Formosa, it was reported„,„;,
had become a mob of 3,000 began The soldier had
ed a Japanese woman on a U. S. an American asked a Chinese
el1111111111111111110111111MMIIIIIIIIIIIMill11111111111111111111Mill111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111U1 to raise unshirted hell.
cer what would he do if he saw—.
They wrecked the embassy, the rifle range near Tokyo.
Japan insisted it had the right a man peeping In his wife's winoffices of the U. S. Information
segvice and beat the brains out to try the soldier because he was dow. The officer allegedly told
of every American they could get off duty at the time. Rut Secre- the American, "I would pull down
their hands on. The damage ran tary of Defense Charles E. Wil- the shade." Only history, how.
into the millions and among the son ordered the soldier kept in ever, will aniwer Mrs.
casualities at least nine Ameri- U. S. custody pending a review of insistent question: "The killer
.,
cans were badly beaten and one the ease. This provoked an up' Reynolds — Is Innocent?"
,*
s
r*
•

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

Find Pigeon

SO WHAT?

Start Disability
Benefits In July

John L. Lewis
'

Week By Week

"I GAVE YOUR WIFE THE MESSAGE THAT YOU'D BE
WORKING VERY LATE ... SHE ASKED IF SHE COULD
DEPEND ON THAT?"

The Social Security administration, through it's manager James
E. Stamps, of the 47th at. office,
announced this week that disabled
persons age 50 to 85 who meet
the work and disability requirements will be eligilble for monthly benefits in July.
These benefits will be figured
in the same manner as retirement
benefits at age 85, that is on
the average monthy wage and
the payments may range from $30
to $108.50 per month.
Disabled persons who have not
yet reached age 50 and meet the
work and disability requirements,
should file application to ha v e
their social security benefits frozen as of the date their disability
began. This means that their benefits would be based on the average monthly wage established
at the time the disability began.
The fact that these persons have

no earnings after the date of the
disability would not reduce the
amount of the benefits payable at
age 50.
INCLUDE CHILDREN
Another group covered by the
new disability program are disabled children and includes per.
sons disabled prior to age 18 and
whose mother or father are receiving social security benefits, or
whose supporting parent is deceased. It is not necessary that
disabled children have a record
of earnings under the social security program in order to receive
benefits. Stamps said.
The first payment possible for
disabled children, when disability
began prior to age 18, was for
the month of January, and in order to prevent loss of benefits an
application should be filed before
the gnd of January, 1958.

Cite St. Lull
School Head For
Integration Role

.1
ser

TT. LOUIS — (ANP)
J. Hickey, superintendent of5i.
struction of St. Louis pub*/
schools, has been awarded a 414
lion from Phi Delta Kappa na- d
tional educational sorority forisie-•
leadership in the integration', dir,
personnel and students InudlIP:
school system here, it waslel
• tif.
nounced.
Presentation was made by
Beryl Stuart, chairman of the so- !,
ciety's national workshop commit- .!
tee. and Mrs. Olivia B. Jones.:
president of the St. Louis chapter. ;
at the organization's 33rd annual *
conclave at Miami.
Phi Delta Kappa is eomposed
of more than 1,000 tea
throughout the United States

mfer.

Toronto — Residents here
lieve Yonge street may a
he the longest street in the
It continues es Ontario bigh1110:
No. 11 as it leaven the city and
runs on an additional 485 miles.

"t

Ars;::::::9. Hear Gen. Davis To Head Europe Air Force
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BARNETT

To Assume New
Post July 1

New York

The round of parties and baneta honoring the popular faculBUFFALO
members of Bradley county
By ARZORA S. DAVIS
aigh school was climaxed last
Carol F. Boreaux, 13, of 37 Ridge
-week when some of the friends of
Rd. Lackawanna, New York, an
the faculty gathered with t h e
eighth grade student of All Saints
group at a banquet in home evoSchool, was winner of a slogan
giomics department. They all encommand as its new chief of staff, contest. Her slogan was, "You
By CONRAD CLARK
leyed themselves. Mr. War r en
Lived Your Youth, Let Me Live.
about July 1.
Tatrickland addressed the group
WIESBADEN, Germany —
The new chief of staff will re- Mine." Her writing is worth $12.50
Surd extended special thanks to
(ANP) — Brig. Gen. B. 0. Daa word, for the eight-words slo3e association for its efficiency vis, jr., the first Negro general of- lace Brig Gen William J. Bell
who will return to the U. S. for gan she will receive a $100 U.S.
ausid support this year.
ficer in the Air Force, is expectes—•
assignment, according to• Saving Bond, also her name and
.r-Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Washing- ed to report to the European air a new
an announcement made here at slogan will appear on at least a
Ign have left for the very beautiUSAFE's air command, by Lt. dozen billboards.
California. We hope
ibl state
Gen. Wiliam H. Turner, USAFE
The Rev. Robert P. Davis formahey enjoy their visit with relacommandenin-ehiel.
erly of Buffalo and a member of
Xves and friends
Gen. Bell, 49, served as assist- the Michigan ave. Baptist church
I'George Marshall Campbell made
ant deputy chief of staff for oper- at present is studying the ministry.
brief trip here in the city Fri- MADISON
)
ations at USAFE Hq. from May, He. will graduate on May 27 from
day visiting his parents, Mr. and
By A. T. STEWART
1954, to May of last year, becoin- Virginia Theological Seminary and
3frs. Marshall Campbell and sisM.N.B. Blossom Champion, N. ing 12th AF chief of staff with College Portsmouth, Va.
ler, Miss Sally Campbell.
G. DeAnna Givens, R.N.G. Eunice headquarters at Bernstein, G e rEddie M. Martin has been elect*., The last rites were held for Guy and W. Treasurer Maggie many, last June.
ed president of • the graduating
!Mrs. Dottie A. Hudson at Bethel Davis of the Marian Anderson
The AF's 44-year-old first Ne- class at School 50 at 615 E. Eagle
:AME church Sunday. May 26 at Household of Ruth No. 6788 at- gro general, whose father, Brig. st. Other officers were as follows:
Mrs. Hudson aassed away tended the annual Thanksgiving eGn. Davis, Sr., fret.) was the Mary Sweat vice president; Dorohe home of her sister and bro. Services and Ogden Day cele- first Negro general in the Army, thy Patton, secretary and HarI
.
-in-law with whom she resid- bration of the Grand United Or- was born in the nation's capitol, riet Bruce treasurer. Class day
der of Odd Fellows in America and attended Western Reserve un- was held last Friday.
rs. Eddie Pat Jones after a and Jurisdiction Sunday in Rock- iversity, the University of Chica- The 8th Annual Coronation Ball
go and was graduated from the sponsored by St. Philips Episcothy illness passed away. The ford, Ill.
v C. T. Trice officiated at her
Fund
of the U. S. Military Academy in 1936. pal Church on Goodell at. T h e
The Freedom
funeral. She was a member of NAACP benefited Saturday night FORMER INFANTRY OFFICER presentation of Prince Hermes and
Bethel AME church for a number from the proceeds of the dinner
A former infantry officer until Princess Daphne, in recognition
of years, a member of the senior at the University YMCA attended entering flight training in May, to a high school student boy and
choir and other auxiliaries of the by approximately 150 members 1941, the general completed ad- girl, for scholastic and extra •curchurch. She is survived by iour of the Madison branch and their vance flying school in March the neuter activities during the school
sisters, Mrs. Jimmy Jones, Mrs. friends.
following year, and was transfer- year. The crowning of King AnolRearm Collins, Mrs. Calanthia Bai•
lo VIII and queen Diana VIII will
Chicago Atty. William R. Ming red to the Air Corps.
ly and Mrs. Eddie Cohen; one
In August of 1942, Davis became be in recognition for outstanding
dinner speaker, said in part: "The
community service to two worthy
brother, Mr. Willie Neely of Dedenial of economic opportunities commander of the 99th Fighter
citizens of Buffalo. This feat has
troit and nieces and nephews and
and adequate housing are two Squadron and took the unit overbeen the crowning event of the
a host of other relatives and friagainst the Negro where we have seas where it operated in North
Hammons
Funeral
ends. The
season since its inception. It was
not even scratched the surface." Africa and Sicily, and the followMEMBERS OF the general arthe first to introduce to Buffalo
Horne was in charge of burial.
um, 4600 South Parkway.
director of the review: Mrs.
Sr., Juanita Craft, Nina Laws,
Mr. Ming who has represented ing year he returned to the U. S.
rangement committee complete
Pomp and Circumstance,"
"The
Vie extend our deepest heartfelt
Show, 'flow Americans Get
Erlene C. Boyd, general chairLa Mar Brumfield. dance dithe NAACP in many of its test and became commander of t h e
final
plans
that
sympathy to the bereaved family
with
'goes
for
crowning
the
of
second
a
anneal
'rhis Way," is 50 year review
rector; Samueletta Tomer and
man, and Leland Bolton, prescases on segregation, told his 322nd Fighter Group. He took
Joregal Variety Show schedKing and Queen each year, the
in their grief.
of American show business.
ident of the ionic: n club, sponLawrence Boyd, jr.
audience that racial discrimina- that unit to Italy in January, two
uled
for
committee
8
p
endeavored
has
m.
make
Saturday,
to
June
Seated left to right are BrothThe elementary school of West tion is not a problem of the South years later.
sors of show. Standing left to
16, at Corpus Christi auditoriHerren gave a surprise shower alone. Of the hundred of thouser Dorman Becker, 0. F. H.,
Postwar assignments included it bigger and better. -The Coronaright are Lawrence H. Boyd.
tion
will
Ball
be
Friday,
held
June
Wallace
for Mrs. Pauline
in her ands of new housing units that duty at Godman Field, By., and
tiOdern home Wednesday after- have been built in the United Lockbourne AFB, Ohio, and from 7 in the Terrace Room of Hate!
of St. Louis, Mo , visited Mr. Wil- the two visiting churches, deliver.
moot which was quite a success. States in recent years, less than August 1949 to June 1950. he at- Steller.
• ' liams parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har- ed the anniversary message.
A trio of winners in the Rich,Her co-workers resented her with one-half of one percent are avail- tended the Air War college at
Miss Bettie Marie Moore of Chiry -WiWams.
mond Prize Speaking Contest and
beautiful as well as useful gifts able to the Negro.
The speaker Maxwell AFB in Alabama.
Those ou the sick list are. Mes• cago, Ill., spent her vacation with
also students of School 42 wert,
and delicious food was served. A was introduced
mother, Mrs. Mattic Moare,
by U. W. Law BECOMES STAFF
Tilmen F. Brown; James C Zy• MONMOUTH
- a r y her
delightful time was enjoyed by all. Prof. Chas. Bunn,
reined three track letters, two Alames Carrie Winston. NI
who has been PLANNING OFFICER
nd, I lallie' - Winslow: Mr. and other relatives. She returned
skowski and Robert Finkelstein,
By RICHARD MORRIS
'uothall letters and two basketball 111Crossla
vin
—
' May Day activities for the War- in a number of test ca-es on
...Nike
4
106,Isig being assigned tei Each boy delivered a seven MiMrs. James HICkman; Nles- to Chicago Sunday afternoon. Miss
Sunday May 26 was the Ones- Ietters in four years. His name
ren Eementary were held at the the segregation issue that went thr—Plf 15st:1953-54,
srs. Joe McCarty, Harry'Lenox, Moore is employed at the Mont.
he attended nute selection, James' title was sion of the
tenth anniversary of will be inscribed on the Hall of
Bradley county high school last to the Supreme Court.
Robert Dickey, Sylvester Lee, aod gomery Ward Mail Order House
the advanced jet fighter gunnery "Meet A Great Man" and Robert's
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Patrick at Fame plaque and he also received;
Monday. Miss Dorothy Gardner, The Freedom
Chicago.
Phineas Moore, Mrs, Viola Janda
Fund dinner school at Nails APB, Nev. from was '-The Bell,' recitation of the the
Calvary Baptist church. Ralph e medal. Adrian Beverly gained
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
is also on the sick list. Mrs. Maras', Miss Willie 11370 Lenox of Son%
also marked the opening July until November 1953 and in same piece won third place for Brooks
aided by others was gen- recognition for extemporaneous
çardner was crowned May Queen which
Bend,
Ind. is at the bedside of her
membership drive Was held at the Far East was commander of him and second place was won
Campfield is on the sick list, but ,
apte
e afkrionm
g.
eral chairman of the affair held s
Mad received a lovely gift for the the
, father,. Mr. Harry 0. Lenox. A
is able to be up.
University of Wisconsin the Ills AF's Fighter-interceptor by Tilmon, he chose "The Cre- in
Miss Ira Mae Bro,
the church.
great service she rendered to help
As
will
daughter,
graduMrs. Iretta Luster ot St
Wing, and in July the following 1 ation," This contest Was held FriMr. and Mrs. Marion Lathan
Monmouth college.
Make the May Day activities a
The Ministerial Alliance was
Louis Mo., has returned home.
year became director of opera-!day night May 17.
and
family
The
Rev.
of
Bailey
Gary.
J.
B.
of
Ind.,
Racine,
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Fosgeesit success. She also receives I
represented by Rey. V. O. ErickGeorge James, grandson of Mrs,
tions and training for FEAF.
parents and grandparents,.
ear salut for her activities along Wis., is conducting revival at
son pastor of the Immanuel Bap- ter and Leonard Ford of Chicago,
Pearl Ellice. was confined to the
In Formosa he commanded a
Mr.
the
and
Otis
Second
Mrs.
Lathan;
Baptist
church
Mr.
827
aqte lines.
tist church, the Council of visited relatives and friends in their
house for a few dens when m 'ac•
and Mrs. Walter Simmons, a n (I
Mound st . of which his brother, USAF task force, and he will come
Churches by Mrs. Madge Sanman Monmouth
eidently stepped on 3 nail. He is
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grandy, Rev. E. Bailey
to Europe from an interim assign
Mrs.
Martha
Camplield.
is pastor.
Mr.
and Mrs. Quinten Bender-.
and Rev. John D. Kean pastor of
able to go out again, now.
ir.. • are the proud pareats of a
ment at USAF', liq
Miss Sallie Ann Smith and Mrs.
Mt. Zion Barifist church pastor
the First Baptist church, who act- son and daughter of Long island,
Mrs. Martha Camptield has rebaby boy born April 22. Mr. Gran.'
I A senior pilot, the general wears
Lassie
Delois
Jarvis
of
Chicago,
N.
Joe
Rev.
Y.
E.
Dawson
and
members
visited friends over
ed as master of ceremonies. Re- .
dy is A-C of the U. S. Navy and
Memo.! 111., visited their parents, Mr. and turned home from Gary, Ind. where
na
held open house Sunday at their the decorations of the Legion of
Day.
she spent several weeks with h
marks by Rev. Coleman of Galesis the son of the late Arthur and"
Merit, Silver
ser
•
Star, D'istingu'hod
Mrs. Sellie Smith.
s
s
, grand-children, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Mrs. Marie Sheffield of Detroit
•
Lee Esther Grandy.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary burg.
• ••
Flying Cross, and Air Medal with
non Lathan and family while reRev. and Mrs. Elmer Donald- four Oak Leaf
Highlights of ,the afternoon pro- visited her sister-in-law and broth- MURPHYSBORO
, Peppers Bass, of 6244 Michigan
Clusters.
son, 744 W. Washington are the
cuperating from a paralytic stroke.
ave., were held Saturday from the gram was the anniversary sermon er, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Penny
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
and attended Mrs. Sleets' funeral.
proud parents of a son horn at
dmoointogredfinhee.
bringand Mitres;
Donaldson of
The Emanuel Baptist chur h funeral parlors at 74th and Cot- by Rev. Howe
Miss Rosselle Robinson of El- SLI'atehaisn
Mrs. Harry Small was admitted
the Madison General hospital
here to
conducted a financial campaign tage Grove ave., with Rev. James Peoria who was accompanied by
gin visited relatives during the home.
Saturday.
n ay.
and raised 525. The church is mak- Richardson of Metropolitan Com- his choir and men's chorus; a
Raymond Peoples has returned past week.
Mr. Milbon Vaughn, jr., left for
munity church officiating.
The Crusaders of the Second ing great advances under the
check presented the pastor which
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — A change in
leadMisses Bernadine and Joan Gary, hid. seeking employment.
from
the
State Normal at MaSaturday closing hours at the (en Baptist church rendered a pro- ership of Rev. Robbs.
Mrs Peppers died May 25 in a was graciously responded to by
Goodwin have returned from Cs•
Ora Harciamon a n ti
tral Public library for the sum men I gram Sunday night to an over-: The sick are Clay Hobson. 441 Detroit, Mich. hospital, after tak- Mrs. Patrick and a turkey dinner comb
Fannye W. Webb attended t h e
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo Williams lumbus, Ohio.
nionths has been announced ty flow audience. Under the leader- St. Paul ave. and Mary Valliant, ing ill while visiting her dangle which was served by Mrs. Perna
Mrs. Mildred Brook's of Apring. graduation exercises of the AlexDavis, Mrs, Hattie Pulley and of Chicago spent Memorial Day
Lcvis H. Nourse, city librarian. ' ship of Rev E. Donaldson. the 629 St. Paul ave. Mrs. Valliant ter, Mrs. Carmilita Morton.
with the Misses Ida and Myrtle field, ill, is visiting her mother,1 ander County Central High School,
During the months of June. July club is growing.
entered the hospital at Munroe,
Among survivors are two sons. Mrs. Georgia Cox.
andl Friday night. Graduates from thia
Mrs. Emnla Lightle.
•••
and August, the Central Library at
Mrs. Francis R. Sleet, former Wallace and their brother Elmer.
Wis., Thursday morning.
Charlie and Nelson Peppers. of
Mrs. Caroline May of St. Louis
Robert Bryant of Warikeegan area were: Carletos Hardamon,
1301 Olive St., will close at 5.30 BELOIT
I Chicago, and three daughters. resident of this city died Satur- and
son of Mrs. Ora Hardamon: and
her sister, Mrs. Wyona John- III. was the guest of Mr.
Ely W. H. JOHNSON
p m on Saturdays instead of the
Des Moines—Average yiel.J of , Mrs. Marie Holt, of 6244 Michi. day May 25 at the ML Carmel
son of Quincywere called here Mrs. Sam Parker.
Phineas Moore. son of Mr. and
usual 9 p.m. Sunday hours will ri.
Mrs Callie Williams has return. , corn on U. S. land is 33 bushela an gam Mrs. Ruth Stephens of 6233 Mercy hospital in Detroit where
Carl Moore of Detroit is visiting Mrs. Eugene Moore. The latter as
because of the illness of their
main the same, 2 until 9 p.m. No ed home after ataending her fa- acre, but yields of 140 bushels to S. Indiana ave., and Mrs. Morton she had resided for the
past six' mother, Mrs H. D.
his grand -mother, Mrs. Matilda a patient in the Bi-Coenty Tuberbooks are issued or. Sundays, but ther's funeral in Huston, Miss, the acre are not uncommon and and one sister.
Wallace.
and a half years. Funeral servculosis Hospital.
Mrs. H. D. Wallace was dismiss- Hughes,
the library is open for reading and Mrs. Williams' mother will ccme 'there are some reports of yields
Burial was in Mt. Greenwood ices were held in Detroit at the ed from
ItIr. and Mrs. Joseph Banks of
Mrs. Gertrude Flartee arts atMonmouth hospital and
reference.
to Beloit to live with her.
up to 225 bushels an acre.
Stinson Funeral Home on Monday.
cemetery.
was taken to the home of
M:lwaukee, Wis. and Mrs. HarMr. milted to St. Andrews hasagsl reFrancis Rebecca Turner was and Mrs.
net Fitz and grandson of MO'
Charles L. Wallace, 31t cently.
born in Pique, Ohio. Jan, 14. 1988 No D st
• .•
ta, Kansas, visited their larotl
to Jesse and Irene Euelina Turard
Go to the church of your
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mr .
choice. i FREEPORT
ner. She was married in 1903 to St.
Kelly, and other relatives
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD. JR.
James AME, S 3rd st. and
James Walter Sleet at Indianapol- E. 9th
here.
ave.. Calvary Baptist corMiss
Carol
Johnson
was
home Casey
is, Ind, Mr. Sleet preceded her in ner
m
Meao
rs. aVroioelaa E
J altravisytiosso
ca
o,nfio
ne
er
dthlo
South First st. and East 9th for the weekend.
a
1944.
•
bed with high-blood pressure.
ave. You need your church
Miss Emma J. Bruce and
and
Mrs.
She was the mother of seven your church
needs you.
James Bradford were united
in V. Wade, Monnette E. Vaughn,
children and was toted by her
marriage Saturday evening in
St and others attended the Eighth
family and many friends. She 5.as CAIRO
Paul Baptist church.
a member of Calvary Baptist
By DAN CLARK
Arcadia Chap, 0. E. S. Easter Grade graduation exercise at the
church, the Agnes Maady club
Mrs. Lula Brown Johnson,
service was held at St. James Sumner High school auditonum, in
53,
and the American Legion auxili- died at
Cairo, III., Tuesday night.
her home in Mounds. III. ratE church, Rev. Manning
pasary. She was active in each or. Funeral
Relatives from Chicago, Ill. via.
conducted at Church of tor.
ganization until stricken Novem- God in Christ
p atYCSa
ybutrhsed
, ri!T
Thursday.
Rev. and Mrs. Phillips attend. ItedMrthJOE!SC
in Cairo by Rev.
ber 12, 1950. After her affliction, Bishop C.
4
ce
thee
J. Scott. Survivors are ed service in Roc ford
Sunday. of Sirelester and Roosevelt Mcshe moved to Detroit to reside and one daughter,
Miss B. Hickman is home
husband and many
from Carty, is still confined to bed, hut
was cared for by her family. Sur- other
relatives.
college.
is improving.
viving are the children Mrs. John
Mrs. Della Everette of
Mrs.,Hayden of S. Shurden ave.
Carrier
I (Delores) Harris, Mrs ?tarried Hills. Ill., is
Others on the sick list are: Mesvisiting her daugh- s
sick
list,
dames Carrie Winston, Hattie WinPeyton, Mrs. William (Romania) ter, Mrs.
Mr Robert Hunter and
Bertha Watts and fam(laugh- slow, Mary Crossland: Mr. and
. Rucker, Mrs. Sara Robinson. Dan- ily.
ter, Mrs. Audrey Finkston
and! Mrs. James Hickman, and Mr.
, idl T. Sleet, James T. Meet all of
A revival, is now going on at sons visited lit Chicago
river the Robert Dickey.
Detroit and Donald B. Sleet of the 15th New
Hope Free Will Lap- weekend.
Little Wilbert Sanders became
Los Angeles. Two sisters, Mrs. list church
.• •
conducted by the passuddenly ill while attending sery
Isaiah Wilson, Detroit and Mrs. lor, Rev.
E. A. Mitchell and Rev. UNITY
tot t: s
icuensdaaty thatt
e cT
Str,00
JanmT
ree
esheAM E
sghuw
riP
Lucy Washington of Galesburg: A. W. Waters.
. By MRS. MONETTE
E. %AUG
ill
one brother, James A Turner of
•• •
Ivan Jenkins of Ft. Hood, Texas not serious. He has recovered api•
Monmouth: four grandchildren: UNITY
visited his mother. Mrs. Artie parently,
seven great-grandchildren several
By MONETTE F, VAUGHN
! Jenkins.
.
nieces and nephews and host of
- He! is en route. to Ger- 'The Quartetly meeting of the,St.
The Mt. Zion Baptist chord, marCY.
Paul AME church of Sandusky,
.
, ' s. 'uneral service was
.
held, Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pastor, enterthe Dunbar School closed Friand the St James AME churen
Wednesday afternoon al the rat tamed
the Executive Board of Zion day evening with the following
! very Baptist church. Rev. Patrick
gth was held Sunday at the!St. James
District MB association of Aouth• graders receiving certificates
for AME church with Presiding Elder,
! was assisted by Rev. L. W. Nance ern
Illinois, Inc., Thursday a n d high school: Hattie Beatrice
Jar Rev. C. W. Stratton, in charge.
' of Galesburg in conducting the Friday,
May 30 & 31. The mect- vis. Geraldine Genie
Smith, Mane Rev: E. K. Swanson is pastor of
' service. Miss Myrtel Wallace was ing
was quite seecessful. Amount Jewel Spears, and
.
Lloyd Nolai, both churches
at the piano and the choir sang, raised
for education was 6193 Ir. Smith. They will enter
.„ • •
the Alex! "Beyond the Sunset was sung by Rev. A.
H. Harris is moderator, ander County Central
High school HARRISBURG
Mrs. Daisy Brooks, Mrs Francis and Mrs.
Mary L. Ayler is presi- in Tamms, Ill., next fall.
By MABEL BAWLING
! Beasly read the obituary and eon- dent of the
Woman's Auxiliary,
The
social
Mrs. Lawre,—e Eugene Lanton
sponsored by the PTA
&knees. Members of the Ladies
Carletos Hardamon, son of Mrs. of Dunbar School
and
son
of Chicago, the former
was quite 3 SIC' Auxiliary to the Sam Skinner Post Ore Hanle
mon; L athan Ardell MS.
Gloria Adams, daughter of Mrs.
of the American Legion attended Ballentine,
son of Mrs. Isola BalHarry
Lenox
Nellie
Adams
has
have been visiting
been released
the service in a body. Mrs. Naomi lentine; and Lloyd
Audrey Moore, from St. Mary's Hospital in Cai- Mr. and Mrs. Otto Lanton. Mrs.
1 Johnson and Mrs. Effie Penny grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney ro, Ill, where he was a
Patient OS Nellie Adams with Mrs. Helen
took care of the flowers. Pallbear- Winston, left Monday,
June 3rd for the result of an automobile acci- Patton of Harrisburg was a gu-st
ers were Charles Wallace B. W St. Louis, Mo.,
for examination dent He is convalescing nicely.
Sunday at Mt. Pleasant Baptist
Newson, Elmer Wallace. Archie prior to
inductiOn into military
Rev. I. H. Wiggins and members where she Wall formerly E. memPenny, Williams Rhybon and Nel- service in the
USA.
of Mt. Zinn and St. Mark Baptist ber. The congregation enjoyed a
son Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Brown churches, motored b. Murphvsb0- solo, "It
PLAN OONVENTION — 01'Wien to be held here July
host Shown here, from left:
Pays to Serve Jesus''
Pernsr, of Miami, .Association
High school graduates are Glenn of St. Louis, Mo. were
guests ro, Ill., Sunday afternoon, and par- sung by Mrs, Lanton. She
?teen of the Internationat
VIC with headquarters at
Evelyn 0. Chisley, execntive
president. and J. Wesley lae, Brooks, Adrian Beverly, Dimwit of Mr. and Mrs.
left
Charlie
Webb
ticipated in the Eleventh Anniver- for her home Monday.
Florists Association, Inc., met
Hotel starter. The Washington
secretary, Washington Flower
Pittsburgh, Association secre- .1 Ford and June Webb, Glenn and other relatives for
the
weeksaryCelebration
Is Washington recently to
Flower and Garden Guild.
of Rev. B. L. Var. On the sick list is Mrs. Entine
and Gorden Guild and conventary.
Brooks was given recognition in end.
nado, pastor of Mt. Gilead Baptist Crisp who has been confined
sound out plans for their roeI.e., will serve as convection
tion chairman; William 0.
bp
the "Hall of Fame." He has reMr. and Mrs Wesley Williams Church. Rev. Wiggins, pastor of
her home for the past week.
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CORRESPOND. and Sulltvan.—WHAT HAPPENDEPENDER
we caning say since Miller
ENT Hilda See, now vacationing ED,
left for Michigan next day.
ba New York has come up with a. 'ISLAM) IN THE SUN- the inbit of information that while not tetrac I pix starring Dorothy Dansurprising in its content most•cer dridge and Harry Belafonte open•
tainly quiets a Broadway rumor ed at New York's Boxy theatre
that was called ''fine" only be- Wednesd..,,
,and Chicago's Oriental
cause listeners willingly lent a Friday.—ODDLY ENOUGH pub-Film
hopeful ear.—THAT EARLIER lieity for each claimed "world
thiS year several Sepia stars stood prenelere."—FRIENDS SAY BEI.
a good chance of getting a big AFONTE *relayed ,planned honeybreak in television.—MISS SE moon trip abroad to aid various
NOW says the plan has fizzled OR charitie* including NAACP AND
BETTER yet never reached the THE "Prayer Pilgrimage."—FRIfinal planning stage.—TO HOE ENDS SAY WHEN Harry Bela.
By ROB ROY
has Dorothy Dandridge paired
SEEN SUCH shows as summer re- fettle's ''ex" Marguriete and his
with John Justin, an English acwhich
marquee
DARE
BIG
THE
joy
brought
have
would
placement
• tor and Ilarry Belafonte as apple
new bride Julie met in Washingtem
is
everyone
tells
theatre
above
,
as
viewers
and
listeners
many
to
of the eye of Joan Fontaine.
recently both spoke and in very,
n to stars stichl eery friendly , terms. "NOTHING "Island In The Sun" is being unwell as long green.
On the record, press agent wise,
as Ellucton, Horne, Dandridge. TO BE SCRE about" Margueriete folded on screen at loop's Ori- this appears as a lure for unbeBelafonte, Basic, Cole, and others. is reported as' saying after the ental this week. "Island In The lievers to see another Gretta Gar—IT WAS EVIDENT eve's before 'Reeling.—LONNIE,'SIM MONS and Sun" is -the big dare" because bo-John Gilbert screen romance.
Miss See's story hit the wires that hi organ returned to Club DeLisa it is the first flicker to come out 'Tisn't exaetly•that..The theme is
such shows were off the c„alendar. past week after being away three, of Hollywood with an interracial there but the action is nixed thru
—ANNOUNCEMENT OF summer months — LONNIE'S PREVIOUS (not one but two) romance. Dar- careful maneuveuring on part of
replacements for Como and others stay at the State street nightery ryl Zanuck who recently resigned Mr. Zanuck. Frankly Zanuck has
as head of Twentieth Century-Fox supplied the incredible in piceire
steeled that hope and should have was a six-year stint.
quieted the rumor.
ADD VERY SINE answer to braved the wave of "cant't be making by presenting a pair love
• ••
poorly timed ,question: SAMMY dones" to produce the picture that romances without a single kiss being involved either platonically or
SARAH VAUGHAN currently ap- DAVIS. Jr.. telling a questioner
romantically.
peartng at Waldorf Astoria hotel ir who wanted to know if the great
New York is proving with a thrill. "Mr. Wonderful" would continue
Strangely enough Chicagoans are
retire:
sational calypso type show lust after his dad and uncle
excited about the film because it
figuring
start
how versatile an artist she is or "entirely lalto early to
is a good theatre and not for its
better yet can be when the oe- that far ahead." —LARRY
romantic intrigue as - was heraldrevised
„with
opens
who
STEELE
casion arises. — INCIDENTALLY
ed in advance. rhey think all the
at
Affairs"
":'Smart
his
of
edition
COUNT BASIE'S magnanimity is
LOS ANGELES — Chuck Willis, principals perform admirably and
in
hotel
Las
Dunes
is
Vegas
revealed when he says -show
"Shiek of the Blues" whose latest like the songs, especially those
Sarah's, we're the background mu-.SAYS HE PLANS to introduce the record hit "C. C. Rider" is sweep- Calypso ones offered by Belafonbeauties
bronze
ef
array
largest
will
one
NO
sic—OF COURSE
ing the nation's juke boxes is te. In fact there are a let of
agree that Basic, his hand and to the famed hotel's guests and headed for the west coast. He'll things to like about "Island In
vocalist Joe Williams, can be call- patrons ever presented there.— appear with Roy Gaines and his The Sun". It would be a fine film
ed "background" for any powlue- INCIDEr:TALLY LARRY is dick. orchestra. Gaines also has a new even if Lena Horne were in Fonmitten however colossal.—PIGMEA1 ering with the famed Peters Sis- hit tune titled "Isabella."
taine's place and or Cab Cat•
for
thp MARKHAM who appeared on the ters. now abroad, to join him
loway essaying the John Justin
is
C.
Ben
Waller
Promoter
Ed Sullivan show Sunday DREW the engagement.—T H E GIRLS handling tour arrangements. In role. And frankly it is hardly more
TIIE IRE of Flournoy Miller of ARE known to be ready and will- addition to playing the Elks ball- interesting that they are not if
"Shuffle Along" fame previously ing to return to the U.S. for a tour room the package will do one you are one of those looking for the
when the comic used the "arith of the states.—S. H. DUDLEY, fighters in Las Vegas, Phoenix, "incredible"—an interracial screen
metic problem" stunt Miller manager of Rabbit Foot Minstrels, Tucson, Oakland, San Francisco romance.
claims Is product of Shuffle Along now touring Dixie says this season
The story, as you most know by
and Fresno.
and a later show the Miller-Lyle figures to top all previous records
now has its setting on an island
CROWDS
show—LARGE
the
for
combine produced. — MII.I.ER
in the Caribbean. On the Island
About 20,000 producing oil wells
CALLED this corner to report a everywhere, S. H. informs this
is a labor leader (Harry Belafon.
state,
York
are
New
in
corner,
Pigmeat
against
threatened suit
te) whose galantry and good looks
excite the Governor's daughter.
(Joan Fontaine). There is also an
aide to the Governor (John Justin), who becomes infatuated with
a native girl (Dorothy Dandridge).
The latter pair marry but Belafonte turns down Fontaine's bid
for his heart and name saying "It
won't work."
of Wein and Louis
Belafonte is quite efficient as an
' NEW YORK — (ANP) — Ter! knowledged ''queen of the gospel the guiding spirit
best
the first time, gospel singing, wilt! singers," has introduced millions and Elaine Lorillard, the Newport actor but as you'd expect his
JOAN COLLINS and Dorothy
sings. Ili'
have its day at a jazz feast when; to her music which has been de- Jazz Festival has become the Mec foot forward is when he
Dandridge, right. salmis much
number
title
fans.
pix'
and
the,
rendition
of
musicians
for
ea
jazz
basic
most
the
of
one
as
scribed
Mahalia Jackson tops the program!
of the. sex appeal in the Oriplenty
do
Holler"
Man
perthan
"Lead
more
25,000
and
year
Last
SingWard
six
The
jazz.
ix
of
terms
at the Newport Jazz Festival
ental theatre's current screen
m"Sunday afternoon, July 7, Clara I ers are America's best-known gos- sons were on hand at Newport. The for the film.
dancboth
she
for
As
Dandridge
and
Jackson
Miss
Both
will
group.
laTs
pel
Festival
Singers
the
1957 edition of
111,Ward And Her Ward
the Ward Singers have sold mil- ' been extended from three to four es and sings splendidly. She is! performances.
hold forth on the same bill.
also a fire actress in the role,' Yes, "Island in The Sun" Is
performed
and
records,
of
presents;
lions
which
Festival,
The
, days to accommodate the crowded , she's given. The other stars. John! sock screening. You'll like it Oenworld.
the
set
throughout
is
school,
every
of
jazz artists
agree with
Starring on Sunday evening, the roster of jazz greats slated to ap-1 Mason, John Justin, Joan Fontaine ty. And best of all you'll
to run for four days beginning on
Joan Collins, slab° give fine this chronicler that Zanuck taok
and
1
will
pear.
Festival,
the
of
night
closing
4th
July
Thursday,
of
evening
the
with a mammoth birthday celebra- be Sarah Vaughan a e-1 Count Balien for Louis Armstrong. George sic's Ng band. Sarah and the
Wein is director of the nnn-profit Count will be on their night-off
organiaztion sponsoring the annual from their engagement at the Wad
derf-Astoria's Starlight Roof.
event.
Since its founding in 1954 under
Mahalia Jackson, who is the ac-
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Mahalia Jackson, Gospel Singers
Sign For Famed Newport Festival

' partment. Picture starring Dot
Dandridge, John Mason, Har.
' Ty Belafonte and Joan Fan'

' talent. "Island In The Sun."
' Joan isn't given top billing
but she's tops in looks de-

tame bit the loop theatre last
Friday and has done socko
business throughout the first
week.

the ble dare and has gotten away! en Dandridge and Belafonte there! cial film. In any event "Island
with it boxoffice wise. 'Tis as you is nothing irritable abeirt I Ii el The Sun" is a step in right
might guess a "problem" story treatment of the expected under.! rection — for common sense ria
human treatment nf all peopll
with the usual black vs white an dog. They even win at love gle. But, thanks to the roles giv•I unexpected twist to an interra; alike for nation's theatre scnicar

Director Hits Dixie's Ban On Something Of Value'

Louis Jordan 5
Scores Hit For
•Jackie Gleason

Recalls Other Pictures
South Did Not Approve

film still be moved to a greater
By LEE BELSER
understanding of each other."
HOLLYWOOD — (INS — HollyHe also pointed out that the
wood director Richard Brooks vig- film does not necessarily deal in
orously defended his highly con- personalities.
troversial film, "Something of
"It deals with the bigger probValue," which, along with another lem of. people living in the same
racial movie, "Island In The Sun," ! world—people who must solve their
is facing total boycott in the south. economic as well as their social
featuring
crew
torrid
Jordan's
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — Louis
Reither film has hit the section problems.
organist Jackie Davis, Dottie; but "Island" with its West Indies! The picture, which stars Rock
Jordan and his Tympany Five
Smith and Austin Powell are prov- setting already has been boycot- I Hodson and Dana Wynter. has the
guest starred on the Jackie Glea- ing show stoppers wherever they
b.. by southern exhibitors as "too Negro asking for his own land and
son show on CBS-TV, June 8.
appear.
."
equal rights and demanding his
hot to
The Tympany King added a genat
opened
Five
Tympany
The
"Something of Value,'' a story place in the world as a first class
Y.
N.
Buffalo,
Africa,
in
to
Zanzibar
mirth
in
musical
Club
erous helpina of
citizen.
of Mau Mau uprising
Cleason's fast moving program They just completed a series of contains scenes in which a Negro
Brooks, who currently is directGranibling
at
white
dates
prim
famed
a
twc
and
college
the
man
time
first
The
strkes a white
ing "The Brothers Karamazov."
maestros have appeared on the college, Gramblini„ La., Univer- woman receives a blood transfus- says that although, "Value" faces
same program although both are s& of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky., ion from a Negro man.
boycott in the south, he feels it
charter members r,f the ' mutual Alpha fraternity, Jackson. Tenn.
Opposition to "Island In The will be a financial success.
Beta Upsilon chanter, 'Alpha Phi Sun" stems from Harry Eglaadmiration' society.
Early films using racial conflicts
fonte's scenes with actress Joan as themes were definite financial
Fontaine who wishes to marry him risks. One of the earliest was "Imiand is rejected by the actor, ac- tation of Life," a 1940 Claudette
southern theatres. Ethel We
FRF.DDI WtSHINGTOX who
Dixie could stomach so the
Colbert movie in which a young
cording to the story.
KENNV WASHINGTON is
as "Peola•' In the put tare
popular (elsewhere) film ettne
iers also a ppe a red in
Brooks, who directed "Value," Negro girl passes for white. It was
shown with Jeanne Crain in a
"Imitation of Life" wanted
ring Claudette Colbert 'Wilt
"Pinks...*
said it is his belief that the me. poison at the boxoffic.e. A later
tense scene from "Pinky" one
to be white was mme than
banned in southern thestrira.
tion picture has "great economic racial film, ''Pinky," dealing with
of the films banned from
significance."
a stmilar theme did slightly bet
He declared:
ter business, and "Blackboard
In 'Gunfight- Blurt portrays tavern hitting his target and a Os
"Any film which reflects the Jungle," fivhich showed a Negro
Wyatt Earn, the great U. S. Mar And he remained calm, not m
became
with
and
school
whites,
in
truth as it is today, historically
boy
shal who accounted, perhaps, for mating himself to get tillage
from the viewpoint of humanity, a top money maker, although it
Yet those who knew him say Vita
more had men than any wester" went into action faster tharf
cannot do any harm because in was temporarily banned in Georalto
The television screens will tie the shows that replaces the old Sic the long run, people who see the gia.
gun-stinger, Ile died in Los Angeles men could think. Perhaps Alit
By HAZEL A. WASIENGTON
jammed with top ranking stars this Caesar program. NBC ABC and
at the age of 81, on January 12 Why he died in bed.
weekend with the Julius LaRosa CBS have all set up a series of
1929, and before he died Earp
Earp had only contempt far ti
show spearheading the spotlight- 'Mister Shows" to be slotted In
HOLLYWOOD — When Anna have watched him all night, he is described the killing methods or gun-fanner, or the man who
thi
for
slots
night
p.m.
Saturday
the
7:00
15,
June
Saturday,
on my the professional gunmen, of when from the hip.
ing,
Maria Albeighetti opened her show that good. This Is a 'must'
They stood Ittr
summer and fall season. This soon
on NBC-TV.
list—find out more about Buck. he was definitely one.
chance to live against men tel•
at the Ambassador's Coconut
the
to
should
plan
bring
sor-happy
the
own.
our
"To win at gunplay, I first had took their time.
ner, he is one of
Julius LaRosa kicks off
tops
Grove on her twenty-first hirthdal-,
A lot of kids aren't going to like to learn to take my time. Secweekend specatcular parade when television screens scme of the
So when kids, as thousands air
and
Holly
Broadway
along
talent
can
M.
Anna
treat.
real
a
was
down
it
it
put
hurts
even
to
It
Perry
this
the
ondly. if I hoped to live long on see Paramount's "Gunfight" at
In makes his debut in
present.]
wood.
the
This
to
added
most
is.
truth
the
But
the
•
,
paper.
stars.
frontier.
would
on
flashy,
I
and
shun
of
busineas
cast
sing like nobody's
Como spot with a
10K Coral.- they'll probably be see
films means
TAMPA, Fla. — IANP ) - Bill Lauderdale and Ocala.
is a real doll. Freddy Martin and 01 their movie and television cow- trick-shooting—grandstand play— ing the professional western guy
They will include Count Basic and tion a lately released
wdl have more top enterleast
At
phonies.
are
heroes
would
I
boy
as
shun
poison."
mioic
senshow
a
the
newest
making
Deng,"
played
Doggett's
band
"Ding
currently
I
his
vocalist Joe Williams: Seven Stev- viewers
Doggett,
, stinger portrayed as he really ws
1957:1958 than in
Studying the research hooks fot
ens,. acrobats; Gene Sheldor tainment during
sational one-nighter of Florida, is King recording, although released for one of the finest night club in cne respect, they're phonies.
and also probably for the firs
Kids, ours among them, have his role, Lancaster found that the
comic; Lou Carter singer and the past.
attracting SRO crowds and eye- just four weeks ago, has already shows that we have had the pleas, lime in their lives. There if n
many others programmed at the
popping stares in every town where become one of the most requested ure of seeing for many moons. made idols of cowboys on their western gunfighted never stoo ii
WII.D BILL DAVIS
tunes on radio disc jockey shows Freddy by the way, is a fixture at movie and TV screehs, who shoot still. His object was to kill wink trick shooting and stock-still gun
last minute.
his famous combo appears.
the Grove. He has been playing from the hip, stand rigid as they avoiding return fire, so he moved men, hut steel-eyed, calm. detail.
Traveling in a brand new $WIM in "The Sunshine State."
LOS ANGELES — Wild Bill
Following the LaRosa show will
-Hooky Tonk," the biggest sell- there for years and years, with, empty theirs guns, and "fan" a around. The ability to shoot on the accurate men intent on the seriou.
be the Vaughan Monroe specta- Davis is being scouted for a coast flexible Starliner bus, the only
dodge anti to employ foot-work was
cular same channel at 8:00 p m. to coast TV show with potentiali- one ot its kind ever purchased by er in King's recording history, sold only a few months nff to make na- I gun.
business of killing before they. art
with Eddie Heywood, Georgic. ty of show beginning within a Negre, the Bill Doggett aggre• over 1,800,000 copies and brought 'terra tours, but right hack hej The truth, as unearthed by tech- more important than the quick ' killed themselves.
gallon has been a main attrae the organ maestro an estimated comes to stay for a year or two.' nical experts assigned to Hal Wal- draw
Gibbs, Tony Martin, Jaye P. Mor- weeks after this new release.
Although he took his time. Karp
Conrad Buckner, the dancer,
The nightery owner-entertain- tion to thousands of curiosity-seek- $63.000 in royalties.
gan, Marttha Carson, the Lane
lis' "Gunfight at the OK Corral,", didn't exactly
loaf. But he did take
opened the show, and how he openNew York's newspapers todas
Brothers, Hamilton Dancing trio; er is known for his great re. ers as they cruised along the
Kirk
Lancaster
and
Burt
starring
that
extra split-fraction of a see. are printed in 19 different left
dance
awhile—!
and others. The show is an RIO). I cording! on Columbia,' Epic and streets of Jacksonville, Tampa,I There are four known species ed it, that kid can
is
opposite.
that
Douglas
just
the
ond
means
could;
be.
the
difference
his style is so different—I
uages.
Cqcoa, West Palm Beach, Fort'.of the cedar tree.
Victor 'Galaxy of Stars" one of now Imperial records.

Eddie Heywood, Basle
•TV Guest Stars Over
Weekend; Others Due
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Prints Make
lottons Chic

m
ra Williams, Mrs. Cora Blackmon GA
and Mrs. Estelle Dumas won the Lit
prizes. . and for their last meet•
jog until September when Mrs.
Sat., June 15, 1957
John Parker was the hostess on
PARIS — Girls in Paris will
June'4, at her lovely Boyd ave.
soon be going around carrying
home After a very busy meet
ElisaSt.
oriental mosaics, roman frescoes,
LOS ANGELES — One of the , the matron of honor, Jean Jones 1.05 Angeles, attended
log, the husbands were given the
By MABEL B. CROOKS
most beautiful Catholic ceremon- ewe a yellow princess style frock beth's in Chicago; Holy Name and 'easier] medals, gold watches and
opportunity to enjoy the tasty reAngeles
Los
in
High
Angeles
Los
even examples of English wrought
ies of the season united Katherine with matching accessories.
freshments served and play in the
NASHVILLE — Analyzing t h e
White and Edward Cazenave, jr. Junior bridesmaids Debra White, and is currently enrolled at Hen- iron on their backs.
rounds of bridge. This was their role key 3-D leadership must play
a
is
She
college.
Beauty
rietta's
SophThe latest touch of Parisian chic
at high noon here recently when Paula Harris, Edith Charles,
unique way of saying good-by to in today's world, Dr. Harold R.
Joseph Condon read the ronia Keller and bridesmaids member of the Aquenons Social is adopting a district flavor of anFather
Mrs.
September.
until
another
one
W. Benjamin of Peabody college,
the popular Juanda Lott, Fannie Stepps, liar. club. Mrs. Cazenave is daughter tique history in the shape of prints
Taylor Ward, Mrs. T. C. D. Hayes,1 Nashville, delivered the c o m- nuptial mass wedding
on cotton dresses
riett Stovall and Francis Atkin- of the George Whites.
Mrs. John McKinnes and Thomas mencement address at Tennessee young socialites.
The new French boussac cotton
The groom, son of Mr. and Mrs:
The beautifully decorated Holy son, June White and flower girls
McClellan won the prizes.
week.
last
State university
Name Catholic church, scene of Karen and Lynn Smothers wore Eddie Cazenave, Sr , of San Die- prints show designs that range
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Dr.
speaker,
baccalaureate
Th
nylon or- go, graduated from S. D. High from exotic Oriental and Roman
Mrs. Vivian White and sister, W. 0. Carrington, pastor of First the services joining one of t h e all white embroidered
fami- ganza frocks fitted to the waist, and attendes: L. A. City and State decorations to antique watches, anMrs. Addie Jones, well known Ma- AME Zion church, Brooklyn, N. West Coast's most popular
yards of bouf- college where he majored in phy- cient Persian miniatures and the
nassas librarian and teacher, flew Y., had already warned the grad- lies with the White family of Chi- and cascading into
delicate artistry of by-gone Engfant skirt; matching pumps and sical education.
up to Providence, R. I. to be on uating classes of "the high cost cago.
The bride, given In marriage by yellow and white tulle picture hats.
At the beautiful reception in the lish craftsmen in wrought iron.
hand for the commencement ex- of low living." lie pointed out in
In an all-cotton fashion show the
ercises of their son and nephew, his discussion of courageous re- her maternal grandfather, Robert All the girls carried identical par- Hollywood home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ferdinand White, hundreds o f Boussac establishments gave a
famed Augustus White, w h o ligion that "while good living — Little, wore a beautifully beaded, asol type nosegays.
Mrs. T. H. Hayes, jr. has carved an enviable niche for
Teddy Ritchey, brother of the guests passed the receiving line clue to Paris chic' even inexfull-length white gown with a three
Gay, colorful and exciting was Campbell,
Mrs. W. W himself in the hallowed archives high living — is a costly thing, foot train, fingertip length tulle groom, acted as best man while to extend best wishes to the young pensive summer clothes can be
the word for the past week end Mrs. C. C. Sawyer,
costlier."
is
living
low
Mrs
high fashion as long as they are
veil with a tiara of pearls, white Master Ferdinand "Spanky" White couple.
of Brown U. He has legions of
.wben Memphis' Links. Inc. Gibson, Mrs. Hollis Price,
simply styled and smartly printsatin pumps and a single strand was ring bearer. Ushers included
friends and is loved for his sin- 3•D LEADERSHIP
held their annual benefit garden Oscar Speight, Jr., Mrs. Robert
Roy
Hopkins
muprovided
organ
"U the modern world moves of pearls completed her attire. Aaron Gentry, Freddy Hardon,
ed.
jr., Miss Vivian White, cerity and modesty of the many
sic throughout the afternoon with
,g,event for the NAACP, again in Lewis,
Latting, Mrs. Caffrey achivevements which have come into a global Golden Age instead Mrs. Cazenave carried atiny Mark Cazenave, L. B. Curry, jr.
Use gracious and palatial gardens Mrs. A. A.
Hazel
Chapman
and
Smith
George
Mrs. A. Maceo his way in prep school at Mt. Her- of falling to destruction," said Dr. white bible with white orchids and and Ronnie Berman. Junior ushBaltimore—The bunion eardrum
,,ratthe home of Mr. and Mrs. C. Bartholomew and
soloists. Reception hostesses inWalker.
ers were Masters James Smothers cluded Mesdames Jeanette Pier- moves less than one-millionth of
man in Massachusetts. . .and the Benjamin, "it will be because a stephanotis.
C. Sawyer on South Parkway East
an inch in responding to many difMr. and Mrs. Maceo Walker many scholastic and sports lau- key leadership has arisen through
Dorothy White, sister of t h e III, Donald Russell, Christopher ronte,
eau meow at. Mrs. Sawyer is one
Cassie Harris, Grace Cazeto the contigent of Lit- rels garnered at Brown, lie has out the world." Key leadership, bride, and maid of honor, wore a Cook and Ronald Price.
ferent soundk.
'irthe versatile members of the wera hosts
nave,
Grace
Fagan,
Theresa
LindRock, Ark., Links who motor- been accepted at the famed Stan- he continued, must be one whose blue appliqued lace original,
The bride, niece of Mr. and Mrs.
group. . .and when one says ver- tle
the week end, induct- ford U.'s Medical school. ..where members are no longer willing matching blue accessories, while Ferdinand White of Chicago and say, Mildred McKinney. Bett
satile, in this case in point, the ed over for
Clark, Mae Keller, Florestine Colpresing Mrs. G. W. S. lob, the
we know he will continue his won- to play merely the ordinary roles
--Milling is really literal — for
STO
of ordinary times. These memof the Little Rock chapter, derful record.
ident
lins,
PRE
Frances Turner and Hazel
wellof
group
the
abounds
—.went
- A FACE CREAM
Mrs. Walker Jones, Mrs. W. E.
Another Memphian whose par- bers will construct new roles for
Washington. Marylynn Holder
brown matrons.
Bleaches, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Hicks, Mrs. H. B. Anderson, Met. ents were on hand to see her re- themselves. . .look for extraordiA" sample of their talent is seen
served as wedding director.
Like Velvet" Excellent for skin
J. B. Woods and Mrs. Floyd A. ceive her sheepskin, was Miss El- nary jobs to be done, and. . .will
blemishes from external causes.
In Link Johnetta Kelso's original Thompson,
the latter the guest of ene Ward, whose parents, Mr. and carry out those jobs in extraorTry it. One jar will convince you.
.:1,./sese that graced their bids to Dr. and Mrs.
W. A. Young.
Cleanse Skin With Press* Skin Soap
Mrs. Taylor Ward witnessed her dinary fashion.
the swank event which dre w
Among the guests present were final participation in her career
The 3-D leadership role — one
,guests from such distant points as
Dick Lilly and Mrs. Jack Page, at Ohio Wesleyan.
of breadth, length, and height —
Little Rock and other Arkansas
of Cleveland, Ohio, t h e
Among the oollegians home for which Dr. Benjamin charged the
•—citles; Detroit, Mich.; Cleveland, both
guests of Mrs. Rosa Matlock, Mrs. the summer are J. D. Williams graduating classes to play is "not
4111p; St. Louis, Mo.; and Los AnBowden and her friends,
and sister, Miss Monice Williams, a safe one," he said, "but a role
I REPAIR SERVICE
gelesa Calif. The bids eroclaim- Dorris
Mrs. Doris Chambers, formerly of both of Fisk U., who were ex- of broad, far-reaching, high menett.--%'
the
of
part
a
Pine Bluff, and now
at the U. of Cal-I nag that carries with it the IVstudents
change
"Awake from your Siesta,
Plus Parts
Memphis scene, as the new Ur. ifornia and Oberlin college; also' tential of crucial service to all
Mrs. Mamie Dillard was Post
tad conu to our Fiesta,
ban League secretary. . .a n d from Fisk Arvin Letting, Missl the people of this country and
ess to the Su Amigo Bridge club at
Picture Tub. Repair
.;;'Tli the Links' rnnual gala af•
Rev. Spottswood of Warren. Ark. Lily Patricia Walker and J. 0. all the people of the world. For
their May meeting at Toney's
Service $250
6
the son of Bishop Spottswood: Patterson, jr.; William Bartholo- these peoples everywhere are on
place on tyceum rd.
Aid we implore you to be —
and her cousin, Roscoe Neal of mew. a prep school student at
Members and guests are stil l .
the move. . .If you and I would
We Service All
PIM.
Detroit, Mich. Another interesting
talking about the tasty m e n is
Scattergood in Iowa; Walter Gib- serve as their outriders, we must
evening on the continent
- Record Players
Radios
was Mrs. Louise Smith
visitor
served which consisted of fried
,r* plan to spend at this . . .of the fabulously lucky and son from Meharry Medical col- mount and move forward."
chicken and all the trimmings
Price, jr., from HayHollis
lege;
acreunion
25th
its
of
part
a
As
61*
famous St. Louis, Mo., wife, bus
served as only Toney can serve
erford, in Pennsylvania. . .and we tivities, the Class of 1932 presentYou'll get prizes and gifts gaband and father team who have
It.
know, many, many more whom ed to President W. S. Davis a
lore •
uranium
on
staked only 10 claims
! Al Jackson's Combo and even mines in Colorado — well on their we shall be happy to report if you sterling tea service for the new
Prizes were won by Mrs. Wilwill only kindly let us have the women's dormitory to open Sept.
g more.
:
lie Mae Alexander and Miss Minway to striking the bonanza that
public!
dear
eight
information,
at
! So June the Eighth
nie Sanders. . .and Mrs. Js,,
1. George W. Brooks, president of
will pour millions into their
A well-known VIP in our midst
and now prim
phine Bryant and Vera Stevenson
laps. . .who came in with last week was Atty. Charles "Dog" the class in 1932
wen gratify your every whim chic
captured the guest prizes.
cipal of Burt High school, ClarksMrs. Adelaide Ragland; Mrs. Anderson of Louisville, Ky., whe
Teo sip, dance, play games and
the presentaMEMBERS PRESENT
Tolease Purifoy of M-a dieo n. as met at the airport by long- ville, Tenn.. made
I villeff
Members present were M r s.
Ark.; Mr. and "Mrs. J. B. Clark time friend, Mrs. W. F. McDan- tion.
',Ir. keeping with this little
de262
The university awarded
Marie Smith, Mrs. Lorraine Philof Forrest City, Ark.; al r a. jet, and taken to his friends,
Throe.
bach238
and
grees — 24 masters
lips, Miss Minnie Sanders, Mrs,
Morns and Mrs. Alberta Dr. ani Mrs. Julian Kelso,
where
, —The Sawyer's garden — by the George
Willie Mae Alexander. Mrs. Law.
Clark of Camden, Ark.; Miss they spent the few hours between elor's
may
are:
grads
Memphis
rence Bridges, Miss Leanther GalJean Davis of Chicago, Ill.; and planes chatting.
!la a perfect setting we must
OrS.
1605
Brewer,
L.
Mabel
lien, Mrs. Mettle Jackson, a n d
E. P. Nabors, Mrs. H. H. John.
M."
leand st.; Carleen Clay, Eddie
Miss Juanita Allen.
son, Mrs. Harry Cash, Mrs. W.
.And a "perfect setting" it
Fred
st.;
Farrington
2140
Cook,
Nabors, Mrs. Lillian Newman,
Guests present were Mrs. Joseslug Memphis' well • seasoned F.
Eldridge;
Willie
2333
Davis,
Lee
Mrs. Warren Hawkins, Dr. and
phine Bryant, Mrs. Bertha Dill%Igavelers" trekked to the gay
Eve.
Mae
Dorothy
Davis,
Caesar
Mrs. E. F. McCleaves, and their
ard, Mrs. Vera Stevenson, M r s.
scene early and stayed, tut late
ell, 679 Marechalmil st., masters;
Mrs. Brooks of Los AnJuanita Lewis, Mrs. Thelma Tap.
...and the fact that the haunting guests,
newlyweds. The young couple
POSING JUST AFTER their
Deca391
Fields,
Louise
Thelma
Carruthers
Mrs.
geles, Calif.;
pin, Mrs. Zernia Peacock, Mrs.
are both students at Tennesmarriage in Nashville, Tenn.
Irraty of Spain has lulled many
tur at.; Barbara Jean Ford, 3266
Mrs. Juanita Brewster,
Alberta Winston and Mrs. Cariee
arg4ouriat into sinking roots into Bland,
see State university, where
Mr. and Mrs. Amite L e e
Horn Lake rd.; Robert Ligon
CharlesMrs.
Gadison,
Ruby
Mrs.
Body.
tL age-old land. . .was carefulthe groom Is a junior, and the
Holeman. Burnadine D. Holmes, Wilkes radiate the bliss of
Mrs. Claiborne Davis,
The hostess presented M r a.
frflepicted in decorations, mu- teen Miles,
bride, the former Miss Henri902 Saxon ave., masters; Marie
R. Arnold,
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Thelma Tappin with a lovely gift
IMPfood and attire of Links memetta Carron, is a freshman
Louise Kirk, William Carl Lath- 846 Loki ave., high honors; Fred
M. Jones, Mrs. H. B.
P.
Mrs.
for keeping scores.
bers.
coed. They will make their
Lee Valentine, 489 W. Brooks rd.;
on, 1288 Williams ave., honors;
Braithwaite, Mrs. C. M. Roulhac,
!...The setting was picturesque,
home with the parents of the
Miss Leanther Gallion ailt be
Dead2380
Washington,
L.
Ashland
210
Percy
Lewis,
Jean
Marie
Ruby
Mrs.
Lonnie
Briscoe,
Mrs.
gag its giant Mimosa tree d,omigroom temporarily.
hostess for the club's June meetW i tLock- ! A tin of mushroom soup ridded te
Xavier
rick
Robert
Mc
H.
ave.;
Mrs.
and
Anderson
Mae
Mollie
st.;
Atty.
Adams,
eating the center scene. . lush
ing. Miss Juanita Allen, reporter.
West. Frozen mixed vegetables ell•r
('right, masters; Logan Theodore- heme, 3832 Fizer ave.; Elgin Legardenias blooming profusely ard, Dr. and Mrs. George
Kirk, and
Adelaide st.;
1346
Woodall,
vele.
roy
Edward
the
Claude
"stretch"
at.;
will
Tully
Mrs.
cooking,
1126
and
Mitchell,
Mr.
influence
continental
against the
Clinton Newsom, jr., 599 Huron Pearline T. Wright, 744 Boston at ,
At niece, Miss Dorothy Kirk, Mrs. tables and make there evert more
Naught iron of the patio.
appetizing.
ave.: Lawrence Darryl Seymour, honors.
Jackson's combo sending out syn- Jesse Turner — who won one of
giv
prizes
copated rhythms from one corner the many wonderful
kfir-The vast scene which attract• en away — a white lace handkeret-scores of dance enthusiasts chief with gold sequins scattered
le—enjoy a delightful time on the throughout, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
— large dance pavillion — naturally Gilliam, Mrs. William Owen, A.
deeorated with the beautilul land- B. Owen, Miss Irma Laws, Miss
scaped stone wall with its elevat- Marie Bradford, Miss Gwendolyn
ed tiered gardens and modern Nash. Dr. W. W. Gibson -and son,
Wee lights. Bright colored bal-i Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, sr.,
Stephen Edley, Mrs. Eva Douglions, a well-stocked bar —
calent barbecued meats of every las, Mrs. 0. W. Pickett, Miss Alviriety, and delight realistically -' marine Davis, Mrs. Leora Gunter
pliinted Spanish water jars. sus- and son, Robert Lewis, whose Link
pended from the patio, at the tasc wife, Ruth, is in California; Mr.
ot the Mimosa to give the effect and Mrs. Dorsey West, M r e.
hat the three grew out of the George Harvey, Mrs. Arneda Marseene. . .hurricane lamps every- tin and John Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. John Powell. Mrs.
veliere amid the gay umbrellas—
Idunge lawn furniture, game Laura Roberson. Atty. and Mrs.
scenes and convicial groups which A. W. Willis, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
marked the affair strictly too - Shannon, Lawrence West le Y,
&Inver and blue ribbonned.
George Toles, Mr. and M r s.
:All in all. . .they captured thc Eldridge Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs.
(tier, romance, grandeur, vanish- Marvin Tarpley, Taylor Hayes,
egories of the once great cm- Mrs. Jennie Tarpley, Mr. a n d
par . .And the members were Mrs. J. C. McGraw, Miss Wendoreeiehing Senoras — escorted by lyn Bell, Mies Odell Boswell, W.
IS* grandees, in the person of W. Walker, Dr. and Mrs. A. R.
lett- husbands and escorts. .and Flowers. Dr. and Mrs. A. E.
Hera's a wonderful opportunity to get
the arts, crafts, paintings and mu- Horne, Dr. E. A. Witherspoon, J.
acquainted with premium -quality
sk. of gay Spain was depicted in D. Springer. Mr. and Mrs. Am
Sterling Salt! Buy one round packttrgir smoo, so-oo beautiful cont.,- derson Bridges, Mr. and al r
age of Sterling Salt at regular price,
nutlet-styled skirts and c o a- James Boone, Dr. and Mrs. Vasand you get a second round packtables of colorful sequins in de- co Smith, Mrs. Gladys M. Greene,
age FREE with the coupon belov.
sists' and colors that defy the im- Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gillis, Mr..
agination. The touch of the inevita- Mamie Miller, Mrs. Marydella
Be sure to take this coupon with
ble red roses above one ear of each Reeves, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Goodyou to any leading independent or
IAA made them look like trans- low, Dr. and Mrs. Theron North.
chain store next time you shop! But
planted Spaniards in a Memphis cross, Mr. and Mrs. George Stehurry—this is a limited offer—only
courtyard!,
vens. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Ward.
one free package to a family.
!However, behind the gaiety Charles Tarpley. Harold Jamison,
%Sigel, reigned was the very se- Edwin Parker and many, many
450 business of raising a large others.
lens' for our No. I cause. Aimee- , CHIT CHAT
aation for their work came from
Mrs. Jewell Clark. a teacher at
(filmy unexpected quarters, and Melrose High school, will spend
members are saying that any sum the summer with her
husband, S.
ass they may achieve financial- ,
Clark, home office representa1, from the affair was due in a
Insurance
Life
the of Mammoth
large measure to their many
Co.. in South Bend, Ind. M r s.
PLAIN OR 10012110
frie.nde who lent of their time and
Clark also plans to visit in Durfinances. . and they are most
So good In taste—In such good taste! Bigger value.
S.
ham,
C.
bumble and appreciative of the
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey
senerosity and support received
too! Now, why settle for less than Coca-Cola . .
from well-known and liked A 1 West on Quinn ave. and Dr. and
Slay
Mrs.
of
James
Calloway
Cape
the best-loved sparkling drink in all the world!
OFFER
OFFER a al
Jackson and each of the men in
Court House, N. J., with thei
the combo. v ho donated their time
'1
01
Beendaughter
old
year
two
lovely
One
26-oz.
round
package
of
Sterling Salt
free of charge — and happy to
Mrs. Calloway is the
recompense to assure large pro- do Lynn,
when you buy one package at regular price.
01'1
sisend
Davis
Barbara
former
agree
We
NAACP.
the
ceeds for
TO 011061111i—Plaase redeem this coupon for one 26-os. round package
that this gaoup of Memphis citi ter of Mrs. West
Among the school contingent goof Steeling Salt with customer's purchase of one peckap. We will
:ens deserves much preise f or
reimburse
you 12e plum 3' for handling, provided you and your
their gesture; and we, like Ben log away to famine!' school Are
cuatomer have complied with all terms of this offer, on or before
has'
4Idhem pray — "May their tribe Miss Marilyn Watkins. who
crease," here in Memphis — gone to Tenn. State U. to work
.IPAinmytianst
nni daattax meet be paid by customer. Offer good in U.S. A.,,
on her Masters. . .and Miss Rose
except where tared, prohibited, or licensor,. Cash value 1/20 of IS.
DOWN in,Dixiel
Y.
a
attending
to international Salt Co.. Inc., -iepariment T-4. Scranton
is
who
coupons
Melt
Robinson
!. Credit Mrs. LeRoy Young, the
2, Pennsylvania.
general enairman, for steering the W. C. A. conference out North'
Oh 4
Wonderful event. Memphis Linke Carolina way.
COUPON DODO ONLY CORN MOWED WITH PURCHASE OF ONE ROUND PACKAGE OF STFRUNI SRO
•••
inelude Mrs. Frederick Rivers.
Mrs. Julian Kelso, Mrs. W. A. WITH OUR INTERESTING
OFFER
OFFFP
Young. Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mrs.' CLUBS
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
The Nonchalant club was enter
E. Burke of Forrest City,
Ark.: Mrs. U. S. Bonds of Madi• tamed twice recently, first will,
Mrs. Floyd Newman at Tony 's
son. krk.: Mrs. C. S. Jones,
Boltiod wide. outhor,ty of The Coca-Cole.Compoey by Coca -Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
President, Miss Jewel Gentr y Inn, where Mrs. Ruth MeDasid,
Mrs. Philip Booth, Mrs. Floyd Mrs. Lytle McKinney, Miss Eligg. •
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NOW!COKE IN
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FREE
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Methodists
Join Parade
OfProgress ,

Sat., June 13, 19$7

Asks Baptists
To Aid Youth

Only scattered opposition to a'
proposed amendment which would
Continuing, he said:
EAS'r ST. LOUIS — Atty. Wit
permit Negro Methodist churches
barn A. Booker last week appeal. "We must lay down new painbc integrated into white Methoed to delegates to the Baptist Gen. grams which
will attract Ike
dist conferences was evident at
eral Convention of Illinois here youth from day to day. We mat
weekend as annual conferences
to expand their programs in their turn the church yards into playwent into full swing.
respective towns and cities to lots. our church basements into
Only the North Mississippi Conembrace the subject of juvenile gymnasiums, and our spire
ferences, included the Memphis
improvement.
church rooms
into superylatd
had rejected the amendment.
Booker, legal counsel of the recreation centers for social cgThe South Georgia Conference. KER MITT F. NUNN, agent Mr the
meeting at Columbus, approved Chic a go Defender in Cam- organization and an assistant tore.
ark. was one of the state's attorney in Cook county
"While we talk to both parent
it 232-132 after a one-hour debate. den
Other conferences which had winners of a cash prize several which embraces Chicago, address- and child alike of the principles
ed
the
Friday
session
of
the
Defender
"Name
the
weeks
ago
in
of
Jesus Christ, we must tessh
approved the amendment. which
group.
them how to get along with their
must be acted on by 103 con- the Cartoon Contest." Nunn has
He stressed the need to "keep fellowman—black and white.
fereences, included the Memphis been a salesman for the Defender
the lamp of hope burning in the
"We must teach them that
conference, the Little Rock con- for a number of years and finds
interesting and stimulating. hearts of our young people."
though 'knowledge is power,' it
ference, and the olston Metho- his job
meeting and talkine
He
enjoys
IS more important to get underdist conference in East Tenneswith people and especially so when
standing.
see.
he can turn these contacts into
Speaking of job discrimlnitke,
The Methodist church is divid- cash by winning a prize.
A testimonial dinner in honor
Booker asserted:
ed into six jurisdictions in the
of famed skin specialist. Dr.
United States, five of them with
. . Let us continue to knock
Theodore K. Lawless, for the esgeographical boundaires. T is e
tablishment of the Dr. T. K. Law- at the doors of industry and coma
sixth, or Central, is composed of
less Dermatology Department in merce in the towns and the cities
all Negro churches.
Israel, will he held here June 14. of our state and nation for better
in the Gran it Ballroom of the employment, and to talk to. .
LOCAL OPTION CLAUSE
officials. . .and convince them of
Palmer House hotel.
Under the amendment a church
the necessity of the progress for
AUGUSTA, Ga. — The Rev.
could move from one annual conjob employment. ."
ference into another or an ann- Amos Ryce jr. of St. Louis, Mo., The Great Lakes have an eat!.
THE PARENT • TEACHERS
Texas. is going alhout to in.
shown registering before reage should "Play Safe," too,
Booker addressed
more than
ual conference could transfer' delivered the baccalaureate ser-t mated 95,000 square miles of deep
ASSOCIATION OF Madison
sure protection of teens from
ceiving their Salk shots. E •
by securing anti-polio shots
water.
1.000 Baptist delegates.
from one jurisdiction to another. mon at Paine college last week.
Junior High School, Dallas,
paralytic polio. Students are
eryone under forty years of
now'
Special celebrants at the grad-i
However, the amendment also
he didn't care to comment, Mr. has a local option clause provid- nation exercises, members of the
Wilkins allowed us to reveal to ing for a white regional con- , class of 1907, were Blount Gray
him that Dr. King had already ference. Last Saturday the con- ef St. Louis, Mo., and Henry S.
ference voted against changing Dunbar of Detroit, Mich. This
denied the rumor.
Then he became quotable "You its jurisdictional system. That was the reunion year for all of
may say that my sentiment is means the Negro Central Juris- the 1907 classes.
the same," he declared. "My re- diction will remain as is for the
The commencement address
lotions and those of the NAACP time being.
was delivered by Dr. William F.
friendly
with Dr. King have been
Bishop William T. Watkins, of Dunkle jr., senior
minister of
and cooperative to the highest de- Louisville, presiding bishop at the Grace Methodist church in Wilgree.
Memphis Conference held in Pa- mington. Del. The Rev. G. C. Gay,
"There has been no kind of
By ALFRED DUCKETT
! to say, for the record, that it
The minister spoke of the na- feud and no disagreement. %Se ducah, Ky., was quoted as saying presiding elder of the Elbertonis untrue that he is feuding with! ture of the love which he talks have worked in close harmony on "I think the South can feel well Atlanta District, CalE Church, deNEW YORK — The closest to Wilkins and added that his relaabout to his people in Montgom- many projects, including the Pray- about this compromise measure." livered the invocation.
anger we have ever seen calm tionships with
Wilkins and t h e I ery and throughout the nation. er Pilgrimage. Dr. King was ennon-violent Martin Luther King NAACP
have been nothing but When he calls on people to love tertained at a special luncheon at
was his reaction to a published , congenial.
all tiaer people, Rev. King said which he met the entire NAACP
report that he and NAACP chieftThe minister's original wr a th he is not speaking of sentimental, staff. The NAACP and its branchain Roy Wilkins are '•fauding."
romantic, affectionate or even pla- es supported the Montgomery
Drivitg into New York City with over the item was based, he extonic love.
movement completely a n d Dr.
the miracle man of Montgomery, plains,on the realization that
He is speaking of the love which King addressed our San Francisfollowing an Urban League meet-, there are people who would !Ike
he
adto
see
when
disunity
among
mind
Negro
leadin
Christ had
co convention "
log in Englewood, N. J., we read
JACKSON, Miss.—Graduation at' He received his basic training
monished man to "Love thine enWe believe Dr. Ring when he
him an item from a magazine col- ers.
Fort Jackson, S. C., and served
Such
disunity
real
or
whether
emy."
says that he has done no feuding. Jackson State college became a at
umn to that effect.
1
13 months and 23 days with the
"I'm awfully glad that Christ We believe also as we stated family affair for two persons at
Rev. King's response. was im- imagined, he declared, would
2nd Signal company in Korea.
serve the deepest purposes of peo- didn't say 'like' thine enemy," above, that Mr. Wilkins would least.
mediate and explosive.
He returned to the college and
Rev. King declared amid shouts like to maintain unity of Negro
"That's a blatant lie," he de- ple like Senator Eastland.
Receiving their degrees with resumed pursuit of his degree in
clared when he had cooled down
Speaking of Eastland. and you of laughter from the audience. leadership. It occurs to us that
industrial
arts.
this year's graduates of the 80The Wavy
to characteristic farenheight
will forgive this public profanity, He :aided, "as for me I find the solution is a simple one.
As Angelo served with the army,
Mrs.
were:
institution
Mr.
Wilkins
should
be
a
little
year-old
some
peolike
awfully
hard
to
it
Dr. King wondered aloud wheth- , Rev. King gave off with a lulu,
CHIP
POTATO
school
and
Mrs.
Pollard,
a
high
er he should dignify the report I about the Mississippi bigot during' ple. For instance, I don't know more careful about the kind of Nancy M. Pollard and her son,
college graduate of Mary
how to like Mr. Eastland: I don't loose behind-the-scenes talk which Angelo, of Columbus, Miss. It junior
with a denial, lie finally decided his Englewood address.
took some doing to get the Pol- Holmes seminary of West Point,
know how to like his attitudes, helps to propagate such rumors.
Slips of the lip don't only sink lards in the same commencement continued her education in the
his words or deeds.
extension programs of Tougaloo
"But the kind of love I'm talk- ships, they also destroy the great exercises though.
college and Rust college and enentered Jackson
Angelo had
ing about, the kind of love that good which such organizations as
tered Jackson State college as an
Christ talked about enables me the Montgomery Improvement As. State college first on Sept. 21,
elementary major in the summer
to love Senator Eastland as a relation and the NAACP are do- 1951. A graduate of Union Acadei
and injure such respected my in Columbus, he attended the of 1954.
child of God and a brother ofng
She is first grade teacher at
leaders as Martin King and Roy college four quarters before being
every other child of God.
MINS
Union Academy elementary school
inducted into the United States
"It enables me to love the man
1070
from which Angelo graduated beArmy on Jan. 5, 1953.
who does me wrong while hating
AMMO=
fore the construction of the new
and detesting the wrong he does."
high school.
R.
E.
Hunt
It is highly probable that Rev
Her 14-year.old daughter, Ange••
King is having to apply some of
line, is a student in the 10th grade
that type of love in Mr. Wilkins'
at R. E. Hunt high school.
direction these days. It is no secret to this writer nor to certain
NEW YORK—(ANP)—The Rev,
NEW YORK — The congregaother press folk that Mr. Wilkins
Shelton Hale Bishop, retiring rechas been saying some surprisint- tion and officials of New York's
ly unkind things behind the Mont- Greater Hood Memorial A. M. E. tor of St. Philips' Episcopal
church last week held a 7-d a y church, was honored Saturday at
gomery minister's back.
In the interest of that unity service as a tribute to Dr. James a luncheon sponsored by more
which Dr. King, and we are cer- W. Wactor, for having pastored than 100 clergymen, social and
community leaders in recognition
tam basically Mr. Wilkins also so for 25 years.
Rev. Wactor has pastored Hood of the 34 years of ministry of
earnestly wishes for, we will not
repeat any of these ill advised Memorial for almost 10 years. He Dr. Bishop at St. Philip's. The
was assigned to the church in Rt. Rev. Horace NV, B. Donegan,
statements,
bishop of New York, was honorary
We phoned Mr. Wilkins at his 1947 by Bishop W. J. Walls.
chairman of the luncheon.
home to find out what he had
to say publicly about all this.
Birmingham — Using full mechThe NAACP executive must have
Words of the Wise
anization, a bale of cotton could
been in a harried mood.
Only those who have the
in
10
man-hours
of
produced
After we\ had identified ourself be
patience to do simple things
he asked us how we had obtained labor, according to estimates of
perfectly ever acquire the skill
his number and why we had call- the United States Department of
to do difficult things easily.
—(Johann von Schiller)
ed him at home. We did not both- Agriculture.
er to point out that Mr. Wilkins'
h
e
listed
in
t
is
home number
phone book, nor that as a onetime newspaperman he ought to I
appreciate that when a reporter !
is seeking out a public figure for
a statement, he seeks every possible place the public figure might
be — home and office alike,
AWARD WINNER — Barbara
major at NCC. She excelled in
THE HIGHEST DEGREE
Ann I,umpkin is North Carolina
acting during her collegiate
college's first Hamilton watch
career. The NCC award winWe simply stated that we'd like ,
award recipient. The watch is
ner also has an outstanding
Mr. Wilkins' reactions to the feuddonated by the manufacturtr
scholastic record. She is the
ing report.
tor the outstanding North Carodaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
After attempting to cut us off
lina college graduating coed.
George Lumpkin, Diirham.
several times with insistence that
It will be offered annually. A
nate of Hillside high school,
Miss Lumpkin is a drama
Homes Repaired That Will Meet City Requirements
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GET THE 1957 •
•

Red Rooster

SECRET

FENCES WIRE ° CONCRETE PORCHES
• • ORNAMENTAL IRON GARAGE-CARPORTS •
•
° GENERAL REPAIRS ° ROOMS BUILT
•
▪
° PLUMBING ° WIRING ° GAS PIPING
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▪ ° PAINTING and PAPERING ° WATER HEATERS•
•
• ° FLOOR FURNACES ° FHA Terms To 60 Months.•
• No Down Payment—Easy Terms—Free Estimate •
PILLS
•
•

Are You SLIPPING?
Satisfy Your
ROMANTIC URGE
Restores Your

YOUTHFUL VIGOR
Confirmed by top medical authorities throughout the world.
Introductory Offer:
Treatment $5 00 - 88.00
Save 82.00, for double treatment.
Sand cash o Money order. No
C.O.D. or free ample:.

LEITH DIST. AGENCY
P.O Ilan 384
Windsor, Ontario, Canada

WHY
M4RED
JULIE

by HARRY
RELAFONTE

▪ Memphis Home Repair Services
niummmossumussim ism&

•2072 WALKER — i'hone BR. 6-1150

Gs, 71V47 CA 3.i522

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT

PH, GL.2-9463

When Harry Belafonte, the famous singer and
night club star, married Julie Robinson, the
big question was raised again: does interracial
marriage hinder integration? Why did Harry
marry Julie? What caused his first marriage to
fall apart? Will the present marriage succeed
in spire of social pressures? Read. "Why
Married Julie,' by Harry Belafonte, in the big,
exciting, July issue of EBONY magazine now
on your newsstand. Many other wonderful,
picture-filled features. Get your copy of July
EBONY today!

JULY ISSUE
now on sale
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D FLUFFY
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfecUy every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
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Juno 15, 1957
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WASHINGTON — At a special I considered its program for 1957
meeting of its Board of Directors, and 1958, established new compothe American Council on Human nents in its "grass roo!s" strucRights (ACHR) reaffirmed its po- ture, and drew up preliminary
sition that no federal-aid-to-school- plans for a workshop on responconstructicn should go to school sibilities of American citizenship.
In attendance at the two-day
districts that refuse to assign
school children without regard tot meeting of the ACHR Executive
Committee and the entire memrace.
Led oy its president, Dr. Nancy bership of the Board of Directors
Bulloc McGhee, professor LI were the following:
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority:
Hampton Institute, Va., the ACHR
representatives from 10 differsut Mrs. Arnett& Wallace, grand hascities and as many slates also eus and past ACHR president.
took the position that Federal ileus, Knoxville, Tenn. Mrs. Edna
grytds shout° be specially appro. Over Campbell, past grand basil.
Wilated to those school districts, Baltimore, Md. Mrs. Thomasins
such as Arlington and Charlottes- Norford, New York City.
Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
ville in Virginia, which seek to
Integrate and are thereby threat- MISS DOI-Ouly Height, immediate
past president, New York City.
ened with loss of state aid.
In addition, the ACRII Board Mrs. Patricia Roberts Harris
Including national presidents of Delta executive director, Washingfive Greek-letter fraternities and ton, D. C. Mrs. Bertell Collins
sororities with more than 50,000 Wright, also an ACHR past presiresolved that federal aid should dent, Montclair N. J.
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity: C.
also be made available to school
districts which seek to integrate Rodger Wilson, grand polemarch,
and find an added financial bur- Chicago HI. James E Scott peg,
den placed on them as a result. grand polemarch and also an
The Council, according to its di- ACHR pest president, Washington,
rector, John T. Blue, Jr., for the D. C. H. H. Holloway. Kappa exfirst time took a further position ecutive secretary, Philadelphia.
Elmer Henderson, former ACHR
on Federal aid. It stated:
That both legislative and execu- director, Washington, D. C. Dr.
tive departments of the U. S. gov- W. Henry Greene, past grand pole.
ernment shall immediately take, march. Washington, D. C.
steps to withhold any Federal Sigma Gamma Rho sorority:
funds now appropriated in ac- Miss Edna Douglas, grand basilcordance with existing legislation eus, Little Rock, Ark. Dr. Lora school district or other edu- raine Williams, Howard universiional institution or agency ty professor. Mrs. Emma Mannich refuses to assign children ing Carter, Washington, D. C.
or admit students to schools with- Zeta Phi Beta sorority. Dr. Deout regard for race.
borah Partridge, grand basileus,
The Board directed the resolu- Cranford, N. J. Dr., Nancy Mcsent
to House and Senate Ghee, past grand basileus, Hamption be
leaders Lyndon B. Johnson and ton, Va. Miss Barbara Mason,
William F. Knowlancl, Sam Ray- New Rochelle, N. Y.
Staff members present were
burn and Joe Martin.
In other matters the A. C. H. R. John T. Blue, jr., director; Dr.
Board reviewed and commended Paul Cooke, consultant, and Mrs.
the current civil rights legislation, Doretha Stewart. office secretary.
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with some fort‘ members being initiated. The chapter at
Southern was installed by
members of the Louisiana
Delta chapter of Louisiana

State University. The name of
the chapter at Southern is
Louisiana Epsilon.
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sad guests of his brother a is d Community Center at 507 Nash- lege Home Economics building. State." We've had you in mind for the commencement to see
Mrs. Marjorie Ivy of Coldwater
Vie, Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Wy- ville ave., was the showing of the The fee is 75c per pupil. For ad- all the time and here it is.
graduate.
new picture film, "The Happiness ditional information call Miss Jes
att.
gone
come
and
• ••
May has
with
Rev. D. W. Tensley was dinner of the New World Society." This she Brooks. Phone 7-4440.
all of its graduation elegance. May HOLLY SPRINGS
The pastor of Bercan Baptist
great ,of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie was the first showing of this film
Jackson
State
at
colus
found
in this area, and drew people church is preaching a series of 25
Dr. B. Julian Smith, M.A.D.D.
Wainright Sunday.
lege for Alumni doings. In addi! Rev. P. C. Coleman was dinner I from over five states. The Jack- talks on courtship throughout the tion to the state Alumni scores of bishop of the 8th Episcopal disguest 01 Ur. and Mrs. Burt Has- son Congregation was represented month of June. The schedule of out of state sons and daughters trict of the CME church delivered
by 30 delegates who were a part talks of each Sunday at 3 p.m.,
commencement address at
sel.
their Alma Mater. the
• ••
of the large crowd viewing the , Is as follows: June 2, 1957—"Dat- returned to
M. T. College. There were one hunEstercame
Mich.,
From
Detroit,
hour and a half show. This new ing," June 9, 1957 — "The Enand five graduating.
JOHNSON CITY
more Wolfe '47, a prominent in- dred
colored movie replaces "The New gagement," June 1Cs 1957 — 'EsProf. E. E. Ranking, jr. was
By CORTLAND RHEA
;
of
teacher
and
executive
surance
World Society in Action," that has tablishing Christian Homes,"
M. 1. college.
Mrs. Corinth Hill, 75, died May
education in the Detroit elected president of
The fourth Sunday is being used special
be-en shown all over the world to
Mr. Rankin received 22 out of 27
23 after being in declining health
system;
came
!fester
Shoto
school
June
On
of
ceremony.
packed audiences of thousands
for a special
school opened
for sometime. The final rites were
the way from Cleveland, Ohio, voles. Summer
people since 1954, and was shown 30 a sermon on ''Why a Man's cll
college.
held from St. Paul AME Zion
the Chicago, Ill.; St. Louis, June 3 at M. I.
while
debe
will
Hate,"
to
SunTurned
charge.
of
Love
free
night
Rust college commencement
church, on the afternoon of May Sunday
Washington, D. C., and Los
dny climaxed the three day gath- livered. The pnblic IS invited to Mo.;
started Wednesday night with the
27 with Rev. S. H. Hazzard offiBring Angeles chapters sent healthy fiservices.
these
800
all
about
of
attend
crowd
a
and
ering,
Friday night
ciating. The deceased was a
reports and greetings. music department.
the key address. "Re- your questions if you have any. nancial
day exmember of St. Paul AME Zion. attended
Most warmly welcomed was Dr. the senior college class
minister.
Campbell,
ManL.
Dividing
A.
Barriers
Rev.
the
moving
ercise. Saturday band concert and
She is survived by two sons, Mr.
at Joan McAllister Gordon of Albany
opened
super.
School
Bible
district
traveling
Vacation
by
kind,"
baccalauMoses Hill of this city, Mr. James
college, Albany. Ga., and an field day. Sunday, Vie
mittee. Mrs. Sanders has had
ed at a reception in her honor.
visor, Rev. Ray L. Anderson, mm - Berm Church on June 3 a n d State
IN APPRECIATION — Thirty
reate sermon was delivered by the
Hill of Flint, Mich., two daughmuch to do with the scope of
her
9. alumnus of Jackson State. Dr. Gorand
gift
June
silver
night,
sterling
from
Sunday
on
A
Witnesses
education
Jehovah's
ending
in
of
service
of
later
dept.
years
jr.,
Dixon,
Rev. Ernest T.
ters, Miss Francis Hill of this
training of all Tennessee teachat 3 don delivered the banquet address.
done by Artist Frances
promptly
portrait
opens
school
university
The
York.
State
New
'Tennessee
Genat
The
work.
city. Mrs. Bessie McLain. of Mem•
Educational circles were sadden- of general church
ers; her students teach in 41
E. Thompson (center), head el
were reviewed last week when
Methodist
The Mt. 5toriah Baptist church a.m., and closes at 12:30 p.m. ed by the death of professor W. eral Board of the
phis, Tenn. Interment occurred in
states and four foreign counTennessee state's art tlepari•
compeople from beginners thru
Young
seniors
ten
of
its
ground
for
group
broke
a
members
Sunday
J.
Tenn.
Mr.
Nashville,
with
West Lawn cemetery,
W. Blackburn. Mr. Blackburn as church,
tries. She will delker the
inenl, were presented the
Sunday afternoon. young adults are requested to enpiled the life history -if Mrs.
The Youth
the cause evening 300 p.m.
D. Ledford funeral director in new building
commencement address at
honoree. Quinester Knox deli'.
roll and study with us. The mime he was called served
A. Sanders (right),
NovemFrances
organized
was
church
The
The
night.
Sunday
hour
Methodist
rite.
education in Mississippi 1 o r
Royal Township School. Fernof Nashville, Tenn., with Willie
Jarman for the week will be, "Champions of
professor and head of elemen•
Rev. W, P Wagner occupied the ber 1956. The Rev. Felix
HIA funeral, held Musical Dept. under the sponsordale, Mich., on June 19.
T. Seaton of McMinnsille,
and in recogwill for Christ" They are asked to over 50 years.
education;
buildirg
tary
new
The
pastor.
Miss
Zion
is
and
AME
Doxey
N.
Miss
of
Paul
ship
St
pulpit of
Gibson Sunday, June 2.
Tenn (not shown) were es
pur- attend the culminating program on in Port
nition of her contributions to
ehurch on the morning of June 2. be located on a lot recently
attended by folk in all walks Van Buren rendered a fine prochairmen of the project corndevelopment, entertainnewly organized Sunday evening, June 9th at 7:30 was
the
their
by
chased
exeretscommencement
81st
gram.
The
of hie. Even though he had been
ea Daushty St., near p.m,
fle el LanSitee High school were I congregation
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Mississippi

HONOR SOCIETY INSTALLED — A chapter of Pi Gamma
Mu National Social Science
Honor Society was installed at
Southern University last Week

DAVENPORT
By W. T. McKEE
Naomi Chapter No. 1 OES, attended the 11 a.m., service at
Bethel AME church in observance
of Esther Day. Rev. J. I. Thomas, pastor.
Mrs. Ada Hunter, Memphi s,
Tenn., is visiting her son-in-lsw
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Galloway Harris, 1118 Ripley St.
Rev. T. Spencer Patton, jr., pastor of Third Baptist church and
membeta were guests of Union
Baptist church, Waterloo, Iowa,
Sunday afternoon June 2. Rev.
Patton delivered the message and
the choir of Third 'Baptist church
rendered several selections. Rev,
Jordon is pastor of Union.
Men's Day will be observed
Sunday, June 16 at Bethel AME
church. The women of the church
will serve dinner. Rev. J. I. Thoms
as pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McKee, 2117
E. Locust st., spent the recent
holiday in Colfax, Iowa. They
were the house guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Cortez.

BATESVILLE
KY CLAY W. JOINER
Mrs. Loyd, an aged mother of
the Olivet Ray MB church who
had been ill for sometime, pa,sed
away on May 31. The Newan funeral home was in charge. Funeral held at the Olivet Ray MB
church on June 9. Several children and grandchildren survive.
The resider service and children's day program were a great
success at the Basset chapel
AME church on the first Sunday
with the pastor Rev. J. Andersen present. The Rev. C. W. Joiner preached the morning sermon.
Rev. G. W. Ward brought the
evening message. The Heaven
Bound Singers did the singing A
solo by Mrs. Jones. Her mother
followed by another. David 1Vatson and Mr. Hill enjoyed them
both.

Georgia
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HarveyBranchSeemedHeaded For
2nd No-Hitter For Three Innings
not In school this year.
By MOSES I. NEWSOM
' For three and two-thirds thrill-1 Fur the Warriors in 1955 when
fog innings last Thursday night: they took the City championship,
some 500 baseball fans watchelt! Branch won 6 and lost two games.
as the Magnolia Eagles' pitching In 1956 he had a 12-1 overall recace Harvey Branch, first man to ord, 9-1 in league play.
hurl a semi-pro league no-hitter,
appeared to be fast-balling toward
another.
I Added to the realization a every
no-hit pitcher would like to do it
again the next time around, more
Interest was lent the game when
It was learned that Tommy Dailey,
also a promising young left hander, would be on the mound for the
Blues.
AIR TENSE
The fans sensed It from the moment 19year-o I d Branch strolled
out to the mound for the top a
the first inning that he would not
admit he didn't have a no-hitter in
him until somebody cracked out a
hit, His teammates were chirping encouragement.
I First man up for the Blues, was
gecond baseman Edgar Bass. He
grounded to Henry Bridgeforth at
short and was thrown out, Bridgeforth to first baseman Arthur Grady, with nothing to spare.
Tommy Bowens, right fielder,
grounded to Branch. Everybody
was getting a piece of the ball and
the fans were beginning to wonder
how long it would be.
I Catcher Gene Harris, third man
tip for the Blues, became Branch's
first strike out. His fast ball was
zipping in there by n o w. The only
trouble was, it was hanging a bit
high too often.
The Cliff Holmes managed
Eagles lost no time getting to Dailey. William Gamble, right fielder, struck out but Dailey hit
Bridgeforth who thenstolesecend on a high pitch. Dailey struck
Gut Grady and third baseman Leon
Williams drilled a single through
third and second to score Bridge-

He works mostly his fast ball
and sometimes the curve and sinker.
Branch is majoring in physical
education and minoring in history
in college. He says he would like

Archie Moore 7Seeks Title Go
With Sugar Ray

MANNHEIM, Germany —(INS)
— Light heavyweight champion
Archie Moore said he was going to New York to discuss arrangements for a title fight with
Sugar Ray Robinson.
Moore said the fight would be
promoted by actor Frank Sinato play professional ball if the op- tra.
He added that there are "all
portunity comes along.
indications" at the moment that
Meanwhile, he says, "I'm pre- the fight will be staged in Los
paring myself to be able to do Angeles.
Moore predicted such a bout
something else."
would bring in $1,000,000.
*It would be the biggest match
I ever had — bigger than that
with Rocky Marciano — if it
comes off," he declared.
Moore was suspended Friday
by the National Boxing Association because he officially failed
to appear for a scheduled bout
with Tony Anthony, a ranking
contender. The fight was scheduled for Detroit.
The NBA said his title would be
declared vacant if he doesn't defend it by July 7.

Forty Athletes
Win Top Awards

HARVEY BRANCH, left, and
the man whose fourth inning
homer last Thursday night was

the first dent whatever hopes
the youag left hander had for
his second no-hit game. The

man with the big bat is Blues'
Gene Harris. (Newson Photo)

Crowe Provides
Redlegs'Spark

OUT STEALINC1
I Williams became the last cu
trying to steal.
! Branch started off with two
strike outs in the top of the screed, getting shortstop Clyde Bass
By WILLIAM A. BROWER ' should — have been charged' to
on a foul count, then Nathabiel
the shortstop or third baseman.
Wooten, third baseman. Jimmy
! When the Cincinnstl Redlegs ac- I really don't think I'm a bad
Bowens, left fielder, grounded to
Pt
e
quired George Crowe from t
fielder."
Grady who handled it unassisted.
Milwaukee Braves curly last Cincy's manager, Birdie T • bThe Eagles got Branch three
what
a
stispected
noboe,y
season,
betts, has a similar view.
more runs off Dailey in the botvaluable deal the acquisition would
"George gets by fine on first,"
tom of the second. McClain, secbe.
to
out
turn
said Tebbetts. "He's been a good
ond baseman, hit to short right
Certainly, no one thought that ball player for us.s bat has
Held. Left fielder Everett Johnson
111161111son Cre1111.0061210-111e- play. really helped."
walked after McClain stole second
ipg first hase regularly. After all.
One thing's sure„Cincinnati is
went to third on a passed b a 11.
the Redlegs had Ted Klurizewski, delighted that the lib got'Crowe
Catcher Dave Clark walked. Cenbaseball's No. 1 muscle men. Big for players who never made it in
terflelder Percy Braxton struck out
Klu had many years ahead of the majors. George4dd be the
and Branch laid down a bunt that
him as Cincy's regular first base- difference this year ift the National
scored McClain. Rightfielder Witman.
league pennant race.'
ham Gamble walked to load the
But this season, Kluszewski playbags again as Johnson was forced
back
a
ed only one game before
in. Bridgeforth grounded out and
injury put him on the shelf. Ile ORIOLES RECALL
in all the confusion and passed
VANN DURHAM
hasn't returned to action yet.
balls Clark sccred and Branch, too.
DETROIT (INS) — The Balti.
GETS BIG CHANCE
Grady came up and whiffed.
This gave Crowe his first chance more Orioles announced the reBranch was still hot in the top
to play regularly with a major call of 24-year-old outfielder Joe
Of the third. He struck out center.
league team. Ile had been a re- Vann Durham from San Antonio
fielder Walter Lewis and the pitchserve first baseman and pinchhit- of the Texas league.
er and E. D. Middlebrook, first
Vann Durham is leading the
frt. with the Braves for a couple
baseman for the Dodgers, pushed
of seasons. Last year, he was pri- Texas league in hitting with a .394
one down to second and was thrown
marily a pinchhitter for Cincin- average. His recall was prompted
out.
by a broken right index finger
nati.
Dailey saw just three Blues ha
How did Big George respond to suffered by outfielder Tito Franthe bottom of the third, Wiliiams'
the challenge? Well, he has been cona, who is expected to be out
bit, won second on an error and
hitting above the .300 mark most of the lineup about two weeks.
got caught legging for third. Mc- ON THE MOUND, Branch goes of the season, has driven in a
ClaM flied to centerfield and John- high above his bead before loosing flock of runs and has hit six home
son went out, second to first.
runs.
his fast ball.
The fourth started just about
But the opportunity has means
like the others for branc h. E.
more than that to Crowe.
WAN Lined
Bats grounded, Bowen struck out.
-It's more than just getting to
UP CAME HARRIS
take your cuts regularly," Crowe
ates
Up came Gene Harris. Harris
said. "That helps the hitting, of
stepped into one and it was a home
quttes
course, but being in the lineup
run down the left line. There went
helps mentally. Gives you a bet10•Y•or
the no-hitter. To make sure, Clyde
Guarantee
ter outlook on everything."
Bass cracked out a single before
The 34-year-old Crewe, a gradWooten grounded out.
uate of Indiana Central college,
HOLLYWOOD—MS) — MatchThis was not to be another nohas been in organized baseball
hitter but it was, except for a maker Jackie Leonard offered since 1949. He was signed by the
LICENSED
PLUMBERS
few loose spots, like the wild top welterweight champion Carmen old Boston Braves for the Pawdeguarantee
to
$75,000
Basilio
a
of the six when four runs came in
tucket (R. I. t club of the New
No Money
for the Dodgers, it was a good and fend his title against a top chal- England League. Ile batted .354
Down!
lenger. Gaspar Ortega. in an out- that season, getting 29 doubles. II
Interesting game.
No Credit
It was not decided on the spot door bout in Los Angeles.
triples and 12 home runs in the
'Jelayt
If some of the "hits" were hits or
Installed
Leonard, matchmaker at Holly- 123 games.
In
2 Hours!
error: but a good guess was that , wood American Legion stadium,
The next season he moved to
Branch struck out 11, pave up five telegraphed his offer to Basilio's Hartford of the Eastern League.
hits and five runs. Daily struck manager,'Joe Netro.
He led the loop in batting (.352),
out six, gave up six hits and eight
Leonard said he hoped to match drove in 122 runs, hit 41 doubles,
runs. A lot of efforts helped jack Basilio and Ortega, a Tijuana. seven triples and 24 home runs.
the noi total.
That earned him a shot with
Mex.. product, in an outdoor bout
SHOWS PROMISE.
PLUMBING COMPANY
in either July or August. He offer- Milwaukee. then in American asBranch is one of the most promBR s-6763
549 S. cooper
ed Basin() a $75,000 guarantee or sociation. In 1951. he was the Asising young pitchers in Memphis.
24.1101R SERI if F.
sociation's rookie-of -the-year after
40 per cent of the gate.
He has been looked at by the
The matchmaker also extended batting .339 and loading the loop
Cleveland Indians and Cincinnati an invitation to James D. Norris, in RBIs with 119.
has shown interest in him.
In 1952. he spent part of the
president of the International BoxSon of Mr. and Mrs. David ing Club. to have the IBC co-pro- season with Boston, but wound
Branch, of 1841 Keltner circle, mote the fight with Hollywood with Milwaukee. Ile got his in
Branch is a sophomore at Alabama American Legion Stadium.
full season of major league
State college where he has madid
perience under his belt when It
an impressive record with the!
Braves were moved to hilly. a,
Hornets RAC baseball champ.,
lice in 1953. He batted MI6 in 4 ,
OMAHA CARDS SIGN
RECORDS FOR EVERYONI
this season.
games, mostly as a pinchhitu r.
BOB GIBSON, FORMER
306 Pep,. et Loudirrilal•
• For the Hornets, had a 741 rec
. The next season he was sent
CREIGHTON U. STAR
ord last year against such teamr
Phan,. JA 5-4345
to Toledo, then in the Association.
qm tHA—iINs)---The Omaha
as Florida A and M, Tuskegee and
Ile batted .334 and led t h
Morehouse. He had two shutouts , Cardinals announced the signing league in hits (197) total bases
and two games in which he gave of Bob Gibson, Creighton Uni* (343) and RBIs (128). He tied kr
versity's star pitcher.
up but one hit.
' leadership in doubles and bit 34
General manager Bill Berg. home runs.
His no-hitter two weeks ago was
CAN YOU USE
the first victory for the Magnolia each said the 21-year-old Omaha
Thus, he was bark with Mitiveu.
Eagles this season and his victory Negro will join the American kee for pinehhitting duties and
MORE
last Thursday night was their sec- Association team in Minneapolis
utility assignment in 1954. He got
ond win. In that game he struck tonight.
into 104 games, batting .281.
The versatile Gibson not only
out 16 men while walking but one
FIELDING CRITICIZED
Branch graduated from Booker pitched for the Creighton UniverCrowe's detractors say that he
T. Washington high school here sity baseball teem this spring
GROUND FLOOR'.
cannot field adequately for the
but
played
and
outfield
infield
and was a star hurler for the Warmajor leagues.
STERICK BUILDING
was
one
of
and
the
rims in the semi-pro league in 1955
squad's ton
"I never was as bad a fielder
'WHERE FOLKS 115/ YOU
and 1956. Dailey was then his team- hitters. Gibson also starred In
as the newspapers said," Crowe
Off PINTRINTIAL
basketball
at
Creighton.
StilV/Rf
mate. Dailey also has been attendcontends. "I used to get a lot of
ing Alabama State although he was IIIIKI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 errors that should—that I thought

Offer Basilio
$75,000 For
Ortega Bout

899,!

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Boston
Pryor, the heavy, hard-hitting tackle and co-captain of the 1956 football team, received the M. D. Seriter trophy for the best K. C. blocker in the special awards convocation in MacMillan chapel recently. Forty other athletes were
also honored. Dr. Robert Harvey,
made the presentations.
Julian Bell, athletic director,
said in his remarks that sports
reflect life of the college and he
is presenting a program within
the framework of the institution,
a program that the institution can
support. Robert Mungen, head
football coach, and Elvin Dean,
backfield coach, were also present.
Freshmen received certificates:
sophomores, letters; juniors, jackets; seniors, gold balls. Some
were awarded for both football
and basketball.
DAILY DOUBLE PAYS $1,304.S0
WILMINGTON, Del. — (INS) —
A daily double combination of
Sweet Stroller and Betrayed paid
a $1,304.80 return for a $2 bet
at Delaware Park.
Sweet Stroller paid $6.80 in the
first race and Betrayed returned
$202 in the second to make the
rich jackpot.

Division! Championship Games
Delayed In Semi-Pro By Rain
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
More highlights from the semipro league:
The teams thought all the divisional champions fur the first
half would be known last week
but heavy rains cancelled smus
of the games and it will be Una
week before the decisions will be
made in sonic of them.
Harvey Branch came through
again last week, defeating the Federal Compress Blues 8 to 5 at

Lincoln Park to give ‘re Magno1-1 Orange Mound Tigers shutout the
is Eagles their second win of the'
Stars, 3-0.
season. Also at Lincoln the fans West Ind
saw the Orange Mound Tigers The Hardwood Stars defeated
blast the Memphis Greyhounds off Ellendale, 2-1 for their fourth win
against two hisses and pulled into
the diamond, 13-4.
In other scores the Memphis Tro a tie for first place with the
jans beat Humko, 11-1; Hunter Orange Mound Tigers in division
Fan stopped Humko, 7-3; Dermon four. Hunter Fan and the Tate
Gems over Mallory, 8-7; Lettet• Red Sox lead the second division
Carriers edged the Memphis Dod- with 6-1 records. The Dodgers are
gers, 2-1, South Memphis Chicks sitting on top of the world in dibeat Olive Branch, Miss., 9-2; vision one with a 5-1 record.

Junior League Basketball Season'
Opens June 13—Mayor To Help
The official opening of the W. County. There are two teams ers in the League, composed now
D. I. A. Little League Baseball each already organized at Milling- of 41 teams in Memphis and Shelseason will be held Thursday night ton, Woodstock, and at Mt. Pis- by — the first league of its
kind in America.
at Lincoln Park with the cere- gah.
monies beginning at 7 p.m.
During the past two years the
•
The League Commissioners
On hand to throw out the first WDIA League has furnished fun Frank Armstrong, sports director
ball and officially get the season and recreation for over 1,000 Ne- of Radio Station WDIA and E. T.
underway will be Mayor Edmund gro boys. WDIA has provided uni- Hunt, representing the recreation
Orgill. Officials representing the forms, bats and balls for all play- department.
Memphis Park Commission are
Park Commission Supt. H. S.
through W. Harold Denison, exeLewis, Marion Hale, superinten.
cutive secretary, Ohio-West Virdent of the recreation department;
ginia area council YMCAs.
Loyd Sowell, Van Mathis and E.
The council meets every two
T. Hunt, Bert Ferguson and Frank
years to handle the business of
Armstrong will represent Station
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (ANP) — the Alliance during the interim
WDIA.
Rev. Matthew G. Carter, execu- period. A native of Virginia,
600 BOYS
Carter began his YMCA career
The WDIA Baseball Le'sgue was tive secretary, Spring Street at Richmond, Va., where he was
organized in 1955 by WDIA in YMCA here, will be one of 10 executive secretary of Leigh Street
Department of the Memphis Park secretaries to represent the YMCA YMCA. He was next associate
Commission. Fourteen teams en- of the United States at a meeting secretary of the Southwest Area
tered in that season. This, the of the World Council YMCA at Council YMCA.
third season, will find 35 teams Kassel, Germany, from July 4-12.
The representatives were chosen
lined up to take part in the seaby the National YMCA board. The micron is 1-250,000th of an
son's planned program.
Carter's notice was received inch measurement.
Under the new plan, necessitated by the huge increase in teams,
Starts SATURDAY!
there will be both a junior and
JUNE 15
senior league. The age limit is
4 BIG DAYS 4!
from 10 to 15 years of age. There
will be 600 boys taking part in
this city-wide activity. Games will
be regularly scheduled at Klon
dyke, Douglass and Binghampton
ALLIED ARTISTS pres•O,
diamonds in North Memphis, and,
at Lincoln, Orange Mound a n d
Orgill Field in South Memphis.
The first games will begin at
w"THE
4 p.m. and the nightcaps will folORS61
low at 5:30 p.m. at each of the
ball diamonds. Fans are invited
to see these youngsters play and
BARBARA HALE
there is no admission charge.
BRAD DEXTER -GLORIA TALBOT,
COUNTY TOWNS
'
WDIA has enlarged its little
CINEMASCOPE
league operations into Shelby

'Y' Head World
Confab Delegate
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GIB'S KINDERGARTEN grad.
sated its class of 1957 at exercises held June 2 at bolden Methodist church, Rev. J.

•

)00th of an

AWAY,
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Disabled Workers May
Qualify For Benefits
If a severe disability prevents worker does not make his appliyou from doing any more work cation until July 1957 or later, his
you may be able to get cash ben- future benefits may be substanefits every month as a result of tially reduced or lost and he may
a recent change in the social not be eligible for the monthly
disability insurance benefits paysecurity law.
J. W. Eanes, district manager able to disabled workers 50 to 65
of the local Social Security office years of age.
Disabled workers who believe
says that disability benefits will
he paid beginning with a payment they are eligible should get in
for this July to disabled people touch with their social security
who are between the ages of 50 district offices now to protect their
and 65 who can meet the neces- rights.
sary work and medical requirements.
To meet the work requirements,
Mr. Eanes said, the disable per- '
son must have worked in covered employment for five years
during the 10 years before the disLANGSTON, Okla. — Arthur
ability began. In addition it is also
L. Johnson, a member of the May
necessary that he have worked one
graduating class of Langston
and one-hall years or more in the
university, has been awarded a
three year period immediately begraduate fellowship in Chemistry
fore the disability occurred.
by the University of Pittsburgh.
The disability can be due to
The award amounts to $1,500
physical or mental causes but it
plus tuition and laboratory fees
must be a disability that can be
for 1957-58.
determined by medical evidence.
At Pittsburgh U., Johnson will
The individual's disability must be
a graduate assistant
so severe that he is unable to en- serve as
program of studies
gage in any gainful activity now bile pursuing a
leading to the Master of Science
and in the forseeable future.
degree in Physical Chemistry.
DEADLINES SET
Johnson is the son of Mr. and
Anyone who is now disabled for
work and has not worked since Mrs. R. D. Johnson of McAlester.

o

Fellowship To
Lanston Grad

September 1954 will lose his disability rights under the social se
curity law if he does not apply
by June 30, 1957. If a disabled

RIP LEY
LAUDERDALECounty

NEWS
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Dumas. L. U. T. C., standing
right, manager of the North
Carolina Life Insurance company's branch office here. He
is the only Negro teaching a
class and the 12 who graduated from the course were

GR ADUATES
INSURANCE
tend the summer camp at Fulwere honored at luncheon held
at Tony's Inn last week in rcc•
ognition of their completion of
a two.)ear (52 weeks) course
for Life Underwriters. T h e
course was taught by A. P.

iioners
is director
and E. T.
recreation

nison, exe.
-West Vir•
4CAs.
every two
msiness of
he interim
f Virginia,
CA career
!re he was
,eigh Street
associate
iwest Area

4,

•=4‘•

if'

ihutout this

,posed now
s and Shelue of its
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vow..

H. Gardner, minister. T h e
grads were happy to re
ceive their certificates, presented by their teacher a n It
principal, Mrs. Agnes Gibson.
Graduates, front row, left to
Aubrey D. Anderson, Flora
Benham. Bethelyn Anderson,

Cobb, C. J. Latimer, Victor Starlard, Overtis Wilson and Hoover r
Williams. Mrs, T. W. Moorehead ,
nest Riley. I.. C. Sharpe, John
among the approximately 20
is enrolled in Summer School at re
Bolden, Elisha M. Hall, 0. T.
Negroes who were numbered
Westbrook, Rufus Jones and
in the more than 13,000 Lifa
AM. and N. College. At Philan- Southern
four who are not seen on the
Underwriters students graduatder Smith College in Little Rock
LouAnderson,
Lenal
pictures.
ing this year. Insurance men
are Mrs. J. O. Wilburn, Mrs. Molis Young, Robert Plunkett and
finishing the course were .1.
lie Moore, Mrs. Selene Porter and
A. L. Thompson. (Withers e'ho.
L. Gaston, Steve Edley, ErMrs. Maurice Stewart.
The board of directors of The .
to)
•••
Southern Conference Educational
The members of the Forrest
Inc., has urged Congress to
City A. M. and N. College club Fund,
Administrasponsored a Calypso Party to hon- support and pass the
or the Lincoln High graduates tion's Civil Rights Bill without
recently. The Study Hall at LHS crippling amendments.
was decorated in Black and Gold
SCEF president Aubrey W. Wil4.0frgiCAe/4 J. CLARK
(State's colors). The young people lhams, of Montgomery, Ala., in
danced to record music as they a telegram to senators and repre.
The members of Lane Chapel whose name appeared in Who's enjoyed cokes, cookies, nuts, etc.,
sentatives said to inject into the
Church sponsored a very colorful Who in American Colleges and etc. Clifton Walker, pres., Mrs.: enforcement of the Civil Rights
Calendar Tea recently at their Universities this year, received a
G. Cobb served as chaperon, Bill a jury trial "would completeFellowship House. Each month of Fellowship to do graduate study
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jefferson ly sabotage its enforcement bethe year was represented with a at Washington State University.
are the proud parents of a baby cause it would introduce into the
table bearing its symbol.
Attending school at the U of A son, George Franklin, born June proceeding the very local prejuCaptains were: January - Mrs. this Summer arc: Miss Lucille 1. Annette and Anthony are very dice against which Protection is
Florida Patton, February, M. O. McCall, Mrs. E. P. Shannon, C. T. proud of their little brother, too. sought and sorely needed."
Livingston, March, M. C. Jeffers
May, Mrs. L. K. Tellington, June,
Mrs. Caroline Allman, July, Mrs.
Mattie Shepherd and Judge Tur•
ner, August, Mrs. Eula Shumpert,
September, Mrs. S. P. Cox and
Mrs. Allie Price, November, Mrs.
Mary Mitchell and December,
Mrs. Willie Smith.
Mrs. A. P. Suggs was gen. chairman, Rev. J. L. Tellington, pas.
tor.
•••
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Barbara Reed, school queen;
James Bates, king: Micheal
Stevenson, Dan Strong a a d
A'eadie Hunt. (McChriston pbe•

Wande Terrell, Sharon Hewitt,
Peggy Newborn, Causandi a
Ihrd, Judith Brown, Nina
Tiel and Charlotte Blount, Second row, same order: Mrs.
Gibson, Mary Dale, Laverne
Williams, George Young. Stanley Mitchell, Rickey Marshall,

to)

Group Against
'Trial' Jury Amendment

Forrest City & Madison Briefs

The Ladies Relief Club of St.

Luke Church sponsored a Hymn
Hour last Sunday. Mrs. Robert
Smith served as narrator. Other
participants were: Mrs. V. T.
Bond, Mrs. T. A. West, Robert
Martin, Mrs. C. B. Moody, Alvin
Walker, Misses Iris Clark and
Nureline Johnson. Mrs. F.
Scott, pianist, Mrs. Pauline Smith,
pres., Rev. H. Scott, pastor.
•••

Honor Grads
From MI

S
LOAN
FURNITURE
AUTOSEQUIPMENT

•
Than, Is • 1114111111 why 'mph
iik• 5. d• business with es. It
,s our prompt, friendly sordits,
courteous tr•stie.nt sad dosing
to help you.

Nights.
The five seniors who received Open Thursday and Friday
Until 8 P. M.
tops at Mississippi Industrial col.
"Chow" III ths Saturant"
is
lege in Ilolly Springs, Miss. this
spring were.
Miss Barbara Jean Lee, of Jackson, Miss.; Miss Doris Jean Jackson, of Senatobia, Miss.; Miss
Mayese Henderon, of Holly
Spring, Miss.; Miss Barbara Jean
152 MADISON AVE.
Johnson, of Victoria, Miss., and
Phone JA. 5-7611
Miss Margaret Helen Jackson, of '
Home Ownitd . Homo Oderdhid
Michigan City, Miss.

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

iceroy has the
smoothest taste ofall!

The Fifty-second Annual ses.
skin of the Arkansas Association
of Colored Women met in Fort
Smith this month. Clubs and dele7
here
gates represented from
wete: Semper Fidelis Club, Mrs.
Charlene
B. C. Williams, Miss
Warren, Mrs. J. E. Burke, and
NIIRA LONIA JAIL FARM. Calif Mrs. W. L. Purifoy,
Girls' Clubs, Misses Fannie Lof-'-(INS) — A remorseful Edward
G. Robinson, jr., now serving a ton (elected Girls' State Presi80-day sentence in this swelterine dent at this meeting) Judy Scott,
Mojave desert lockup, said Mon- Laneal Lucas, LaRuth Eldridge
day in an exclusive interview that and Gloria Clark. Eureka Club,
his tragic past has been "brain- Mrs. Joseph Suggs, Girls' Club,
washed" out of him.
Misses Charlene White and Eve"It's all over," he said with lyn Williams (re-elected State
end.
the
is
"this
tears in his eyes,
Vice-president). U. B. I. Club,
When I get out of here I begin a Mrs. C. E. Allen and Mrs. Althie
new life — a good life."
Rispon
The son of the famous film and
go
stage star was convicted June 3. Our hearty congratulations
Miss
of misdemeanor drunk driving re- ' to Miss Vhaness Whitaker,
suiting in a four-car auto crash Evelyn Baker Lemuel Pitts, and
and the loss of an eye for 37-year- Charles Walker who graduated
old martin Barth, a friend of Rob- from A. M. and N. college this
year. By the way, Mr. Walker,
inson's.

Son Of Film
Great 'Sobs
In Prison

A song festival by the choir
union of Lauderdale and Haywood
counties was rendered at the
L. H. S. High school Sunday, June
2. It was sponsored by the Goldust
principal,
'onsolidated school
Prof. Rodger Watkins and associated teachers.
It was well attended and quite
Impressive. Proceeds of $55.02
will help strengthen the libraries
of the schools.
The teaching staffs of the schools
made known their appreciation of
the effort and pledged their support of the organization, which
is headed by Prof. J. A. Haliburton.
Sunday, June 2, was a high day.
Seventy-three per cent of the
membership of the Holly Grove
Missionary Baptist church went to
render a program for Rev. Varnado's 8th anniversary 'al the
Jackson Avenue Baptist church in
Memphis
Rev. Turret] was speaker; Miss
E. Gooch responded to the wet
Akcome and both choirs rendered
Wsong services. There were nine
members in the senior choir in.
eluding Decature Johnson, of
Morning Star Baptist church;
theie were 18 junior choir members and four deacons present.
They left Ripley at 12:30 and
arrived back In Ripley at 7:30
p.m. They had a bus load including six cars. Mrs. Kate Sanders
and Mrs. R. L. Nelson sponsored
the transportation.
Vacation time Is here. Miss
Elane Purham is visiting in Chicago. Herman Lee Is visiting his
parents in Ripley.
Memorial service was held In
Canfield cemetery on May 30.
Hey. E. G. Carroll delivered the
memorial sermon
Mrs. Mildred B. Williams was
in charge of service.
The Canfield cemetery club has
requested each family to pay two
dollars to help keep the cemetery
clean. Please give your contributions to Rev. Carroll, treasur
er or to Mrs. Mildred R. Williams, of 109 Pennington st., secretary.

RELAX DE LUXE

C1933. ammo I %whams's Illiss* Ginn

Only Viceroy
takes the
3 steps
that lead to
smoother
smoking!

BOURBON
WXE
de
THE LUXURY BOURBON
Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... relax. You're
at easel That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yea, relax de luxe.
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.

KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KY.,
DISTRIBUTED BY: NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.,
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-86 RRO0i

•

1.0n00/4/
From the finest tobacco m-own.
Viceroy selects only the Smooth
Flavor Leaf. No other will do!

Erito Onoe4
Each Smooth Flavor Leaf is specially
Deep-Cured, golden brown through
and through. for extra smoothness!

0.c'4 er D?voih!
Only Viceroy smooths each puff
through 20,000filters made from pre
cellulose—soft, snow-white. natural!
•
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Born At John Gaston Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Fatmer, Mr. and Mrs. Williams H. Bell,
JUNE 1, 1957
610 Handy Mall.
218 W. Utah.
A daughter, Debra Jemille Sig- A daughter, Miranda Ann BenA daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
gers, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Dock Walker, 1315 S. Main Ext.
Siggers, 118 Farrow.
Benson, 2364 Brooklyn.
A son, Less D. Torry, jr., to
A daughter, Sandra Kay Davis, A son, Aaron W Gales, to air. Mr. and Mrs. Less D. 'lorry, 738
to Mr. and Mrs. Herlin Davis, 445 and Mrs. Lee A. Gales, 1451 Da- St. Paul.
vis.
Monroe.
A daughter, Janet Marie WebA daughter, Barbara Ann BenA eon, Gregory Moore, tp Mr. 1 ster, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny F. and Mrs. Lewis Moore, 1264 Fire- Webster, 887 S. Wellington.
COCA-COLA —
Benson, 812 Polk.
stone.
A daughter, Anita Carol Ar- ASSIGNED WITH
A daughter, Malinda Joy CarA son, Abron Brown, jr., to Mr., nold, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ar- Orville Swafford, Baltimore, has
recently joined the Coca-Cola Rot.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Channay and Mrs. Abron Brown, 1477 Ori- nold, 1602 S. Third.
Baltimore. Md.,
ele.
Carter, 2010 Riverside.
A son, John Henry Pasts, to ding Company of
A son, Lasalle McNeal, to Mr.
A daughter, Sharon Laverne Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Davis, to handle public relations and sales
promotion actidlies in the Negro
and Mrs. Chester McNeal, 74 N. Taylor, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert 1016 N. Claybrook.
graduate ol Morgan
Rembert.
Taylor, 1474 Curry.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Julious market. A
State college. Mr. Sw afford was•
A daughter, Delois Wilson, so Carr, 2191 Clayton.
A son, Larry Darnell Goss, to
formerly with a national cigarette
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Goss, 1256 Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson, 2271 JUNE 7, 1957
representati,n
Eldridge.
Hollywood.
A son, Larry John L. Cartel, to company. The new
A daughter, Betty Jo Burnett Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cartel', 860 for Coca-Cola is married to a Bal.
A son, James Jennings Sexton,
timore public school teacher,
to Mr and Mrs Jessie Sexton, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie B Burnett, Ea stmoreland.
248 Cambridge.
1003 Melrose.
A son, Terry Lee Robinson, to,
A daughter, Ethel Lee Hilson, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson, 449 Tornado Relief Fund
A son, Carl Anthony Yatei,
to Mr. and Mrs: Peter Yates, 947 Mr. and Mrs. Onester Hilson, 661 Pontotoc.
CITY—(INS)—The Red
S. Orleans.
N. Sixth.
A son, Eldridge Alexander, tr., KANSAS
A daughter, Johnnie Mae Thorn- to Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge, 1613 S. Cross Tornado relief fund received
A son, James Valentine, to Mr
and Mrs. Calvin C. Valentine, 116 ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Crittenden Laudedrdale.
a welcome "shot-in-thc-arm over
Thornton, 1501 Monsarrat.
A daughter, Barbara Ann Per- 1 the weekend with receipt of a
Fite rd.A son, Stanle,y Wilson, to Mr. ry, to Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Perry,'
A son, Malcolm Wesley, to Mr.
$25,000 contribution from the Unitand Mrs. Willie Wesley, 771 Tan- and Mrs. John H. Wilson, 1725 E. 2423 Vandal".
Steelworkers of America out
Silver.
A daughter, Cheryl Denise Thom- ed
glewood.
Pitts.
A son, Ronald Lee Harrington, as, to Mr. and Mrs. Altha L. of their national office in
A son, Alonzo Jackson, jr.. to
burg. The fund now totals 8678,737
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Jackson. 1595 to Mr. and Mrs. Ilumprhey Har- Thomas, 1420 Sunset.
and the goal is one million dollars.
rington, 42 Shelby dr.
A daughter, Carolyn Denise
Aley rd.
A daughter, Helen Valentine, to JUNE 5, 1957
Hines, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie L.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Valentine,, A daughter, Debra Juaniee How- Hines, 134.1 Fields.
ell, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie C.
785 Claybreok.
A daughter, Donna Jo Sims, to
A daughter, Karen Renee Sharp, Howell, 17E Ingle.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sims, 535 Con.
to Mr: and Mrs., William J. Sharp, A daughter, Brenda J is v ce cord.
James, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
1710 Lapaloma.
A son, Johnny Polk. to Mr. and
the council and luncheon hostschool for handicapped chilcille Hanstiorough, of t h e
TWO SCHOOLS were preientA daughter, Laverne Gooden, to James, 1584 S. Bellevue.
Mrs. Louis J. Polk, 626 N. Fourth.
ess, looks on as Mrs. Annette
dren, which led in per capboard of education; M r s.
al checks as first place win.
A daughter, Jeannie Mae LenMr. and Mrs. George Gooden, 258
A son, Wilfort lee Tatum, jr.
Williams, program chairmaii
ita consumption, by J. M. ForGeorgia M. Rumpus, state P.
flees in Iwo divisions of the
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry 1.en- to Mr. and Mrs. Wilfort Tatum,
N. Dunlap,
T. A. president; Mrs. Vivian
bis, president of the Memphis
of the Keel School PTA and
milk consumption contest re'
A son, Lester Lampkins, to Mr.. son. 616 N. Fifth.,
2366 Dexter.
Mrs. Alma Booth, Keel school
Dairy Council. In upper phoFord, of the Tri State Defencently sponsored by the MemA son, Henry Earl Williams, to
and Mrs. Roosevelt Lampkins, 767
A son, Wilbert Eugene McCar•
principal, accept check f o r
to Cleveland Harris, left, presder; Miss Jewel Gentry. of
phis Dairy Council, Miss FranMr. and Mrs. Walter Williams, ley, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hobart.
$25 from Mr. Forbis. T h e
ident of the Mt. Pisgah PTA,
the Memphis World; Dick
ces Crain, director, at a lunch'
680 Castle.
JUNE 2, 1957
Yes —A-200kills Lice,Crabs,
McCarley, 325 Cottonwood.
(Cane) Cole, of Radio Station
Council president, presented
and Mrs. Aline Loftis, home
eon held Wednesday at Lela
A son; Charles Eugene Whocpand their eggs in one treatA son, Franklin Bernard Smith.
WLOK; Mrs. D orot hy
economics instructor and eaf.
Walker clubhouse on Walker.
by Miss Crain, said the interment.
A-WO works fast and
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith, er, to Mr. and Mrs. Norwood
Greene. and Miss Marilyn Wat•
est of the council in promoting
eteria manager at Mt. Pis.
The checks were presented to
sure—but won't irritate your
Whooper, 135 Modder.
Malone.
1505
and
8153.75
Logan
of
Helen
the
check
seeing
Mrs.
contest
representatives of Mt. Pis.
that
accept
akin, won't stain your
was in
kins,
the
gab,
A daughter, Ava Yolanda PeA daughter, Regina Fay Cleggs,
clothes. .4-200 smells good—
Mrs. Dorotha, liolloway, all of
more youngsters drink more
from Mr. Forbis. Lower picgab High school, which plat%
cues,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. William
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cleggs.l
and it washes right out, like
milk Among guests attending
the Keel school. (Newson
ture, reading from left, Mrs.
ed first in increased milk
shampoo.
a
Pegues,
795
Henderson.
3896
Firer.
Leopold Melngeilis, 47, of 4.710
Photos)
the luncheon were Mrs. Lu•
Leoda Gammon, dietician with
sales, and to Keel Avenue
A daughter. Mary Elriabeth Ar• May-pole, suffered a fatal injury
Go to your drug store toA son, Leroy Walton, to Me.
day for A-WO!
and Mrs. James H. Walton, 1977 nold, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ar- Saturday when he fell from a
nold, 3680 Spottswood.
Hunter.
scaffold at his home. He was proA-200 BETTER...by Mc BESSON
A daughter, Doris Jean T u n- JUNE 8, 1957
nounced dead on arrival at Gar
A son, Stanley Marvin Bell, to field Park hospital. The victim •
1 stall, to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Tunstall, 788 Alston Mall.
A daughter, Judy McKay PittOn the day that I write this I Rock and Mrs. Vera Jennings of
, man, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
can truthfully say that it is a Chicago. accompanied Miss Eva
Pittman, 506 Spottswood.
clear sunshiny day. To me, that's Barbee home from the funeral of '
A son, David Wayne Selmon.
good. Even though the weather her mother, Mrs. Pearlie Barbee.
OMAHA — (INS) — A 40-yearis very hot it is welcome because of Newbern. Miss Eva Barbee is
old man who lived in Omaha 17 to Mr. and Sirs. James H. Selyears as a respected citizen Mon- mon, 1035 Indiana.
it brings the sunshine, a o in e- recovering from an attack of flu
A daughter, Beverly Joyce At.Mrs. Robbie Lee Cole and
thing we have not been seeing too
day faced a return to Oklahoma
Hiss Eva Davidson of E. St. Louto complete a prison sentence kins, to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis At.
much of lately.
km, 2235 Ball rd.
We are happy to report that is, Ill., are visiting friends and
SAN FRANCISCO — (INS) — interrupted when he escaped 20
A daughter, Sonja Denise Witour sick list has not increased relatives this week. They are he- Health authorities Monday dis- years ago.
He is Artemus L. Carroll who Hams; to Sir. and Mrs. Ronnie
and that the remaining ones on ing entertained by Mrs. Lurlie counted the reported severity of
it, Mrs. Adline Exum, Sirs. Lou Russel, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Bu- an Asiatic type influenza contract. walked away from the Oklahoma C. M'illiams, 694 Castle.
•
Ivie and Sirs. Lena Blake chartist. Mrs. Lucy Overall, Miss ed by 96 persons aboard a liner penitentiary in 1937 while a mu- JUNE 3. 1957
k daughter to Mr. and Mrs
Eva Barbee and others.
ty. He still haft four and one-half
are all holding their own.
which
Francisco.
arrived
in
San
• ••
Marnel Smith, 431 Vance.
' Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West visThe flu has reportedly stricken years to serve of a five-year senA son, Bill Edward, Ragland. to
Mr. and Sirs. Glenn Fisher viatence
for
grand
larceny.
ited Mrs. Clara West on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Ragland, 26
ited Mr. and Mrs. Sherrod Lovett approximately one million persons
last. Mr. Albert Exum, Mrs. ElizCarroll
refused Sunday
to E. Trigg.
in Jackson on Saturday last. Their in China, Japan, the Philippines
abeth Johnson, Mrs. Mary Mcwaive extradition to Oklahoma.
A daughter, Betty Ann Band daughter, Shirley, returned home. and India during the past few
Lagughlm and Mrs. Novella TanHe
is
married,
the
father of a ridge to Mr. and Mrs. James A.
•
with them to spend her summer
sd have returned to their rechild,
is
employed
by
a
Millard, Dandridge. 991 Lemoyne.
All the victims aboard the liner
vacation. Mrs. Carrie Farris is
spective homes after spending sevNeb., firm and owns his o w n
A daughter, Patrice Maunsel
very ill in the Jackson General President Cleveland which arrived
eral days with their mother, Mrs.
home.
in San Francisco Sunday from thc
Carpenter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ural
hospital.
Exum. Miss Martha Jane West of
He
was
picked
up
and
questionCarpenter, 626 Center Lane.
We wish to thank all of you for Orient are recover:ng, according
St. Louis is spending the week
ed with another man May 28 coni
your patronage. We try to bring to Dr. F.dgar W. Norris, chief
A daughter, Juanita Faye Lgend with her mother, Mrs. Clara
cerning
the
disappearance
of
some
medlcal
officer of- the U. S. Public
gins. to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
you what you would like to rex*
West. Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Philplumbing from an old. abandoned Liggins, 1527 Webb.
Health
Service
quarantine
station
about. We welcome and appreci•
lips of Indianaolis, have returned
house. The charges were dismissA son to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
ate any news items and anything at San Francisco.
home after spending a lengthy
. ed, hut his fingerprints were tak- B. Zuher. 641
King.
else to improve your column.
Norris
and
even
if
the
disease
week end with his parents, Mr
en as a routine matter.
A son, Carl Eugene Rogers, to
Until next week, same place_ spread on the West Coast
would
and Mrs. Samuel Phillips.
Saturday police were notified by Mr. and Sirs. Robert L. Rogers,
ADIOS AMIGO.
cause onlny mild discoinfixt to
• y •
the FBI that Carroll was a fugi- 189 Commerce.
the victims.
' Club Falderal entertained t h e
live.
JUNE 4, 1957
RED
WINGS
BUY
Despite
Norris'
SAWCEDUCE
statement,
some
Phillips last Friday night at the
A daughter, Glenda Joyce WilThe
stricken
Detroit
of
those
Red
aboard
the
Cleve.
obWings
have
Iardens. in Jackson, Tenn.
Everything hurt. My head hurt hams, to Mr. and Mrs. James
IMIWINIERWat
T:A
llinW(
h ite sport coat and a Pink tained goalie Terry Sawchnek from land said the flu caused great dis- like somebody was beating on it Williams. 1314 Gill.
Carnation" was the theme of the the Boston Bruins in exehange for COM Or .
with a ball pen hammer."
A
daughter,
Willie
Bowen.
Jean
A Chicago housewife, Mrs. Evedinner party that was so beauti- left wing Johnny Bucyk and an
Her husband, Eugene Reynolds, to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bowen, 4202
lyn Reynolds, 31, said she was 32, a former state departmeht Clark.
fully served by Mr. and 111 r s. undisclos...1 sem of cash.
Sawchuck, who Detroit dealt to down for three days with the di,. radioman in
James Alley.
Manila, corroborated
A son. Zack Cohne, jr.. *to Mr.
Lincoln O'Daniel of Jackson was Boston La a trade two years ago. ease and ran a 104 temperature. her view and said:
and Sirs. Zack Cohen, 1612 Pe"I've had flu before," she said,
'I've had colds and flu before,' can.
a business visitor in Dyer Mon- left the Bruins in mid -season last
"but there's nothing like thi; hid I never ran a fever like this.'
day of this week. Sirs. Bobbie year eomplainina of illness
A daughter, Wanda Ree Fatmer,
CONCERT PIANIST Natalie Hinderas
Harris was a business visitor in
Made her debut in New York's Town
Trenton this week. Mrs. La Pearl'
Hall, plans a European tour in October.
Burns, Mrs. Johnnie Jamison. Sal..!
As a performer,she sticks strictly to the
lie B. Burns and John Etta Jamieon visited Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
classics. As a smoker,she sticks strictly
Lee Jamison this week.
to Luckies."I want the best-tasting cigMrs. Shirley Ray, of Trenton.
arette I can find," she says. "To my
has returned home after spending
way of thinking, that's a Lucky."
some time with her grandmother,
Sirs. Lydia Ewell. Rev. and Mrs
"IT'S TOASTED"to taste' better!
T. Si. Smith. of Trenton. visited
Announces a new service which is being offered to the
Mr. and Mrs. .1. D Overall.
people of Memphis and the Tri-State area.
Mrs. Mary Parson of Hollow

A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY
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Medics Say
Flu Scare
No Worry
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For 17 Years

"Taste comes first with me...and
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Mammoth's Monthly Ordinary Plan

LAMPS
CONTRACTS UNDER THIS PLAN INCLUDE

VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

Educational Program—Hospitalization

schoi

Twenty Year Endowment—Five Year Term
Twenty Pay Life—Juvenile Twenty Pay Life

spon
Stat.,

Endowment at 65—Endowment at 85

ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM
CLEANERS

Endowment at 18—Fifteen Year Endowment
Juvenile Estate Builder—Mortgage Redemption
95
up

•

MAMMOTH MEANS MORE
Any one of our well trained representatives is ready to
For information call: JA 5-7161.

serve you.

APPLIANCES. INC
760 Union A. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
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LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!"

MAMMOTH LIFE & ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.
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Perak"

OFFICE: 386 1 2 BEALE AVENUE
PHONE: JA 5-7161

Don't Lot Him DOwn
when it comes to a college education. Start saving now with
our help and make sure he gets
those four extra years of training that will do much to enrich his future. Start this week!
EARN 3% PER ANNUM

ping
race 8
Spare lima Ands Natalie composing,or treating her ceiling-high philodendron to a milk
bath (right). At light-up time,Natalie treata
herself to a Lucky. "Taste cornea first with
me," she says, "and Luckier; taste better."

Highest Rate Paid By Any Bank

Luckless' better taste cvmes from fine tobacco—mild, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to taste even better. Natalia
Bayou, and you'll agree: "Luckier; are the besttasting cigarette I ever smoked!"

AT

TRI-STATE
BANK
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee

LUCKIES
.
TASTE
BETTER
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
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